


Ten Years of
Cay Programming
By Bill Hartman

Fruit Punch, the nation's longest-running

gay radio program, celebrates its tenth anniver-

sary this month (on June 8th) with a gala com-

munity birthday party to be broadcast live

over KPFA, from the Valencia Rose Cabaret

in San Francisco.

It promises to be quite a party. Entertain-

ers and artists scheduled to perform that night

include The Chorale Majority, singer-compo-

ser Blackberri, stand-up comic Lea ("Raging

Bull") DeLaria, poet James Broughton, Gwen
Avery, the smooth Romanovsky & Phillips,

recording artist Conana, the dynamite duo

Casseberry-Dupree, and a host of other talent-

ed well wishers. San Francisco Supervisor Harry

Britt will be on hand to congratulate the staff

of Fruit Punch, as will other political and

media luminaries, and former members of

the KPFA programming outfit.

If it were just a matter of having "survived"

for ten years, I don't think I would be up to

celebrating: lots of once-innovative institutions

have outlived their usefulness - their cutting

edge having been dulled by time, their political

values succumbing to expediency and com-

placency.

But Fruit Punch remains as provocative and

engaging today as it was in the year following

Richard Nixon's landslide election to a second

term; and the weekly program has accomplished

a great deal of good in the course of its 500
broadcasts. Where else- other than Wednesday

s from 10-11 pm on KPFA- can you tune

in to a broadcast that speaks of affection along

with politics in the same breath and which suc-

cessfully integrates the pagan tradition of

Mardi Gras and witchcraft with the hard-boiled

politics of riot and resistance? Fruit Punch
may well be more timely in the era of Reagan

and Falwell than it was a decade ago.

Produced by an all-volunteer collective

since its inception, the gay men's radio pro-

gram has reached hundreds of thousands of

gay and non-gay Californians with news of its

community over the past ten years; it has pro-

vided a consistently lively forum for the dis-

cussion of political, social, economic and

sexual issues; and has served as an ongoing

"performance hall of the air|' introducing

gay and lesbian artists to KPFA listeners across

the state - artists systematically excluded

from the mainstream airwaves.

Fruit Punch represents the voice of a

maligned, threatened and pretty wonderful

constituency, and it reaches those who other-

wide would have no first-hand acquaintance

with what is probably the most diverse

minority group in the country - embracing

all colors, all economic and social classes, and

all cultures.

I feel like celebrating, too, because Fruit

Punch is a living example that people can work

together on a collective, noncompetitive basis,

sharing power and skills without resorting to

the hierarchical, kick-em-in-the-nuts organiza-

tional politik that stymies too many worth-

while ventures among progressive troops. If

we can accomplish this (I like to think),

then we might still salvage a liveable future

from the global-mess created by four-star gener-

als, religious patriarchs of all stripes, and the

multinational corporate elite.

It does not surprise me that this phenome-

non found its birth at KPFA.
As early as the mid-5 0's, KPFA producer

Elsa Knight Thompson assembled a group of

medical professionals and lesbian and gay acti-

vists for an unprecedented on-air discussion of

gay rights. And, in 1963, KPFA aired a one-

time program entitled "Live and Let Live," in

which eight homosexuals discussed their feel:

ings, aspirations and political commitments -
a broadcast which nearly cost KPFA its license.

(In a landmark decision, the Federal Communi-
cations Commission set aside complaints by
some listeners that the program was "filthy,"

and upheld the station's right to air such mater-

ial).

It was not until 1973, however, when KPFA
producer Alan Farley came out of the closet,

that the idea of a regular gay radio show began

to develop. Initially, Farley produced a few

programs with gay themes on his own. Then,
he enlisted the support of station management
and non-gay staffer Larry Bensky in helping

to create a regular program. Farley and Bensky
approached the Berkeley Gay Rap with the

concept; and, in no time, they discovered not

only an enthusiastic resource for the program,

but an eager crew of gay men prepared to

seize the airwaves themselves.

In June of that year, the gay men's radio

collective, Fruit Punch, aired its first broad-

cast - a collection of "coming out" stories by
members of the Gay Rap.

Christopher Lone - a founding member of

the collective — recalls that after an initial out-

pouring of volunteers and energy, the ranks

thinned quickly. "Everyone wanted to be a

'media star,' " he says. "People wanted to read

their own poetry, play their music - but no-

body wanted to edit tape or do the hardcore

production work. Some dropped out for poli-

tical reasons. . .They thought we were on the

air as a result of tokenism. . .a way for KPFA
to show how liberal it was. Others didn't want

to get involved in the station's internal poli-

tics."

But Fruit Punch perservered (and, in fact,

did get involved in the 1974 strike at KPFA,
siding with workers and Third World program-

mers against station management); and it

survived; and it grew.

"What motivated us most," says Christopher,

"were our listeners - the audience who found

0s — people outside the immediate Bay Area

. . .from Stockton and CotatL . . who listened

to us faithfully every week, sent letters, taped

every show. We were their link to the larger gay

community, and, for some, the only way they

could be a part of that community."
"We have a different impact than the print

media," agrees a current member: "We reach

people who would never pick up a gay news-

paper - gay people who don't go to bars.,

straight people - and this is significant. We talk

to people who are more comfortable making

contact with the gay community without leav-

ing a trace."

In so doing, the program has brought hun-

dreds of political leaders, performers, and artists

to its listeners - slain Supervisor Harvey Milk

(with rare, early interviews); Benjamin Hooks
of the NAACP (on political alliances between

the black and gay movements); anti-gay politico

John Briggs; j beat poet John Giorno; Allen

Ginsberg; William Burroughs; Lily Tomlin; Vito

Russo; the glamorous and glittery Cockettes;

Christopher Isherwood; and innumerable

others.

Topics addressed have included anti-gay

violence and discrimination; racial and age dis-

crimination within the gay community; the

political relationship between lesbians and gay

men; gay parents; spirituality, religion and

homosexuality; economics and sex; gay Native

Americans; women's rights; the New Right;

lavender literature; and plain old sex.

Joined by other gay, lesbian and non-gay

staff people from KPFA, Fruit Punch aired the

first live coverage of the San Francisco Lesbian/

Gty Freedom Day Parade in 1976. And in 1977,

it produced the first 24-hour nonstop gay radio

broadcast to be heard anywhere in the world, as

part of KPFA's (then) annual fund-raising mara-

thon. Over the years, its programs have been

distributed nationwide and throughout Europe

by the Pacifica Program Service.

Documentaries produced and distributed by

the collective range from its 1974 "The Advo-

cate: Advocating What?" (an early critique of

the then-burgeoning commercialization of gay

male culture); and award-winning documen-

taries by Fruit Punch programmer David

Lamble on 1979's White Night Riot and Dan

White's murders of Harvey Milk and George

Moscone.

What Fruit Punch has not done is this: it has

never settled for tepid programming. It remains

unafraid to tackle controversial subjects (in-

cluding issues that invite controversy within the

gay community). And it has never lost its spirit

of playfulness and affection - even in Ronald

Reagan's sordid 1980's.

Fruit Punch is simultaneously camp and in

earnest; funky, intelligent and informative; and

terribly, terribly gay.

Which isn't to say you have to be gay to

join me in honoring a remarkable institution.

Fruit Punch marks its tenth anniversary with

a festive celebration on Wednesday, June 8th, at

the Valencia Rose Cabaret (766 Valencia St, SF)

from 8-1 1 pm, donation at the door, $5-25.

And if you can't make it in person, turn your

FM dial to our favorite listener-supported radio

station during the party. On KPFA, KPFB in

Berkeley, or KFCF in Fresno (Thanks, Pacifica).

June is Lesbian/Gay Pride Month, and Fruit

Punch's Birthday Party is just one of rnany

events, which include East Bay Lesbian/Gay

Freedom Day on Sunday June 19th, with a

march that starts at 1 1 am at Ho Chi Minh

Park to Provo Park in Berkeley, where a rally

and celebration will take place, 1-6 pm; fea-

tured performers are Teresa Trull, Lea DeLaria

and Conan. There are also the Lesbian/Gay

Film & Photography Festivals presented by

Frameline at SF's Castro Theatre and other

Bay Area locations. San Jose, Santa Cruz and

Sacramento will also be having parades and

celebrations, and of course, it all culminates

on Sunday, June 26 th, with the mammoth
12th Annual Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day

Parade and Celebration in San Francisco. For

details on the aforementioned events (and

others not mentioned) listen to Fruit Punch

Wednesdays at 10 on KPFA; Traffic Jam
Wednesdays at 4:30 pm; or pick up a new

copy of: Coming Up!, Bay Area Reporter,

Sentinal, Voice, Lambda News, Our Paper,

Mom Guess What. Sacramento Star or check

the "Datebook" section of the Chronicle.

Bill Hartman, co-founder of the lesbian/gay

monthly Coming Up!, and a member of '
Fruit

Punch' from 1975-76, is now a staffmember

at San Francisco's non-profit Public Media

Center.

The cover was photographed by Nina Glaser,

a San Francisco professional photographer,

who has been showing her work extensively

in the Bay Area for the last three years. Her

work was been reproduced in greeting card

lines, and in many local and international

publications. Her next show will be at 544

Natoma, San Francisco, July 12-August 6.

For more information, call 621-2683-



fetiCCB^Offer** forKPFA
Subscribers/

Renew your subscription in June for $40
or more and receive Free a 6-month

subscription to The Nation and 1 2 months
of the KPFA Folio.

If renewing, please attach your current Folio mailing label over the form

below. If taking out a new subscription, please fill in the form below.

[ ] YES, I'LL DO IT! ! I enclose my check for $40 or more, entitling

me to six months of THE NATION and a year of the KPFA Folio.

Name

Address

City State Zip

This offer expires on June 30th, so renew today. You may not get another

chance. Sorry, offer not valid for KFCF subscribers.

MAIL TO: KPFA, Box 939, Berkeley, CA 94701

Report

Listener
KPFA is trying something new to entice you to renew your subscription. For the

month of June, we are offering you a six- month subscription to The Nation magazine
. . .if you renew for $40 or more.

Last month, we sent this same offer to those of you who normally receive renewal
notices in May. We are now extending this subscription special to all of KPFA subscrib-

ers. No matter what your renewal date, you can extend your Folio subscription through
June of 1984 and receive six months of The Nation by enclosing a check for $40. It

would help us if you included the mailing label on this issue of the Folio. See the ad
next to this column for more details.

Why are we making this offer? There are a number of reasons: First, Hamilton Fish,

publisher of The Nation, approached us with the idea; second, we provided the oppor-
tunity to new subscribers during our May marathon to get the magazine as a premium
and felt those of you who already subscribed might like the same opportunity; and last,

we are in a cash-flow crunch because of a $30,000 deficit from last year. It would be
a great benefit to the station if you took advantage of this offer and renewed in June.

As usual, there are a number of special programs planned for June. Fruit Punch is

celebrating its tenth anniversary on Wednesday, June 8th. A special broadcast is sched-

uled from Valencia Rose in San Francisco, to air from 8-11 pm.

On Thursday, June 16th, from 5:00 am until 1 1 :00 pm, there will be an all-day

reading of James Joyce's Ulysses. This same reading was rated the number-one program
in European radio. It comes to us courtesy of WBAI's former manager, now an indepen-

dent producer, Larry Josephson. For more information, see the Behind the Scenes

column in Off-Mike as well as the program listings for that day.

On Saturday, June 1 8th, from 9:00 am until 1 1 :00 am, we will air the third in a

series of programs regarding the national budget. This program focuses on military spend-

ing and will be followed by call-ins from across the country. You may call collect at

(212) 279-3400. The program is produced by the Institute of Labor Education, Workers

Policy Project in cooperation with WBAI and WNYC. The two earlier programs, which

featured discussions on unemployment and social security, drew very favorable responses

from KPFA staff and audiences.

The military budget comes up for discussion in a slightly more down-home context

on Monday, June 20th. The Livermore Action Group is planning a major civil disobedience

action at the Livermore Labs and KPFA will be there, bringing you up-to-date reports

and features throughout the day.

If you enjoy KPFA, this is the time to consider renewing your subscription. Please

take advantage of the generosity of The Nation magazine and renew in June. We will not

be able to make this offer again.

A^A
General Manager
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THANK YOU TO BILL MANDEL

Dear Bill Mandel,

I know everyone addresses their letters with

Dear whatever whether they mean it or not,

but you are indeed very dear to me. I try to

always listen to your show, I always learn some-

thing and today's program (April 25) and last

week's were very special. I am proud that KPFA
has you on. And I like to thank you for leaving

to us listeners recorded tapes while you are on

vacation.

During the demonstration at the Federal Build-

ing after the massacre of hundreds of Palestin-

ians, when your name was announced, I

clapped and cheered along, faces lit up around,

"Yeah" some said. I remember the feedback

through the megaphone and it was not loud

enough nonetheless it was your voice. I am 32,

I had never seen you before. Before you spoke,

I was standing on the top steps and you were

behind next to me. If I had known you I

would have said "Hello Bill," hopefully shook

your hand. Another of my missed opportunities.

Well, I'm proud in knowing that I once stood

next to Bill MandeL I remember your blue

shirt, like a Hawaiian shirt.

Thank you, Bill. Happy Birthday on June 4th,

wherever you are.

Alberto Mirando/Hayward

THANKS TO NEWS DEPT

Dear Gentlepersons,

I want to thank the KPFA News Department

and Paul Rauber for the coverage of the April

20th Berkeley Gty Council Community Devel-

opment Block Grant (CDBG) Public Hearing.

Mildred Schoenberger's testimony that was
broadcast on KPFA was excellent regarding

landlord Peggy Schioler, the Housing Advisory

& Appeals Board Commissioner who voted

against funding the Tenant Action Project TAP
had counseled Schioler's tenants in the past.

Thank you for your spotlight in the de-funding

of tenant counseling in Berkeley. (The Berkeley
City Council went on to vote, 5-4, no funding
for Tenant Action Project).

Sincerely,

Carta Woodworth/Berkeley

AN OPPOSITE REACTION

Dear Philip Maldari,

You asked for reactions to KPFA's broadcast
of Rep. Dellums' hearing on theMX missile.

It was awfuL How unpatriotic can you be?
Obviously, Dellums is in the minority in con-
gress. Why should he oppose the will of the

American people?

If America is to have a nuclear war, that is her
right in the defense of freedom from her enemies
which surround her. We must have the courage
to make every Sacrifice, even the ultimate sacri-

fice.

An Enraged Patriotic Citizen

POP MUSIC OF THE 40's & 50's

Folio:

I am a Senior Citizen, my husband has had a

program, the only one .on radio in Northern

California, for almost five years. The program,

Older Men, Older Women, is popular among
people of our age, many of whom have been
subscribers to KPFA for many years.

I am also a listener to the music of Charles

Amirkhanian, an expert musicologist and the

Evening News. But what about the music of

the elderly, the pop music of the forties and
fifiies? For example, why is it you don't have

a program incorporating the music of such
people as George Gershwin, Rogers and Ham-
merstein, Cole Porter, Hoagy Carmichael

and other noted composers of that period

whose music is still being played.

Is it possible that KPFA's staff, whose ages are

in the twenty, thirty and forty-year old bracket,

is it possible that they will play their own mu-
sic regardless of older subscribers suckas my-
self and others. If this is true, then it is a very

bad public relations policy, something neces-

sary to every radio station, commercial or oth-

erwise, if they are going to attract listeners.

But it is more important to KPFA which must
have subscribers.

Ruth Sheer/Berkeley

Prosfl^Cons^^^
QUICKIES

Dear KPFAers: Altho* I'm not a member of the

gun lobby, every time I turn on KPFA I reach

for my checkbook! From a long long time sub-

scriber and supporter, L. Lefson

Dear KPFA: I made a pledge to KPFA a few

months ago and have enjoyed the April Folio.

No May schedule yet. I'm listening to Part II

of Vietnam Reconsidered but missed Part I

because I don't have a folio. I'm a disabled

Viet combat vet myself and want my family

to hear this series - they don't listen to me
but I hope they'll listen to the respected

speakers in your program, peace to you all,

A Subscriber

Dear David Salniker: I'm writing to specifically

urge that Will Noffke's superb Shared Visions

(sic) be given evening time, like following the

Tuesday evening line-up with two hours with

participation in conversations with guests at

Shared Visions. Will Noffke has a rare gift

with matching wisdom to call forth persons*

visions. We need more, please. Blessings and
Apprciation, Anita Pitcher/Glen Ellen

To KPFA: Enclosed is a contribution toward
the cost of your broadcast of Ron Dellums'

subcommittee hearings - Thanks for the pub-

lic service. D. Endly

KPFA: Enclosed please find small check in

appreciation of Dellums hearings. I think it

a travesty that Congresspersons didn't have

the intelligence or good sense to attend those

hearings. Helen Kingsbury /San Francisco

KPFA: Enclosed check is in response to your

MX hearings program yesterday (5/6). Keep
up the good work. S. Goddard.

Dear KPFA, I feel that the hearings are abso-

lutely important for our education. Thank
you! Why don't you get the tapes nationally

or even internationally syndicated on radio

and TV. Too much to ask right now? Much
love and appreciation, Jennifer Zinovia/

MU1 Valley

Dear KPFA, I am moving to Europe during

the first week of June. Tell Mary Berg I'll miss

her the most Renee Roberge/San Anielmo

Dear Folks, Whenever possible I enjoy listen-

ing to KPFA. I say whenever possible because

at this time in my life I am making my way
as an itinerant carpenter and am not always
within heaing distance. Your variety of pro-

gramming allows me to enjoy, plus broadens

my horizons (at a time in my life which this

is important) while I am working. This in

point is what this letter is about: On Friday,

April 15th, I listened to an interview with

Jean Houston. I will say that this program
was confirming and mind-expanding for me.
Sincerely, Joseph Condra/Menlo Park

Dear Manager-Person, I have sent in my renew-

al although I got it early and resented that. I

think yourstation is schlocky and trendy,

overall I have sent in the subscription solely

because I wish to support William Mandel.

When you drop Mandel or begin to fuck him
over I am through. Sincerely, H. Wayne
Cone/Oakland

Dear KPFA folk, My subscription lapsed be-

cause I am busy mothering a new (and treas-

ured):member in our family. Hence, my radio

listening time and attention have almost dis-

appeared. Once in a while, tho, I still tune in,

glad that you're still here. Please accept this

donation for the few moments I share with

you. I especially appreciate the times Alexis

can listen to music that isn't rock-n-rolL

Sunshine, Judy Newman

KPFA Programming Staff: I heard "A Pcmi-
nist View of St. Patrick" a few years ago and
would like to hear it again. Do you have any
plans to play it or can I get a written copy of
it? Thank you, Janice Cattolica/Oakland

Dear Sirs: Enclosed is my ch.eck for $100 in

memory of my late brother Amiel Bordi, who
enjoyed your programs very much. Yours very

truly, Angelo Bordi/ La Honda

MORE QUICKIES

Dear KPFA News, When reporting the weather
on the 6 O'Clock News, could an additional

sentence be added for the Sacramento Valley

area, not only the southern end of the Central

Valley? I get most of my news from you guys,

and don't like to turn to another station just

for the weather. Ovadya Yisodi

Dear Eve Buckner, I listen to Doo-Wop Delights

every Friday night. I think it allows people to

experience an important part of American
music. Plus it's just plain enjoyable! I'd like to

see the show keep its 2-hour slot, if at all possi-

ble. Sincerely, Ken Lein/San Jose

Dear KPFA, I am sending you this donation to

ensure the survival of one of our most precious

community resources. I was prompted today by
the news of malfunctioning turntables. 1 hope
this can be used toward the purchase of a new
one or something else which is lacking at the

station. In solidarity and with much thanks,

Rebecca Herman/Oakland

For Meroe Cassandra Wimbs, Written with many
thanks for the gift of yourself and those

potent healing affirmations. A problem (in re-

lations) that has been troubling me for months
is, I think, on the way to resolution, largely

thanks to you and "I bless and release you to

your highest good." I hope you stay with us a

long, long time. Shalom, S.W.

To Whom it may Concern: I thoroughly enjoy

Little German's Doo-Wop hour - and would
be extremely upset if it were cancelled! It's the

sort of music that can only be heard on your
station. So do all us Doo-Wop fans a favor and

keep Little German on the air. A concerned

listener, William R. Hick

Dearest Friends at KPFA, This contribution is

forwarded to the love and beauty of your pro-

gramming. If it were possible, a loving friend

of mine would be inutterably thankful if the

friends at KPFA could see if a mens large KPFA
t-shirt might not be inhabiting a dust-collecting

corner of your supersonic studio. I thank us all,

and give thanks to the most high, lovingly
f

Michael Shapiro/San Francisco

KPFA - I've listened for years now and look

forward to many more. I also enjoyed The
Nation day very much, by the way. Thanks a

lot. Sincerely, Jim Schwartz/San Francisco

Dear Sirs, Re: Sunday AMs, More Bach, less

tack. When Sokol, the vocal yokel, arrives at

9 am, I wander off in a K.FOG. Thank you,

Lois Gose, mini-subscriber

LATE TO WORK IS FUN

Dear KPFA,

I recently started a new job in San Ravael (I

got laid off of my old job last November)
where I had to be at work at seven in the

morning. What a drag! But I did it, and every

day I would drive through Marin, listening to

the music.

Well, one day last week I woke up a little later

than usual and I knew that there was no way
that I could get to work on time. So 1 just took

my ease about things, got in my car, and start-

ed my commute.

I turn on the radio and the music seems nice

when all of a sudden I hear this vaguely famili-

ar voice on the radio. Oh my god, it's Kris

Welch! I tell you, that ride was so nice, listen-

ing to her voice - I don't know how I got on
so without it.

I guess I just really want to say thanks to all

you people who brighten my day and my
awareness, and especially to Kris, whom I rare-

ly hear anymore, but who makes getting to

work late so wonderful.

P.S. On another note, do you mind repeating

the MX hearings during the night time? For

some unusual reason, my new employer does

not like to hear radios at work.

Love,

Mike Calegari/San Francisco

FATS WHERE ITS AT

To KPFA Personnel,

May I say congratulations to you for having

a KFAT day Many 14th. I was a faithful listen-

er of their station to the last minute of their

existence, as I am sure many, many more of
Bay Area folks. I live in a 75-apartment com-
plex and about one third were listeners of this

good music.

/ hope that some way and some how that your
station will include more of the Western Blue
Grass in your programming than just the two
hours on Saturday. I feel if you would, you
would pick up a good many listeners, as well

as many contributors for your support. I have
asked all my followers of Western Blue Grass
to tune in on Saturday 14th.

Wishing you much success,

Dee Howard/Redwood Gty

PLEASE: NOT SO HEAVY-HANDED

Hi KPFA!

I just was turning the dial to get a good light

music program, preferably western (country)

- I found it - left it and at one point, the

guitarist-singer was telling humorous stories

which I couldn't hear from where I sat (con-

trary to other stations) and the announcer was
difficult to grasp also. He spoke softly and quick-

ly. It reminded me of KPFA. Lo and behond,
it was! Since I intended to write you anyway,
I decided to do it promptly. This was an issue

I both called you about and spoke to someone
about when I was in the office a week ago.

My decision to write is based on two things.

1) I'm beginning to look for other, less consis-

tently heavy, tragic topics and programs. I've

had my filL My consciousness does not need

raising - I give time and money when and
wherever I can. What I need now as part of my
sustenanceis more pleasure and humor, even

the serious, social content type.

2) I paid my membership in February and have

not recieved a March or April folio.

I'm a new member to you — But have been

one in New York for years. I don't know your
programming and suspect that if I had a folio,

I'd at least be able to see in advance if there's

something different to choose from what seems

now to be no great variety. I found New York
(WBAI) to have much more diversity and
levity. I've begun to tune you out and hate to

think I'll have to continue to do so. I find

you heavily weighted on South American and
African peoples' issues and though I appreci-

ate the seriousness of these, I get tired and
depressed by hearing it repeatedly and exces-

sively. Also - by the way - I sense a leaning

in the direction of anti-semitism. I don't pro-

fess to know and/or understand implicitly —
or well, the issues, but have had bad feelings

on hearing what seemed to me to be a heavy-

handed treatement of the issues (giving an

impression that the Jews are all bad).

Sincerely,

Linda Bermann/Oakland

FROM THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY

Dear KPFA,

Our favorite radio personalities include Kris

Welch, Bill Mandel and David Mayers. The
most amazing show I.ve heard in a while was

some contemporary live African music record-

ed in Cuba.

People living in the Sacramento Valley don't

receive your broadcast like we do at 3000 foot

elevation. Weather occasionally interferes with

our reception. We live just 20 miles away from
Chico public radio station KCHO but usually

can't stand to listen to the overproduced jazz

they play. We are also a subscriber to Nevada

City's KVMR. They have great variety, not

enough in-depth humanist political informa-

tion. They mention your station in a competi-

tive reference ("You won't even hear this

reggae tune on KPFA") as does KDVS but

only rarely and the reference is always re-

spectful. KDVS also has some unique program-

ming but way too much young adult new
wave punk trash.

I'm early to bed so I'm sorry to think I'm

going to miss most of Jaime de Angulo's

readings.

Thanks,

James Brobeck A Diane Suzuki/Chico
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FINAL FLIGHT!

SEE THE FACTWINO LEGEND -
ONE LAST TIME!!!

In Berkeley:
June 3rd & 4th (Friday & Saturday)

8 PM Martin Luther King Jr. High School Aud.
1781 Rose Street at Grant

Tickets: $5 (Children under 12m. $2.50)
Modern Times Bookstore Old Mole Bookstore
968 Valencia 1942 University Ave.

San Francisco Berkeley
282-9246 540-6077

For Information call 285-1717

"A delightfully provocative, wondrously
performed antidote to despair."

—Bernard weiner, S.F. Chronicle

"(FACTWlNO)is a hit.. .The show is merely dynamite."
—Robert Hurwitt, East Bay Express

Wear an S.F. Mime Troupe T-shirt to any
performance and geta FACTWINO poster for only $1!

COMING IN JULY!...
The San Francisco Mime Troupe presents

SECRETS IN THE SAND
The storyofa rising young Motown singer who begins to

wonder why her father and a number of others who
worked on a 50's film in the Utah desertarenowdying of
cancer. And why someone doesn't want her to know.
Opens July 23rdand 24th In Dolores Park, SF. Use the
coupon below to send In for a complete summer
schedule to the Mime Troupe's 21st season ofshows
"free In the park"lll

Yes. I wantmyown copyofthe SFMT21stsummerseason
schedule so I can find out the SECRETS IN THE SAND!

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Send to SF Mime Troupe, 855 Treat Street,

San Francisco, CA 94110 or call 285-1717
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Legal Briefs:

On YourOwn,
But NotAlone

By David Cooper

Get Up, Stand Up: A Manual for the Anti-

Nuclear Defendant by the Abalone Alliance
Legal Collective, available from Abalone Alli-

ance Diablo Project Office, 452 Higuera St.

San Luis Obispo, CA 93401. $2.00; or call

the Abalone Alliance office in San Francisco:

(415)861-0592.

With the International Day for Disarmament
coming up on June 20th, and with the blockade
of the Liyermore Labs scheduled that day, it

might be good to review Get Up, Stand Up in

this issue of the Folio. This 30-page booklet was
written for the anti-nuclear protesters who
wanted to defend themselves against charges

arising from their actions at Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant in the early fall of 1981.

This book is about acting as your own law-

yer in a criminal trial (This is called "pro per"
in California and "'pro se" in most other states).

I was surprised at how well the book has held

up since its first publication. One might have
imagined that with the many actions since

Diablo, the booklet would have become dated.

But the way things have changed has been
more in regard to the movement's targets

rather than its strategies - that is, the focus

is more on nuclear weaponry than on power
production. Most of the defenses the booklet,

mentions as available to the anti-nuke power
defendant are the same today for the anti-

MX protester.

For example, there is the defense of neces-

sity. Here, one could try to prove that the

development of the MX missile made necessary

one's technically illegal act because of the

reasonable belief that it threatened human life.

. There is an old joke among lawyers that a

person who represents him or herself has a

fool for an attorney. And, in fact, that deci-

sion should not be made too easily. It is far

more difficult than deciding to participate in

civil disobedience. The authors of the booklet

do a good job in laying out the considerations,

including the fact that at least 100-150 hours

of one's time will be needed for preparation.

They also warn the minority defendant about

the institutional racism of the criminal justice

system that he or she will have to deal with.

The authors are not particularly concerned

with encouraging flawless legal performance.

They understand well that their readers are mor
interested in using the system to educate poli-

tically than to vindicate themselves legally.

Where instruction for attorneys is full of warn-
ings about how to avoid error, this guide re-

assures the pro per defendant that mistakes
will be made, and one should just go on. As
such, the book reflects the patient persistence
of the movement from which it has grown.

It also reflects the principles of non-vio-
lence in the anti-nuke movement including its

strategic/moral guidelines in dealing respect-
fully with all people it encounters. It advises
its readers to treat court bailiffs and judges
with respect while at the same time it makes
clear that this is a system with severe limita-

tions. After explaining that the court must
act within certain bounds of fairness, it goes
on to remind us that:

Of course, the court's fairness extends
only so far (a legal system which allows
utilities and weapons builders to profit
from gambling on nuclear annhiliation

and which arrests you for trying to stop,

it can only be so fair.').

I would caution anyone planning to use

this book for conducting their own defense

to read the entire work all the way through
and not use it as a reference work, to be

checked through, a section at a time. To
some extent, it relies on your knowledge of

everything it has to say before it can be

relied upon in any one part. The book also

assumes one to be using other legal resources

and directs readers to these.

While the book was written for protesters

considering their own defense, *it does make
pretty interesting reading for anyone who
has ever wondered what those courtroom
scenes on TV and the movies are about. But
even more importantly, the booklet is infor-

mative for all civil disobedience defendants,
whether they defend themselves or whether
they choose movement attorneys, because it

will help them to better understand and better
direct the decision-making they face in the
criminal justice system.

David Cooper is publications director of the

National Lawyers Guild Bay A rea Chapter.

La Pena's 8th Birthday Party

Free Music Festival,

Children's Program

Great Food,

Raffle & Drawing

Saturday, June 4th, 2 to 7, at 3105 Shattuck

In Berkeley, followed by Batachanga, 9:30 to 1 am

3105 Shattuck Avenue • Berkeley, California 849-2568



Japanese-
American

By Michael Yoshida

On February 24, 1983, the Commission on

Wartime Relocation and Internment of Civilians

released its 467-page report, which dismissed

the analysis that it was a military necessity to

uproot and incarcerate over 120,000 Japanese-

Americans and Aleuts during World War II.

Personal Justice Denied is the title of the

Commission report, based on the testimony

of 750 witnesses, various government docu-

ments, and a review of newspaper accounts of

the 1940's. The report had a harsh assessment

of President Franklin D. Roosevelt. The Com-

mission charged that Roosevelt extended the

life of the so-called relocation camps (created

by Presidential Executive Order 9066) for his

own political benefit until he was securely

re-elected in November of 1944.

The Commission went on to say that the

historical causes for the establishment of the

camps were "race prejudice, war hysteria, and

a failure of political leadership." While Japan-

ese-American and civil rights groups had come

to this conclusion many years ago, this report

is the first time an officially sanctioned body

of the government had determined that no mili-

tary necessity existed for the Roosevelt-created

relocation program.

In light of these findings, it appears certain

the Commission will recommend to Congress

some sort of compensation or redress for people

of Japanese ancestry subjected to internment

in camp.

In 1981, evidence finally surfaced support-

ing charges that the mass evacuation of Japanese-

Americans from the West Coast was considered

by the Justice Department even then as "unnec-

cessary." Through the Freedom of Information

Act, San Diego Law Professor Peter Irons un-

covered long-suppressed government documents

evaluating the security situation before reloca-

tion. At the time, the FBI and other intelligence

agencies already had Japanese-American com-

munity leaders and other suspects under sur-

veillance or detention, with one document con-

cluding: "the Japanese problem has been mag-

nified out of its true proportion largely because

of the physical characteristics of the Japanese

people. It should be handled on the basis of the

individual (emphasis in original document), re-

gardless of citizenship, and not on a racial basis.

Nevertheless, West Coast Defense Comman-
der Army General John DeWitt pushed for Jap-

anese-American relocation. Through what one

high-level Justice Department official labelled

"intentional falsehoods," DeWitt persuaded

Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson and Roose-

velt to allow the evacuation and internment un-

der a military program.

The government documents discovered by

Dr. Irons prove certain crucual passages regard-

ing security threats by Japanese-Americans

were deleted by DeWitt's Western Defense

Command before presentation to Stimson and

Roosevelt. Despite claims by DeWitt that Jap-

anese-Americans aided the enemy by signaling

Japanese ships from shore, a FCC investigation

in the matter could not document one single

incident. On January 24, 1942, the Office of

Naval Intelligence issued a two year study by
Lt. Commander Kenneth Ringle which con-

cluded that the vast majority of Japanese-Am-
ericans were loyal to the United States. Edward
Ennis, Director of the Alien Enemy Control

Unit, felt relocation was not necessary, and
pointed out that the general's plans constituted

an abuse of the Bill of Rights.

Executive Order 9066 was finally rescinded

by President Ford on February 19, 1976, but

the legality of the military-imposed curfew re-

strictions placed upon Japanese-Americans, and

of evacuation of the West Coast remains intact

through three U.S. Supreme Court rulings.

These, however, are now being challenged on

grounds that crucial evidence now available was

withheld in the original trials. On January 19th

of this year, the first of three Writs of Coram
Nobis, a legal remedy that erases a conviction

after a sentence has been served, was filed on

behalf of Fred Korematsu in U.S. District Court

in San Francisco. This petition asks the court

to overturn Korematsu's curfew and evacuation

violations conviction, appealed but upheld by

the Supreme Court, on the basis of the newly

uncovered evidence. Similar writs were filed on

behalf of Gordon Hirabayashi and Minoru

Yasui in District Court in Portland and Seattle.

The Supreme Court rulings in the three cases

establish the constitutionality of both the mili-

tary-imposed curfew on civilians on the basis

of race, and also their mass exclusion from the

West Coast. The basic premise underlying these

rulings was "military necessity."

The U.S. government has yet to respond

to the petitions. Should it lose at the district

court level, says Yasui, the convictions will be

vacated, thus abolishing the grounds for a High

Court decision unless the government appeals.

"I guess the government can re-indict us

for the curfew and exclusion violations," says

Yasui, in which case the entire constitutionality

of the relocation program will again be subject

to judicial hearing. The three plaintiffs say

they will appeal their current cases all the way

to the Supreme Court should they lose at the

district court level.

There are other judicial challenges to the

exclusion experience suffered by Japanese-

Americans. On March 17, 1983, a class action

suit was filed in Washington, D.C. citing "21

causes of action," violations of the Bill of

Rights incurred in the relocation program,

and asking for $10,000 dmages for each count.

The lawsuit, filed by the National Coalition

for Japanese-American Redress (NCJAR),
names 26 plaintiffs as representatives of the

various situations faced by individual members
of the World War II Japanese-American com-
munity. Among them are those who joined

the military, who suffered psychological dam-
age due to relocation, or who chose to go to

Japan when given a chance to do so after the

relocation orders were issued.

The Justice Department has moved to dis-

miss the suit, arguing that Japanese-Americans

property losses were compensated in the Eva-

cuation Claims Acts, and furthermore, that

the Statute of Limitations for filing such a

lawsuit has elapsed.

NCJAR argues that according to the Feder-

al Reserve Bank's estimates, less than 10%
of property lost by Japanese-Americans was
ever paid back. Japanese-Americans were

given a week to settle their affairs before up-

rooting. Since they could take along only what
they could carry, most were forced to hold

distress sales where property was disposed at

whatever price was offered.

The statute of limitations question may be

resolved under recent court ruling concerning

the consequences of exposure to low-level

toxic substances. In some of these cases, a

person's right to sue for negligence over a dis-

ease appearing years after actual exposure has

been upheld. Such a legal precedent could

work to the advantage of NCJAR if the long-

term aspects of Japanese-American redress

can be shown to be comparable.

In addition to judicial remedies, there are

also efforts to obtain redress in Congress. In

the first session of the 96th Congress on
November 28, 1979, Seattle Representative

Mike Lowry introduced the "World War II

Japanese-American Human Rights Violations

Redress Act" recognizing "the injustices and

violations of human rights perpetrated during

the World War II internment period against

individuals of Japanese ancestry by the United

States." The Lowry bill sought $15,000 and

$15 for each day spent in camp as redress. One
purpose of this bill was to ensure that similar

violations of human rights would never occur

again.
t

1 The bill was debated in committee but

never came to the floor of the House. Lowry
set aside his bill in favor of the creation of

the Commission on Wartime Relocation and

Internment of Civilians, which received its

funding during that Congress.

In the second session of the 97th Congress

on December 8, 1982, Los Angeles Rep.

Mervyn Dymally introduced a bill prepared

by the National Coalition for Redress and

Reparations (NCRR) seeking payments of

$25,000 to each "individual evacuee or their

Japanese-American evacuees await inspection at Santa Anita Racetrack in 1942.

surviving spouses." A companion bill sbught
a $3 billion fund to establish money for com-
munity restoration for Japanese-American

neighborhoods broken up by the relocation

program.

"I am fully aware that (the bills) have no
chance of passage in the (lame duck) Congress,"

said Dymally, adding that "one of the objec-

tives is to create public discussion and an aware-

ness of the injustices." NCRR, with this bill in

hand, is now preparing a more realistic legislat-

ive campaign and seeking support among other

politicians.

The oldest and largest nation-wide Japanese-

American organization, the Japanese-American
Citizens League (JACL) has taken a different

approach from the more community-oriented

single-issue NCRR. Since making redress a prior-

ity in the 1970's, the JACL has embanked on
a number of media educational campaigns.

"To me, the importance of the redress

movement is not so much the money," said

Washington D.C. political consultant Mike
Masaoka at the JACL Salt Lake City Conven-
tion in 1978. "It provides us with a legitimate

forum to try and inform and educate another

generation of Americans, including Japanese-

Americans, of the truth of evacuation and what

happened. And I think this is the important

part of the redress movement."

The JACL was instrumental in persuading

the Ford Administration to rescind Executive

Order 9066 and in lobbying Congress for the

creation of the Relocation and Internment

Commission. It is now lobbying influential

Republicans, including Senators Paul Laxalt

and Jesse Helms to either win their support or

neutralize their opposition to redress legisla-

tion. The San Francisco-headquartered JACL
hopes to have its redress bill introduced by

an influential member of Congress and to ob-

tain support of Reagan Administration offi-

cials. JACL lobbyists hope to impress these

people that redress is a good way to change

the public perception of Reagan's dismal

human rights record. After all, it was a

Republican, President Ford, who will go down
in history for rescinding Executive Order 9066.

A number of redress bills are likely to be

introduced either in the current Congress or in

the next as each organization prepares to intro-

duce its own version of the legislation. The

NCRR is actively seeking talks with these other

organizations in an effort to negotiate a single

bill which all groups could support. But the

activist-oriented nature of NCRR, formed specii

fically to advance the cause of redress, has led

traditional Japanese-American organizations

ai\d the JACL to dismiss those efforts as inex-

perienced and not realistic enbugh for what can

only be a hard political battle. Since its forma-

tion in 1980, however, NCRR has won the res-

pect of prominent Japanese-Americans as well

as the endorsements of individual chapters of

the JACL. But the JACL leadership tends to

be conservative and relatively sceptical of

NCRR and Lowry's Seattle group.

Publicly, all groups support each other's

efforts, but face-to-face meetings between

them have been mostly courtesy calls among

somewhat competing groups seeking related

goals.

In August, 1982, then-Governor Jerry

Brown signed into law Stockton Assembly-

man Patrick Johnston's Assembly Bill 2710,

which compensated Japanese-Americans fired

from their state jobs as a result of Executive

Order 9066. The bill provided $5000 for each

fired worker. Since then, San Francisco, Ala-

meda and Los Angeles Counties have passed

similar ordinances compensating fired workers

at the municipal leve. Other efforts along

these lines are being sought in Santa Clara

County, and similar efforts are getting under-

way in other West Coast states with substan-

tial Japanese-American communities.

The issue of redress has been pivotal in

bringing together Japanese-Americans from all

socio-economic levels of the community. It has

also provided a focus upon which three genera-

tions can reflect on or learn about. It has ex-

posed for critical examination a period of time

in a Japanese-American family most often

suppressed as "that disgraceful thing that hap-

pened in the past."

The pursuit of redress and restitution, has,

all in all, become a building-block process with

its ultimate goal of obtaining justice from the

government, and national recognition that such

a massive affront to civil and individual liberties

cannot go uncompensated.

Michael Yoshida covers the Japanese-American

redress and restitution movement for the

KPFA News Department.
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Performances
1983-84 SEASON
Ten Special Series. Over thirty-five acclaimed soloists, ensembles, and dance companies!

Featuring

Julian Bream, guitar

Nathan Milstein, violin

Tokyo String Quartet

Paul Taylor Dance Company

CALL 642-0212 FOR A FREE SEASON BROCHURE.

DEEPLY SATISFYING, FINANCIALLY REWARDING
CAREER OPPORTUNITY

Become a HELLERWORK practitioner.

HELLERWORK is a dynamic system
of deep tissue bodywork, movement
education and personal develop-

ment. Benefits of HELLERWORK in-

clude improved posture, increased

gracefulness and physical aware-
ness, enhanced sexuality and
greater physical and emotional well

being.

HELLERWORK

Potential first year income is

$30,000.

If you have an earnest desire to

serve people in a professional ca-

pacity and earn a professional in-

come, call or write for information:

HELLERWORK
147 LomitaDr.Ste. H
Mill Valley, CA 94941

415-383-4240

FORT MASON CENTER - Marina at Laguna Streets - San Francisco, Ca. 94123 - (415) 441-8910

Presenting the finest in traditional music & dance

Sundays — 7:30 — $3.50 Fridays — 8:00 pm — $5.00

Seniors $2.50 all shows

JUNE 1983

Fri. 3rd - TONY MARCUS - guitar & fiddle wizard

ANDROID SISTERS - '20's jazz & wacky harmonies

Sun. 5th - MAGICAL STRINGS - fine hammered dulcimer & Irish

harp make for magic music

Sat. 11th - 77:00 am — 10:00 pm 7th ANNUAL
Sun. 12th - 11:00 am— 9:00 pm FREE FOLK FESTIVAL

Instrument & song workshops, continuous concerts

from noon, open mike^ food . . . SF Folk Music Club's

gift to the City of San Francisco!

Fri. 17th - GERRY O'BEIRNE - Irish recording artist playing guitar

& slide guitar

Sun. 19th - WILD GEESE - Celtic music to please the ear & spirit

Sun. 26th - REDMOND O'CONNELL - a farewell concert of British

Isles traditional & music hall song & stories

•PLOWSHARES WILL BE CLOSED IN JULY & AUGUST*
HAVE A GOOD SUMMER

The San Francisco Conservatory of Music

CHAMBER MUSIC
WEST
U niting the talents of America's finest chamber music

players with those of outstanding artist-students.

SAN FRANC/SCO SERIES EAST BAY SERIES
(Hellman Hall. SFCM)

MONDAYS, 8 PM
June 13, 20, 27

THURSDAYS, 8 PM
June 16, 23, 30

For information/tickets

on San Francisco series

call (415) 564-8086.

(Hertz Hall. UC Berkeley)

WEDNESDAYS, 8 PM
June 15, 22, 29

For information/tickets

on East Bay series

call (415) 642-9988.

This event is being co-

presented by the San Fran-

cisco Conservatory ofMusic
and CAL PERFORMANCES.
UC Berkeley

Please Join Us
At Our Annual Celebration

Meet Internationally Known

GALEN ROWELL
Climber Photographer

\

I 7 5 S SOLANO • BERKELEY

Stoll n Rothenberg
CUSTOM FRAMING • GALLERY
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SPIRITUALITY AND FEMINISM

Several months ago on Traffic Jam, I inter-

viewed Bay Area musician and lesbian-feminist

Meg Christian and choreographer Paula Moss
(For Colored Girls. . .). Both women are in-

volved in Siddha Meditation, a spiritual prac-

tice developed in India, and until his recent

death, led by Muktananda. We spoke briefly

about Siddha Yoga and how it had affected

their lives and their political work (Meg is still

pursuing her music, but Paula has become
Swami Vimalananda, a monk who lives and
works in the ashram). After that program, a

number of people spoke to me about the

interview, and it became clear that they had
blocked out much of what had been said,

and heard things that were not said at all. I

decided this bore some investigation.

There is a tremendous resistance among
many feminists and other progressive people

to any kind of spirituality. Among feminists

in particular, there is great resistance to any
organized form of spirituality, particularly

one in which men play a major role. And
yet, here is Siddha Meditation, and it is "attract-

ing a phenomenal number of strong, politically

active, woman-identified women-
Part of the reason for this, I think, lies in

the Siddha concept of God, which is basically

one's inner self. Muktananda's teaching was,

"Kneel to your Self, Honor your Self, God
dwells within you as You." And what one

finds in oneself, this God, is love, serenity,

and an incredible amount of power.

This concept of integration is not unlike

one of the basic tenets of feminism: the per-

sonal is political Both are wholistic philoso-

phies, and both understand that power comes
from within.

On Saturday, June 4th at 12 noon on
Women's Magazine, we air "I Found God In

Myself And I Loved Her Fiercely." In addition

to Meg and Vimalananda, I also interviewed

Swami Girijananda and Ericka Huggins.

All these women talk about their involvement

in Siddha Yoga, what it is they've been look-

ing for, and what they've found. Ericka's story

is particularly interesting - She was a member
of the Black Panther Party and was in jail when
she taught herself to meditate. Years later, she

happened jnto the Oakland ashram and discov-

ered the mantra she had used, which she had
made up, was part of the mantra used at the

ashram, meaning, "I honor the Self within me."
Each woman talks about how Siddha Medi-

tation has changed her life and how it helps

each deal with every day problems - raising

children, working, and generally dealing with

the realities of getting along. We talk about the

role of the guru, their relationships with Muk-
tananda and his successors, Chidvilasananda

and her brother Nityananda. And, at 1:30 pm.

Ericka and Swami Durgananda will be in our

studios to answer phoned-ih questions. And
we will find out what it means to them to find

God in Yourself and love her fiercely.

-Ginny Z. Berson

I Found God In Myselfand Loved Her Fiercely

will air on 'Women's Magazine, ' Saturday, June

4th at 12 noon. Ginny Z. Berson is'Director of
the KPFA Women 's Department.

NEW HORIZONS:
Programs About Drugs

Why drugs on New Horizons! First of all,

as Andrew Weil says at the beginning of his

book, Chocolate to Morphine, drugs are here

to stay. We recorded our interview during an

evening at Shared Visions, which was remark-

ably non-judgmental and informative about

the traditional use of drugs as a sacrament.

Next, we were introduced to Terence McKenna,
his book, and some tapes of talks he presented

at Esalen. . .all intensely thought-provoking.

Finally, we heard that Albert Hofmann, discov-

erer of LSD, would come to the Bay Area. We
invited him to spend an evening at Shared
Visions, which we taped for broadcast. All

three interviews will be aired during the month
of June on New Horizons: Andrew Weil on
June 24th; Terence McKenna on June 10th;

and Dr. Albert Hofmann on June nth-
Drugs are most commonly dealt with by

the media as problems. Indeed, misuse and
abuse are common among those who seek

distraction from situations with which they

cannot or will not cope. . .by escaping up
and away, or by going down and out. In

this series, we choose another direction.

We focus on the "sacred" drugs used by
those who wish to go inward, through the doors
of perception, with the conscious intention of

reaching a place where insight is gained which
may alter outlook. Throughout history, people
have used drug-induced states to transcend

their sense of separateness and feel more at

one with nature, God, and the supernatural

Many traditions, which evolved with the

assistance of this heightened awareness, have

abandoned and/or condemned their use,

many dedicated seekers continue to investi-

gate these methods. We hope users and non-
users alike will find this series a valuable

agent for overcoming irrational bias, pro or
con, and gain understanding.

-WillNoffke

Tfie series on drugs will air on 'New Horizons'
Fridays, June 10, 17 and 24 at 12 noon.

URSULA K. LEGUIN:
Two Interviews

During the month of June, KPFA listeners

will be able to appreciate how two types of

programs, with two different points of view,

deal with the same author in two separate

Pianist Monique Copper appears live in the KPFA studios on Thursday, June 23 at 9:00 am. A lively interpreter and advocate of new music, she is a
founder of the Delta Ensemble, a group dedicated to the performance of works by young composers. She talks with Leslie Roberts.

Ursula K. LeGuin

interviews. Ursula K. LeGuin is a noted science-

fiction and fantasy writer who was inferviewed

by Dorothy Gilbert and Corliss Smith for

Majority Report (to be aired June 9th at 8:30

pm, and by Richard A. Lupoff and Lawrence
Davidson for Probabilities (to be aired June

28th at 8: 30 pm). Majority Report is pro-

duced by the Women's Department, and

Probabilities is a program about science fiction

and publishing, from the Drama and Literature

Department.

Ursula K. LeGuin was born in 1929/the

daughter of Alfred and Theodora Kroeber,

noted anthropologists and educators (Isht

Last of his Tribe). While not seeing herself as

a science fiction writer per se, LeGuin found

herself drawn to the field in the mid sixties,

and published three short novels, Rocannon's

World, Planet of Exile and City ofIllusions.

All were published as halves of Ace Doubles,

under the direction of Donald A. Wollheim.

By 1969, she had developed a reputation as

an up-and-coming sf writer, whose potential

burst into bloom with the publication of The

Left Hand of Darkness.

There had been books about sex and aliens

before, notably The Lovers by Philip Jose Far-

mer and Venus Plus X by Theodore Sturgeon

(who, incidentally, will also be interviewed on
Probabilities during June), but none had dealti

with the theme as well, or in as thought-pro-

voking a manner as The Left Hand of Darkness.
It captured science fiction's two major awards.

The Nebula and the Hugo, that year, and estab-

lished LeGuin as one of the premiere writers

in the genre. During this period, she was rein-

forcing that reputation with some brilbant

short stories (eventually collected in The
Wind's Twelve Quarters) and essays (collected

in The Language of the Night). LeGuin con-

tinued with The Lathe of Heaven, a marvelous

tour-de-force about a man' . whose dreams

change reality. In 1973, she won another Hugo
award, this time for her short novel, The Word

for World is Forest. By this time, it was appar-

ent that Ursula K. LeGuin had become the

top writer in science fiction.

Her reputation continued to soar with The

Dispossessed: An Ambiguous Utopia, which

was published in 1974. It is the story of a

living anarchist Utopia, and the difficulties and

triumphs it faces. For anyone interested in

Utopian thought and ideas, The Dispossessed

is a must. Books s'uch as Ecotopia and Walden

Two pale in comparison. This book won the

Hugo and Nebula Awards, too.

Meanwhile, LeGuin was conquering the

fantasy world as well with her Earthsea Trilogy

(A Wizard of Earthsea, The Tonibs of Atuan

& The Farthest Shore), which brings in Jungian

theory and symbolism, and is ideal for both

teens and adults.

Thus, by the mid-seventies, LeGuin's

reputation was assured as she had passed all

the "old masters" in the. fields of science fic-

tion and fantasy whose output had fallen off,

and become the pre-eminent writer.

Since that time, however, her own out-

put has decreased and fallen off as she has

branched out beyond sf and fantasy. Her
most recent science fiction novel. Eye of the
Heron, very short and similar in scope to

her early works, was published in 1978. Her
most recent fantasy novel, the disappointing

The Beginning Place, is already three years old.

Her major mainstream novel, Malafrena, was

Continued on next page
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published in 1979, and made less of a mark

than she would have hoped.

But as these interviews demonstrate, Ursula

LeGuin is alive and well, and working on
numerous projects. Considering the state of

science fiction and fantasy in 1983, it would

be very beneficial if LeGuin were to return

again with yet another first-class novel She

talks about all this, about her latest interests,

about publishing, and about symbolism in her

works. She has made her mark as the leading

woman sf writer, as well as one of the primary

writers in the genre, and those interested in

both aspects will want to listen.

-Richard Wolinsky

Ursula K. LeGuin will be heard on 'Majority

Report' on Thursday June 9th at 8:30 pm
and on 'Probabilities' on Tuesday June 28th

at 8:30 pm.

BEHIND THE SCENES AT KPFA

Healthy Again: KPFA Manager David Salniker

is back on the job after a bout with pneumonia.
After his much-needed vacation in Nicaragua,

he was all set to return to work, rested and
relaxed, when he was struck down. It has been

an uphill struggle, with his doctor constantly

reminding him to take it easy, but David finally

seems back to normal. Anyhow, he wants to

thank everyone who sent him letters and cards

and notes during his illness - they were all

appreciated.

Awards: Tim Frasca and Marc Cooper of the

Pacifica National News Bureau have won the

1982 Sidney Hillman Foundation Prize Award
for "El Salvador: The Elections." The awards
were established "in recognition of outstanding

published or produced contributions dealing

with the general subjects of trade union de-

velopment, race relations, civil liberties, world
peace and related problems." Besides Pacifica,

other winners include articles in The New
Yorker and Newsday, a CBS News series,

"People Like Us," and Jonathon Schell's ac-

claimed The Fate of the Earth. Tim Frasca is

head of the National News Bureau for Pacifica.

Bloomsday: Larry Josephson, former General
Manager of Pacifica's WBA1 in New York, is

currently the Executive Producer of The Radio
Foundation, Inc. which is airing, via satellite,

a 17-hour celebration of 'Bloomsday,' on
June 16th, the day (in 1904) when Leopold
Bloom took his tour .around Dublin.

Titled Tloomsday on Broadway II, and airing

live from Symphony Space in New York, it

features excerpts from the 30-hour dramatiza-

tion by Irish Radio of the Joyce classic

Ulysses, along with dramatic and explanatory

material, and music from the time. Isaiah

Sheffer, former WBAI Drama Critic, serves as

director of the live celebration.

The taped portions come from a legendary

dramatization by the Radio Telefis Eireann

Players, directed by William Styles, which was
originally aired last year throughout- Europe
as the centerpiece of the Joyce Centenary.

The Radio Foundation last year aired a live

reading from New York of Ulysses, thus the

number // in the program's title. The Irish

reading was transmitted last year to West
German radio and the Canadian Broadcast

Company, and the program was one of

Europe's top-rated shows in 1982.

According to Executive Producer Michael

O hAodha, "particular attention during

rehearsals was spent on textual detail and
local turns of phrase and in an attempt to

reproduce the onomatopoeic resonances of

Joyce's language. The songs and ballads of
the period are sung to the appropriate airs

and there is a minimal but evocative use of

sound effects. " Thus, in addition to the

dramatization, there is taped production,

and in addition to that, there is a live celebra-

tion from New York. All in all, it makes for

17 fascinating and exciting hours of radio.

The whole exercise begins at 5:00 am and
continues (with a break for the News at 6:00
pm) until 11:00 pm.

LAWRENCE LIVERMORE
BLOCKADE COVERAGE

On Monday, June 20th, the Livermore Ac-

tion Group will mount a non-violent blockade

of the Lawrence Livermore National Labora-

tory, where over 90% of U.S. nuclear warheads

are designed. The direct action civil disobedi-

ence is intended to interfere with business-as-

usual at the lab. Protestors are calling for a stop

to the deployment of the Cruise and Pershing

Two missiles in Europe later this year. They
also charge that the lab is a key lobbyist for

nuclear arms and a strong opponent of arms re-

ductions and a nuclear test ban treaty.

The KPFA News Department will be taking

special steps to cover the June 20th blockade. . .

beginning with the morning program, AM/FM...
KPFA correspondents will be providing reports

on the* action as it unfolds at the scene. . .those

special reports will continue throughout the

day, and you will be able to hear a wrap-up of

the day's events on the KPFA Evening News
at 6:00 pm.

Some are predicting that this blockade will

turn out to be the largest non-violent civil

disobedience action in United States history.

On June 2 1 , 1 982, 1 300 people were arrested

in a similar blockade, and this year will bring

a dozen more actions across the state of Cali-

fornia as part of the International Day of Nu-
clear Disarmament. Actions are also planned

in over thirty states and ten countries.

Join KPFA throughout Monday, June 20th
for a comprehensive look at the blockade at

Livermore.

-Mark Mericle

Reports on the blockade are scheduled through-

out the day ofMonday, June 20th, beginning

at 7am and continuing through the 6 pm News.
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Optome t ric Vision Training

L

• improves eyestrain &
focusing problems

• Prevention & control of
nearsightedness

• Treatment of lazy, wandering or
crossed eyes

• vision improvement
workshops & Private

Sessions

• Orthokeratologv
contact lens therapy
for nearsightedness

• Eye examinations

Dr. Eliot Kaplan
Optomatritl

2547 Ellsworth St at Channlng way
Berkeley • 841-8797
Mon-Sat 9-6 • evenings by appt.
Member of the asuc Supercard
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color tv repairs by

FLATLANDS TV
of berkeley

2124 dwight way, near shattuck

ONE YEAR WARRANTY
on all Solid State Sets

• SONY SPECIALISTS

• .SOLID STATE EXPERTS
• No repairs that coat more

than-the let is worth

e Authorized warranty factory

service on SONY & SHARP
e All brands repaired,

• ADMIRAL to ZENITH,
American and Japanese,

old and new
e In-shop repairs only, to save

us time and you, money
e Free estimates gladly given

e Expert troubleshooting and
careful repairs that last

e Factory-original parts or
better quality installed

e All parts removed are

returned

e Extra fast service for those
special cases

e State repair license #17746
e Credit Cards OK

HOURS 10:30 TO 6:00 MON/SAT
ANY QUESTIONS AT ALL?

CALL 548-8257

MODERN TIMES
BOOKSTORE
968 Valencia St.

San Frahcuco
M2-9246

Sunday, June 5th, 2-5 pm
In My Mother's House: A Daughters

Story of Love and Radical Politics. A
book party with Kim Chernin.

Friday, June 10th, 8:00 pm
The Music of Rudy Harst, singer/guitarist

from Texas. Donation $3 (members $2).

Wednesday, June 15th, 7:30 & 9 pm
Award-winning Documentary Film on the

Klan: two showings of The Klan: A Legacy

ofHate in America. $2 (members $1).

Sunday, June 19th, 7:30 pm
On the 30th Anniversary of the Death of
the Rosenbergs. An evening of words &

. verse in commemoration. $2 (mem. $1).

; Tuesday, June 21st, 8:00 pm
Bad Girls Talk Back: A talk & reading by
Amber Hollibaugh and Esther Newton.
Donation $2 (members $1).

CANE • RUSH • WICKER
REPAIRS • SUPPLIES

,/\T^WEAy/A

THE (£mMG SHOP
92£ OILMAN ST. BERKELEY, CA. 947lO

(419) TZ7-5©lo

Hamilton
Chiropractic
Offices SE
Since 1975

Mik Hamilton, D.C.

Ray Milazzo, D.C.

Marya Dujets, D.C.

FREE SPINAL
EXAMINATION
Lets get acquainted!

Come in for a free

initial consultation

and examination. Offer

good for your entire

family. A $50.00 value.

Call now for an early

appointment

526-3362
1313 Gilman St., Berkeley

PENDRAGON^
a§»BOOKS«8S&

53«) College Avenue • 652-4&VI

Near the Kiickndjtr BAKT SUlH.n

Open 1 1 am-)Opm • 7 days a week

>yr

Pellucidar <SA
Books& Records
2441 Shattuck Avenue at Haste

Open loam- 1 1 pm Mi.n-Sal

12-11 Sun. H4.V.1 1 27
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June Listings

Wednesday
June 1st

7:00 am AM/FM
On the 57th birthday of Marilyn Monroe, Kris

dyes her hair blonde and coos into the micro-

phone. Good luck! News at 7 & 8:45; Head-

lines at 8:00.

9:00 Morning Concert
World Music presented by David Mayers.

11:15 Morning Reading
The Prosperous Yankee (1) by Montague Ver-

non Ponsonby, Esq. The most virulent attakc

on America and Americanism ever written,

according to Prof. Byron Bryant, who intro-

duces and reads from this literary oddity. It

ranks supreme in the genre of that literature

which becomes extremely entertaining because

it is founded on what is unfounded and untrue.

So to speak!

12:00 U.C. Noon Concert
Wind Quintet performing works by Carter and

Nielsen. Live from Hertz Hall on the campus
of U.C. Berkeley.

1:00 Folk Music from Near and
Far Out

Gems from The K lezmorim Concert at Julia

Morgan Theatre. The rousing brass band sounds

of mittel europa and the 20 IES come back to

home base with a concert fit for Carnegie Hall.

We're going to hear it nowl Enjoy! Mazel Tov!

Produced by Gerda Daly and the whole remote

crew.

2:30 The Reggae Experience
Music from Jamaica, with Too Dread.

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition, a 1 5-minute news magazine

produced by California Public Radio, at 4:45;

KPFA News Headlines at 5:00. Plus traffic re-

ports, music, comedy recordings, and other

features. Hosted on Wednesdays by David

Lamble.

Opal Nations is host of 'Doo Wop Delights'

which will be heard on Friday, June 3rd at

11:30 pm.

Michael Peppe performing 'Forty-Three Characters' at the Exploratorium, Dec. 11, 1982. Peppe is

featured on the Morning Concert, Thursday June 2nd at 9:00 am.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Prime Time
Public Affairs features.

7:30 Reaganomics, The Free Market and

Labor: Where are we now? Where do we go

from here? Those were the questions consid-

ered at an April 1 2th forum at Hay ward State

University by panelists Manning Marable, Chair

of the Fisk University Race Relations Institute

and Democratic Socialists of America; Vice-

Chair Prof. Joseph Fuhrig, 1980 Libertarian

candidate for U.S. Senate; Prof. Robert Hall of

the Hoover Institution; and Prof. Stanley Arono-

witz, labor organizer and DSA representative.

Produced by Jane Hunter.

At 7:30, KPFB, 89.3 FM in Berkeley, airs the

Berkeley School Board meeting.

8:00 Music In America
Black Shadow Tapeworks. Who knows what

low-down blues and crazy jive lie hidden in

the hearts of men and women and their record

collections? The shadow knows — as the Tape-

works shows: blues, R&B, western swing, jazz,

programmed with a minimum of chatter. Your

host (up to a point) the black shadow.

10:00 Fruit Punch: Gay Radio
Tarot Readings with Z Budapest. To begin Les-

bian/Gay History Month, we will deal with

your futures. Playwright, entertainer and

psychic Z Budapest will answer your specific

questions at 848-4425. Give her your birth

sign and initials and she will read the cards for

you. Of her craft, Z says, "In all ages, especial-

ly hard times, people are interested in what the

cards mean for them. I enjoy helping people,

giving them courage and direction."

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Jaime de Angulo: Indian Stories. We continue

this month with our broadcast of the complete

readings by Jaime de Angulo of tales based on

legends of Northern California's Indian tribes.

The readings were first broadcast on KPFA in

1949 Our appreciation to Bob Callahan and

Turtle Island Press for their research and assis-

tance in presenting this series. We begin with

Program 13. For more information, see the

article in the April 1983 issue of the Folio.

12:00 The Witching Hour
New and old sounds of women's music to ease

you through the midnight hour. Hosted by

Pam Scola.

1:30 am Beedle Urn Bum
Eclectic music mix with Larry. Complete al-

bum at 4:00 am.

Thursday,
June 2nd

7:00 am AM/FM
On the 30th anniversary of Queen Elizabeth's

coronation, Kris allows her audience to have

an audience. Huh? News at 7 & 8:45; Head-

lines at 8:00.

9:00 nn i ooLBY fmT Tone

9:00 Morning Concert
Michael Peppe, composer, performance artist,

stand-up comic and essayist, will discuss and

demonstrate, live and on tape, some of his

best work of the last four years, including as

many as possible, and probably all, of the fol-

lowing: new music, languagemusic. Blank

Speech, Automatic Poetry, sound-poetry, punk

jazz, Physiotape-loops. monologues of psycho-

tics, Emotionmusik, pop songs, a story by a

teenage punkette, brain-damaged vocal music,

cocktail songs, a commercial for Life Itself,

more than thirty characters, the sound of sex

with a piano, a list of everything in the universe

and essays of why all behavior is music, how
to become a human videotape machine, why
performance art is so boring, and why art is

dead. Hosted by Terry Hawkins.

11:15 Morning Reading
The Prosperous Yankee (2) by Montague Ver-

non Ponsonby, Esq. Introduced and read by

Byron Bryant.

12:00 Lunch Box
Public Affairs features.

12:30 Sing Out!
Folk and acoustic music with Nancy Guinn.

2:30 Music for an Afternoon
Mellow blues and jazz with Gownan W. Lee, Jr.

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Youth On The Air, produced by Youth News,

at 5:30. And music, features, traffic reports.

Thursday host: Buster Gonzales.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Prime Time
Elsa Knight Thompson Remembered. Elsa

Knight Thompson, former KPFA Program

Director and Public Affairs Director, died

earlier this year. On Saturday, March 5th, 300

of her close friends and colleagues gathered at

the North Berkeley Seniors Center to remem-

ber her and the journalistic legacy she left

behind. Tonight we.present excerpts of that

memorial meeting, including speeches by Rep.

Ron Dellums, Lincoln Bergman, Public Tele-

vision producer Chris Koch, Alex Hoffman,

and several others. Produced by Philip Maldari.

8:00 Majority Report
A feminist magazine of women's news and

public affairs, presented by the Women's Dept.

8:30 Spare Rib is an English feminist maga-

zine that has been in existence for the past 1

1

years. They are a collective, currently dealing

with many vital issues in the British feminist

movement. One of their collective members was

in the U.S. recently, and spoke with Reyna

Cowan about the magazine's political direction,

conflicts, and goals.

Folk singer and dulcimer player Holly Tannen

is featured on 'Focus on Women in Music' on

Saturday, June 4th at 10:30 am.
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JULIA MORGAN
THEATRE
Managed & Operated Dy

trie Bay Area Youth Theatre Co

JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE

DO YOU READ THE KPFA FOLIO ? IS ADVERTISING
WORTHWHILE ? WE TRUST THAT YOU DO, BUT TO

TEST THE THEORY WE ARE OFFERING $1.00 OFF

ANY TICKET "AT THE DOOR , IF YOU BRING THIS

AD. JUNE EVENTS ARE VARIED AND EXCITING!

3rd Friday 8:30 DUCKS BREATH MYSTERY THEATRE
tir^c-t. a o -zn RETURNS
4th Saturday 8:30pm

$6 adv $7dr _z==ZZ_
**************************

5th Sunday :

KIDSTUFF !!!

Circle Concerts

POCKET OPERA

11am & Noon $ 1&$2

Mills Brass trio 3pm $3&$4

Handels ATLANTA $11 dr

(show this ad and get 2 tickets to
Atlanta for the price of one)

**************************
9,10,11 (Thurs , Fri, Sat)

TRAVELING JEWISH THEATRE :

THE LAST YIDDISH POET 8:30pm

16,17,18

"One of the best theatre events my family
has ever seen".
*******************************

(Thurs Friday, Sat)

TRAVELING JEWISH THEATRE '

:

DANCE OF EXILE 8:30pm
***************************

24th Friday KATE WOLF 8pm $6adv

Presents a special request
night concert, come and ask
to hear your favorites ! !

****************************

25th Saturday WEST JAVA ARTS

Indonesian Music and Dance , an incredible
evening presentation for the

whole family. . .

!

**********************************

Tickets for all show are available at BASS
The Julia Morgan Box office hours have been curtailed
but you may make reservations on the box office tape

548-7234. Bring a cushion for comfort on th old oak
pews.

9:00 People Playing Music
Join host Tony Ferro for an evening of jazz

improvisation with Windham Hill recording

artist, pianist Liz Story, and Quartet Music,

featuring Eric Von Essn on bass, Jeff Gauthier

violin, Alex Cline, percussion, and Nels Cline,

guitar. Be part of the audience at 2207 Shat-

tuck Ave. in Berkeley. Please arrive by 8:45.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Jaime de Angulo: Indian Stories. Program 14.

12:00 Assassinatin' Rhythm
Electronics and wild improv music with that

certain wonder edge. Host: Ray Farrell.

3:00 am Obsidian
Music from starlight to sunlight, hosted by
Aurora.

Friday,
June 3rd

7:00 am AM/FM
Kris spends today basking in the sun, and runs

into the studio between songs. Which is why
she's breathing hard. Just thought you'd like

to know. News at 7 & 8:45; Headlines at 8:00.

9:00 Morning Concert
The Sonante Woodwind Quintet.

Wallingford Riegger: Blaserquintett, Op. 51.

Anatole Lladov: Eight Russian Folk Songs.
Henk Badings: Kwintet No. IV (Wind Quin-

tet No. 2) (1948).

From a live performance given in February at

Fort Mason. Hosted by Leslie Roberts.

11:15 Morning Reading
The Prosperous Yankee (3) by Montague Ver-

non Ponsonby . Esq. Introduced and read by

Byron Bryant.

12:00 New Horizons
A Sense of Unity. Rev. Carol Ruth Knox of

the Unity Church in Walnut Creek discusses

the principles of the movement founded in

the 1880's, which include spiritual healing,

prosperity, and practical Christianity. She

traces the course of her own spiritual growth

as she guided the development of a center

that reflects a secure openness to varied view-

points that comes from the practice of the

Presence of God/Spirit as an ongoing aware-

ness in all activity. Like a crystal beacon, the

multiple beams of light draw attention back

to the point of emanation. Host: Will Noffke.

1:00 Shoutin' Out With
Mama O'Shea

Shout out and fight back with Mama and her

guests. Call-in 848-4425. Host: Dr. John.

2:30 Panhandle Country
The finest in country jazz, western swing,

country music, bluegrass, cajun and old-time

music. Hosted by Tom Diamant

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Plus features, interviews, music. Friday host:

Philip Maldari.

KFCF 4:30 Fresno Traffic Jam
Heard only on KFCF, Fresno (90 min).

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Prime Time
Public Affairs features.

7:30 Steppin' Out of Babylon. Just what is

"Babylon" anyway? Sue Supriano & Selah

Dread take to the streets to find out.

8:00 Living On Indian Time
Native American programming.

8:30 Latin America Press Review
Hosted by Ed McCaughn.

9:00 La Onda Bajita:

The Low Show Profile
Best low-riding sounds in all of Aztlan.

Oldies, features, Q-Vo's. With Molina (host),

La Guera, La Ginger, El Tecolote, DJ, El Ale-

,man. La Flequita, Chapo & Santiago.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Doo-Wop Delights
The Clyde McPhatter Special (Part Two) 1954-

1966. Continuing our profile of R&B legend

Clyde McPhatter, we begin with the remaining
1954 Drifters recordings and on through the

best of his solo Atlantic sides. Selected cuts

from the finest of his 1960 MGM recordings,

plus five years of some of the beautiful Mer-
cury soul ballads produced by Clyde Otis and
Brook Benton round out this listener-request-

ed show. Hosted by Opal Nations.

1:30 am Bay Leaf Experience
An experience in sound. . .with Lonnie Lewis.

4:30 Radio Hypnopaedia
Live radio with Bob Nelson, the Priest-King of

Pacifica. Call-ins at 848-4425.

Saturday,
June 4th

6:00 am The Gospel Experience
Traditional and contemporary gospel music

with Emmit Powell.

9:00 The Other Side of the Coin
Khalid Al-Mansour gives a third world perspec-

tive on domestic & international relations.

KFCF 9:00 Beans in Your Ears
Children's programming. . .This morning, we
feature Peace At Last; The Hare and The

Tortoise; Babysister for Francis; The Little

Engine That Could and Goldilocks and The
Three Bears. Heard only on KFCF in Fresno

(30 minutes).

9:30 Bud Cary's

Old Radio Theatre
Jack Webb In Memoriam. Earlier this year.

Jack Webb died and left behind him a legacy

of very innovative radio shows. Instead of

the obvious. Dragnet,. Bud has chosen two
of Webb's earlier radio adventures: Pat Novak

For Hire and Jeff Regan, Investigator. Both

characters are similar to Sgt. Friday, but clever

use of timing counts here.

10:30 Focus on Women in Music
As the wheel of the year turns toward the Sum-

mer Solstice, we'll sing and talk about the

changing seasons. Folk singer and dulcimer

player Holly Tannen is featured on this pro-

gram. Holly shares her knowledge of the mean-

ing of the yearly cycle as it was. felt by the

pagan peoples of Northern Europe, particular-

ly as it was expressed in the folk balladry of the

British Isles. This celebration of the seasons is

hosted by Kori Kody.

12:00 Women's Magazine
I Found God In Myself and I Loved Her Fierce-

ly. Mentioning the word "God" to a group of

American feminists often evokes horrifying

images of a patriarch — a male figure, outside

of ourselves, in whose name some of the most

oppressive institutions have been established.

Many women, while rejecting this image of God
and the traditional western religions, seek a

spiritual path or at least some spiritual fulfill-

ment. Yet for many women, the very word

"spirituality" implies a cop-out to the serious

problems of everyday living, the assumption

being that if you are involved in spiritual work,

you cannot be active politically. There are

among us some extraordinary women - power-

ful, politically active, visionary. And some of

those women are finding their spiritual growth

and fulfillment through Siddha Yoga. Siddha

Yoga is a form of meditation developed in In-

dia, and becoming increasingly popular in the

U.S. today. In this program, we talk to five

women who are involved, to varying degrees,

in Siddha meditation. They are:
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Ericka Huggins, former member of the Black

Panther Party and still active in the Black com-

munity; Meg Christian, co-founder of Olivia

Records, musician, feminist-lesbian; Swami

Vimalananda, now a monk, previously the

choreographer of For Colored Girls. . . (from

which the title of this program comes); Swami

Girijananda, monk, former Peace Corps volun-

teer and anthropologist; and Swami Durganan-

da, monk, and former writer for The Village

Voice. We talk about what it means to them to

"find God in Myself;" how Siddha Yoga has

affected their politics; the role of the Guru; how
these women came to this path and what they

get from it; and more. At 1 :30, Ericka Huggins

and Swami Durgananda will be with us live in

the studio to answer questions at 415-848-

4425. Produced by Ginny Z. Berson.

2:00 Ahora
Latin music, news on the hour, information on

what's happening in the Bay Area Raza com-
,

munity .
5:00-5:30, Enfoque Nacional: Spanish

language news magazine. 5:30-6:00, Revista,

Spanish language California news.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

6:30 Freedom Is A Constant

Struggle

The voices of people surviving and resisting.

Call-ins, interviews, features. Produced by

Barbara Lubinski, Heber, Emiliano Echeverria

& Lincoln Bergman.

KFCF 6:30 Modern Musique
With John T. — a roundup of jazz and related

influences. Heard only on KFCF, Fresno

(2 hours).

7:00 Third World Special

Expressions: a series by award-winning pro-

ducer Judi Moore Smith. Tonight's show re-

views the history of a capella singing.

7:30 The Secret's Out
Get it on up. Jazz with Bari Scott At 7:50,

Calendar of Upcoming Events.

8:00 Flaco Jimenez y Su Conjunto

At Cinco de Mayo, 1983. Zellerbach Auditor-

ium in Berkeley. From San Antonio, he*is an

acknowledged master of musica nortena.

KFCF 8:30 Valley Pirate Radio
Comedy. From VPR, ZBS, The Panther Play-

ers and other sources. Heard only on KFCF
in Fresno (30 min).

KFCF 9:00 Just Playin' Folk
Roger Clugston plays Celtic music and gives

station IDs in Gaelic. Heard only on KFCF in

Fresno (2 hours).

11:00 Ear Thyme
The sound of residenFjazz artists as performed

in Bay Area clubs and on records. Produced

by Doug Edwards.

1:00 am Nite Owls On Patrol

The best in music from funk to jazz — with

Julian.

Where the tears are: Connie Francis cries her

voice out on 'Midnight Becomes Eclectic,

Monday June 6 (Tues morning) midnight.

Sunday,
June 5th

Rex roth 1983: A year after the death of the

poet, KPFA and friends join in a tribute, on
Sunday, June 5th at 7:00 pm.

5:00 am A Musical Offering
5:00 Music of all kinds.

7:00 Bach to Bach,.featuring the weekly can-

tata. All hosted by Mary Berg

9:00 Sleepers! Awake
Bach, baroque and Brazil with Bill Sokol.

Music and commentary.

11:00 Jazz, Blues & Folk
Review program of new releases with Phil

Elwood or Chris Strachwitz.

1:00 Across The Great Divide

Folk and popular music with Robbie Osman.

2:30 Forms & Feelings

One of the most important players in music

today is alto saxophonist Arthur Blythe. His

importance is based on the cutting edge of his

approach which is bound to shape the develop-

ment of improvisational styles to come. At

the same time, like many innovators before

him, he is an enthusiastic interpreter of tradi-

tional material and construction with a deep

sense of heritage. We'll explore his associations

with McCoy Tyner, Azar Lawrence, Gil Evans

and Horace Tapscott, as well as his own
growth as an individual artist. With Jim

Bennett

4:30 Alan Watts
Inevitable Ecstasy (3). Third in a series of four

lectures.

5:30 A Basket of Roots:

Poetry From Davis

In Davis, where almond trees blossom on the

banks of Putah Creek, and almost everyone

rides a bicycle, the craft of poetry flourishes.

The teaching and writing of Sandra Gilbert and

Karl Shapiro, both of the U.C. Davis Creative

Writing faculty, have influenced many Davis

poets, two of whom will share the first program

in this new series. Kevin Clark, who studies

English and writing at UC Davis, has been poet-

ry editor of California Quarterly. He publishes

widely, and has given poetry readings in places

as diverse as Gainesville, Florida, and the Bay

Area. Hadassah Stein, the originator of this

series, has also edited for Cal Quarterly. She is

at work on a collection of her poetry, to be

called "Inventing Survival."

6:00 KPFA Weekend News

6:30 World Press Review
The European' Press with Helga Lohr Bailey.

Call-ins 848-4425.

7:00 Rexroth 1983
It has been a year since Kenneth Rexroth died.

He was a creative support to artists in the area

as well as to KPFA, and we want to honor him,

his voice and his poetry. A young radio report-

er, Michael Barancik, from Portland, has spent

major portion of his time this year speaking to

relatives and associates of Rexroth about his

life and work. On this program we hear what

some of them had to say, and selections of Rex-

roth's many remarks on radio about his life and

associates in the arts. Included are Tom San-

chez, Denise Levertov, William Everson, Marie

Rexroth, Robert Bly, Robert Haas, Tom Parkin-

son, William Stafford and James Laughlin of

New Directions Books.

8:00 In Your Ear
Jazz and Musica Latina. Hosted by Art Sato.

KFCF 8:00 Fresno Live

Orpheus '83, No. 2. Recorded 4/10/83 at the

Fresno City College Theatre. The Orpheus

Quartet plays Beethoven's String Quartet In

C Major, Op. 59, No. 3. Host: Bruce Francis

Hickman Kennedy. Heard only on KFCF in

Fresno (3 hours).

10:00 The Spirit of Carnival

Music of the Caribbean with David McBurnie.

11:00 Music from the Hearts of

Space
Inner and outer space music, tuned to the

vibrations of the evening r
>with Timitheo &

Anna.

2:00 am Over The Edge
Mr. Edge: Ears Only. An enormous expense ac-

count full of tireless investigation has failed to

turn up clue, one regarding what, exactly, is go-

ing to happen the night of June 5th. Drew a

blank with the Tool tap. Looks hopeless.

Should I keep on it? Need more fuel. Reply

code 17. Strange Fedbellows.

Monday,
June 6th

7:00 am AM/FM
On the 39th anniversary of D-Day, Denny
launches a massive invasion of Pinole. .

.

why? ? ? ? News at 7 & 8:45; Headlines at 8.

9:00 Morning Concert
Fartein Valen (1887-1952): The Complete

Music for Piano. This Norwegian composer's

innovative music has influenced an entire

generation of composers from his native land.

Russ Jennings features several pieces from the

recent BIS releases of his fine piano music.

(LP- 173/174).

11:15 Morning Reading
The Best-Loved Short Stories of Jesse Stuart

(1). With an introduction by Robert Penn

Warren. Jesse Stuart's first short story was

published in New Republic in 1934. Since

then, he published nearly 500 short stories

in magazines ranging from the Atlantic and

Harper's to university literatures such as the

Yale Review. Esquire published more short

stories by Stuart than by any other living

American writer. Now, forvthe first time, 34

of his finest are collected in this volume pub-

lished by McGraw-Hill. Read by Ed Markman.

12:00 Monday Matinee
Insomnia, conceived and directed by Joseph

Chaikin. The first of a four-part series of text

and improvisations about the time between

waking and sleep. Produced by The Other

Theatre with funding from the Satellite De-

velopment Fund. With Joseph Chaikin, Ronnie

Gilbert, Tina Shephard and Roger Babb.

FINE TYPESETTING from the women
at ANN FLANAGAN TYPOGRAPHY

549- 1128

r
SOLANO
CELLARS
FINE VALUES IN WINES
BEERS ALES & APERTIFS
FROM CALIFORNIA
AND THE WORLD...

PLUS DAILY TASTINGS
AND EXPERT ADVICE
TO SUIT YOUR MENUS
AND YOUR BUDGET.

CALL NOW FOR OUR
WINE NEWSLETTER.

1580-A SOLANO, ALBANY
PHONE 525-0379. OPEN:
MON.-FRI. 11:30-8

SATURDAY 10-8

YOU CAN PAINT YOUR

OWN HOUSE . . .

J . . . with a paint sprayer from

4 Dave's Spray Rentals.

We'll show you how!
I

I

CALL 841-0415

FOR INFORMATION

$2.00 OFF WITH THIS COUPONS $2.00 OFF WITH THIS COUPON*
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HYPNOSIS:
THE NATURAL WAY
TO CHANGE IN A WAY

YOU CHOOSE

CAREER TRAINING IN
HYPNOSIS

Be confident of yourself as a qualified

professional.

Be competent in assisting others to change in

ways they choose.

Be certified by the Hypnotist Examining
Council of California and registered

by the American Council of
Hypnotist Examiners.

^Partial list of course titles:

Hypnotic Processes

Experiencing and Practicing Self Hypnosis

Habit Modification

Th* Language of Hypnosis

Hypnotherapy with Clients

Legal and Ethical Issues in Hypnosis

Design and Delivery of Hypnosis
Demonstrations

Marketing Your Hypnotic Services

Complete Program 200 Hours
Evenings and weekends in Berkeley near BART

HYPNOSsS
CLEARINGHOUSE

Freda Morris, Ph.D. Director

SELF HYPNOSIS TRAINING

For information telephone or write:

1504 Franklin, Oakland, CA 94612- (415) 451-6440

Washington Square

Bar^GnlL
1707 Pbwell St. Ph. 982-8113

David L. Richman MD
BiofMdbaek/Psychophyslologlcal Medicine

Conditions where Biofeedback training may be
useful include: Headaches, High Blood Pressure.

Asthma. Muscle tension disorders (neck & shoulder

pain, teeth grinding, etc.). Stuttering & Speech Dis-

orders. Anxiety states. Phoblos. Sleep problems.

Cardiovascular disorders (Raynaud's dlseose. Angina
etc.). Sexual disorders. Neuromuscular Rehabilitation

(cerebral palsey. Bells palsey. Strokes, etc.), Chronic
pain states. Stomach & Intestinal disorders (ulcers,

colitis, etc). Allergies. Stress reduction/Relaxation,

Childbirth Preparation, Epilepsy, etc

Vi day Introductory Classes taught periodically

Sliding Fee Scale

Member. Biofeedback Society of America Biofeed-

back Society of California. Consultations also avail-

able for Psychopharmocology— Psychiatric Drug
evaluation and education

Berkeley (415) 527-6228

CORNUCOPIA

ite

Classic San Francisco Style Italian

Cuisine. Legendary Saloon Pianists.

Cafe & health food store fl R
408 Pacific Avenue -AvWii
398-151) j^y>ty^^/
breakfast and iunch

8 3:00 Mon Fri.

Soups. Salads &
Sandwiches to eat

in or out

free
delivery

& catering

12:30 Blues By The Bay
Blues: Oldies, classics, new releases, live record-

ings, taped concerts. Blues news and blues in

the clubs. With Tom Mazzolini.

2:30 Musica do Brasil:

Brazil and Beyond
Emory White brings the music and composers
of Brazil to the KPFA airwaves.

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Features, music, etc. Monday hosts: Buster
Gonzales & Reyna Cowan.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 The Soviet Union:
A Closer Look

What Moscow TV Offers Youth Audiences.

An interview with the head of Soviet network
programming for youth. He talks about the

100-125,000 letters he receives each year,

which include youth asking for advice on
carrers, family problems, criticism, and script

suggestions. Among regular programs are

Newlywed's Club, a program on how to meet
girls and boys, a series on taste (against Kitsch),

women's programs, programming by ethnics,

etc. He also talks about ethnic chauvinists,.

Jews in the TV industry, and more. Produced
by William Mandel.

8:00 Bay Area Arts
Reviews, previews, interviews concerning the

Bay Area Arts scene, with Erik Bauersfeld &
Padraigin McGillicuddy. Tonight featuring:

Canadian Writers Special : Recently 3 Canadian
writers toured the west coast, and Padraigin

along with Elsa Mitchelson talked with them
in the KPFA studios. Anne Marriott, a respect-

ed poet and member of the League of Canadian
Poets; Richard Thomas Wright, noted for his

work in the environment; and Thomas York,
whose work shows an emphasis on male ad-

venture stories, all talk about their writing

and read excerpts from their work. Both
'

prose writers are members of the Writers Union
of Canada.

9:00 nm DotHY FMf Tone

9:00 The Early Music Program
The Story of Medieval Song, Part II : The
Flowering. After the Latin songs of the goli-

ards, medieval song suddenly and dramatically

flowered in the sansos of the troubadors, who
graced the courts of Southern France and
wrote in their native Provencal tongue. Their

passionate and poignant lyrics and music tell-

ing of courtly love spread throughout Europe
until the civilization that supported them was
destroyed in the Albigensian Crusades (1 209-

1229). Produced and hosted by Bill Croft.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Indian Stories read by Jaime de Angulo. The
complete series, program 15.

12:00 Midnight Becomes Eclectic
You asked for it: a Connie Francis special. If

time permits, we'll listen to some Patsy Cline

and other tearjerkers. Indulge and get wimpy.
Hosted by Ingrid Hoermann.

1:30 am Black Coffee
Jazz and features with Akinlana Songotosin

flbo) and associate producer Babatunde Kayode.
At 1 :45, Idle Momens, public affairs; 2:00,

jazz; 3:00, Period of En-Lite-Ment, 848-4425;

4 & 5:30, My Folks, special music feature;

4:30, African Antiquities, In the Beginning:

African readings from the past.

Tuesday,
June 7th

6:00 am Face The Day
Hosted by Mer'be Cassandra Wimbs.

Black Coffee resumes at 6:30.

Science fiction author Ted Sturgeon leads doomed souls across the Styx. Sturgeon is featured in a
two-part interview on 'Probabilities' Tuesday June 7th & 14th at 8:30pm.

7:00 AM/FM
Kris pretends she's in Hawaii by drinking 10
mai-tais on the air. This early in the morning?
News at 7 81 8:45; Headlines at 8:00.

9:00 Morning Concert
Stand By, Please: A Record Producer's Look
at the International Recording Scene, hosted
by Harold Lawrence. The legendary Concertge-
bouw, one of the world's acoustical marvels,

has been the site of numerous historical record-

ings for more than half a century. The majority
of these recordings were made by Decca/London
and Philips. Last month, Harold Lawrence com-
pleted the first of a series of digital tapings there

with the Amsterdam Philharmonic for Sefel

Records, the Canadian-based record company,
and will present a preview of the release:

Brahms' Concerto for Violin, Cello and Orches-
tra, with cellist Janos Starker and violinist

Emmy Verhey as soloists, and Arpad Joo, con-
ductor. The program will also include other re-

cordings made in the Concertgebouw, including

a test recording produced by Harold Lawrence
for Philips Records with the Hague Philharmon-

ic conducted by Willem van Otterjoo.

9-12 noon; 2-5 pm: KFCF in Fresno airs the
Fresno County Board of Supervisors meeting.

11:15 Morning Reading
The Best Loved Short Stories of Jesse Stuart

(2). Read by Ed Markman.

12:00 Older Men, Older Women
Hosted by Harry Sheer & Elizabeth Hirshfeld.

1:00 A Terrible Beauty
Celtic Magazine of the Air, produced and host-

ed by Padraigin McGillicuddy.

2:30 Sounds
The wide range of Black music, in all styles,

past and present, with Craig Street.

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Tuesday hosts: Ginny Z. Berson & Julia Randall.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Prime Time
Without Due Process: Prejudice in the Applica-

tion of the Bill of Rights to Citizens and Non-
Citizens. "Give me your tired, your poor. .

.

your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,"

These words have never been as untarnished as

they might seem. Using current and historic

incidents: the wartime internment of Ameri-

can citizens of Japanese descent, the detention

of Haitian refugees, the immigration and natur-

alization service's "operation jobs," this pro-

gram explores the differential application of

the freedoms protected, and rights guaranteed

by the constitution. We look at the historical

and legal contexts, and the ethical and moral

problems which should inform the current de-

bate over policy towards ethnically distinct

groups of American citizens, legal and illegal

non-citizen residents, and refugees. Produced
by the Bill of Rights Radio Education Project.

Major Funding from the National Endowment
for the Humanities; Co-sponsored by the Paci-

fica Foundation and the ACLU. Executive
Producer: Adi Gevins.

At 7:30, KPFB, 89.3 FM in Berkeley airs the
Berkeley City Council meeting.

8:00 The Health Show
A program about health and nutrition, hosted
by Toni Gray, R.N. Call-ins 848-4425.

8:30 Probabilities

An Interview with Theodore Sturgeon, Part I.

Ted Sturgeon is one of the best-loved short

story writers in science fiction today. He has

only written a handful of novels, but among
them are the classic More Than Human (soon

to be a film) and The Dreaming Jewels, with

perhaps the best opening line in the history of

the field. In this first of a two-part interview,

he talks about his early years, about how he
came to write "The Hurkle Is A Happy Beast"

and other anecdotes. Produced by Richard

Wolinsky, Richard A. Lupoff and Lawrence
Davidson.

9:00 Maximum Rock and Roll

The musical equivalent of the quake in Coalin-

gs: no. lives lost, but much property damage.

With Tim and the Gang.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Indian Stories read by Jaime de Angulo. The

complete series. Program 16.

12:00 No Other Radio
Hosted by John Gullak.

1:30 am Night Express
Mellow blues and jazz through the night with

Gorman W. Lee, Jr.

Wednesday,
June8th
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7:00 am AM/FM
On the 20th anniversary of Editor Richard

Wolinsky's Bar Mitzvah, Folio Art Director

Dan Ziegler turns 27. Kris is hard-pressed to

explain the egomaniacal binge you've just

read. Tough Nouggies. News at 7 81 8:45;

Headlines at 8:00.

9:00 Morning Concert
World Music presented by David Mayers.



11:15 Morning Reading
The Way The Old Ones Tell It. David Mayers

with another program of folklore from around

the world.

12:00 U.C. Noon Concert
Randal Pile, Guitar. Agustinovich, Villa-Lobos,

Britten. Live from Hertz Hall on the U.C.

Berkeley campus. Last in the spring 1983 series.

1:00 Folk Music from Near and
Far Out

Israeli Top 40. First of two programs (see 6/1 5)

with pop music supplied by Varda Itai, music

programmer from Kol Israel, the state radio

network. We will hear what Israel is hearing

right now. In a hundred and fifty years, it will

be folk music. Featuring Yehudit Ravitz,

David Broza, Avmer Kenner, Benzene, Eric

Einstein, Matte Kaspe and more. Produced by

Gerda Daly, with translations by the Silversteins.

2:30 The Reggae Experience
Music from Jamaica with Too Dread.

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Music, features, comedy, etc. Wednesday host:

David L amble.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Prime Time
Public Affairs Features.

8:00 Fruit Punch 10th Birthday
Party: Live from Valencia
Rose

A three-hour live broadcast from Valencia Rose
in San Francisco with Gwen Avery, Blackberri,

James Broughton, Casselberry-Dupree, Conan,

Romanovsky & Phillips, Sr. Boom Boom and

many more whom we've introduced to our

listeners over the past decade of "California's

oldest and most widely heard gay radio show."

Tune in or come to Valencia Rose, 766
Valencia Street to join the party. Sliding scale,

$5-25 or airwaves, listener-supported. A special

invite for all former Fruit Punchers to come as

our special guests.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Indian Stories read by Jaime de Angulo. The
complete series. Program 17.

12:00 The Witching Hour
Mara Lockwood takes you on a magical

musical tour through her moods, as expressed

by her favorite women's music selections.

1:30 am Beedle Urn Bum
Mad eclectic music mix' with Larry. Out-of-

print album at 4:00 am.

Thursday,
June 9th

7:00 am AM/FM
On the 92nd birthday of Cole Porter, Kris

comes to wive it wealthily in Padua, gets a

kick out of you, etc. Heaven knows, any-

thing goes I News at 7 & 8:45; Headlines at

8:00.

9:00 PniooiBYFMi Tone

9:00 Morning Concert
Big Band Special. We take a departure from the

usual (?) esoteric fare to bring you some of the

newest and most exciting sounds of big band
music. Rob McConnell and the Boss Brass,

from Toronto, Singers Unlimited, a "vocal big

band" and one or two new writers from the

Dick Grove school in Los Angeles are just a

few of the artists we'll be listening to. Hosted

by Leslie Roberts.

11:15 Morning Reading
My Country .Africa, Autobiography of a Black

Pasionaria by Andree Blouin, in collaboration

with Jean MacKellar. Published by Praeger.

At the age of 3, Blouin was placed in a Catho-

lic orphanage in the then-French Congo. Like

many of the "orphans" there, she had parents

who were alive — a French businessman father,

and a 14 year old Banziri tribeswoman mother.

Fourteen years of suffering with the nuns

taught Andree an outrage against injustice that

The current members of the Fruit Punch collective. Join them at Valencia Rose Cabaret in San Fran-
cisco or at 94. 1 FM on Wednesday June 8th at 8pm for Fruit Punch 's 10th Birthday Party.

Nina Glaser
Portraits • Fashion • Fantasy

(415) 641-5876

The BERKELEY GRAY PANTHERS want to thank the following

individuals and businesses for making our Third Annual
Gray Panther Raffle a success (in spite of the rain!)

TRIPS OUT TRAVEL, College Avenue
NARSAI'S, Colusa Avenue

BAY WOLF, Piedmont Avenue, Oakland
AUGUSTA'S, Telegraph Avenue

FEINER TAX & BOOKKEEPING SERVICES, Milvia

BARRY OLIVIER, Bancroft Way
WALKERS PIE SHOP, Solano Avenue, Albany

LEOPOLD'S RECORDS, Durant Avenue
SHATTUCK AVENUE CO-OP CENTER COUNCIL
LA PENA CULTURAL CENTER, Shattuck Avenue
BERKELEY STAGE COMPANY, Addison Street

DARLING FLOWERS, University Avenue
PEETS COFFEE, Domingo and Walnut Square

VIRGINIA BAKERY, Shattuck Avenue
THE TILE SHOP, Harrison Street

CODY'S BOOKS, Telegraph Avenue
JOANNE WIMBERLY, Berkeley

UPRISINGS BAKERY, Berkeley

SHAMBHALA BOOKS, Telegraph Avenue
TOOTS SWEETS, Gilman

CAFE VALERIAN, Piedmont Avenue, Oakland
HOMEMADE CAFE, Sacramento Street

THE SWALLOW, Durant Avenue
THE CHEESEBOARD, Shattuck Avenue

VTVOLI'S, Trumpet Vine Court & Walnut Square

GRASSROOTS, Blake Street

TYPE-INK, Fulton Street

Our thanks to the Berkeley Community

for supporting our Organizing and Advocacy Work.

The Gray Panthers of the Berkeley Area

2101 A Woolsey Street

Berkeley, California 94705
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FORT MASON CENTER

A SUNDAY ADVENTURE!

DISCOVER

FORT WASON CENTER

OPEN HOUSE
JUNE 26, 12-5PW

FREE ENTERTAINMENT; REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE

MARINA BLVD. AND BUCHANAN STREET; 441-5706
PARKING AT CRISSY FIELD; FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE

PRESENTED in COOPERATION WITH GGNRA. 1983.

Residents
Directory
Fort Mason Center houses over forty resi-

dent organizations. These groups can pro-

vide you with information on the recording
business, dance, broadcasting, theatre, riv-

er rafting, marine ecosystems, printmaklng,
copyrights, boatbuilding, freelance writing

and much more. Drop in at their offices to

find out about classes, services, speakers
or trips made available to you by these out-

standing Bay Area groups. A complete list

of residents appears below.

BLDG A.

Ace Mailing (771-6280)

City Arts Monthly/City Celebration
(474-3914)

Contemporary Crafts, Meyer, Breier, Weiss
(928-2119)

Fort Mason Foundation (441-5706)

SFMMA Rental Gallery (441-4777)

Greens Restaurant (771-6222)

Tassajara Bread Bakery 2 (771-6330)

BLDG B.

Arts Arbitration & Mediation Services
(775-7715 or 775-7200)

Community College Art Center at Fort
Mason (776-8247)

Cooks & Company (673-4137)

Marine Exchange (982-7788)

People's Theatre Coalition (885-2790/office,

776-8999/box office)

Ploughshares Fund (922-5393)

World Print Council (776-9200)

BLDG C.

Academy of Media & Theatre Arts (776-4720)

African-American Historical & Cultural

Society (441-0640)

Bay Area Lawyers for the Arts (775-7200)

Environmental Traveling Companions
(474-7662)

Feedback Productions, Make-A-Circus,

Tale Spinners (776-8477)

Friends of the River (771-0400)

The Fund for Animals (474-4020)

Perception Gallery (776-0347)

Performing Arts Workshop (673-2634)

S.F. Bay Area Dance Coalition (673-8172)

S.F. Central Y.M.C.A. (885-0460)

S.F. Children's Art Center (771-0292)

S.F. Folk Music Center (441-8910)

S.F. Theatre Academy (775-1533)

Tamalpa Inst. & Dancers' Workshop of S.F.

(771-1212)

Waking Up in the Nuclear Age (928-2014)

World Music Network (441-5778)

Join Us

DID YOU KNOW...

Did you know that behind Fort Mason are

hundreds of individuals like you who be-

lieve in the ideal of free and low-cost pro-

grams responsive to people's interests

and needs?

BECOME A FRIEND OF THE FORT-
Your support will help us to continue our

transformation of this old fort into lively

theatre, galleries, music halls, offices and
classrooms. And your Involvement In

events and programs at the Center will

help fulfill the possibilities of this unique
project on San Francisco's waterfront.

Friends of the Fort Benefits

Individual—Monthly Calendar • member-
ship card • discount on Magic
Theatre's season subscription (late

summer and early fall) • Discounts on
single ticket prices for Magic Theatre,

People's Theater • 5% off safes at

SFMMA Rental Gallery •Discounts on
selected special events.

Family— All of the above + 2nd
membership card (same name)

Participating—All of the above +
coupon for free art quality special

event poster
Supporting— All of the above + one (1)

year
subscription to Oceans Magazine & the

14 KPFA FOLIO/June 1983
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Daily recorded messages
of Fort Mason Activities

and events: 441-5705 June 1983
All events are presented through the cooperation
of Fort Mason Foundation and the Golden Gate
National Recreation Area. Visit Fort Mason
Center, Laguna and Marina Blvds

,
S.F. 94123

441-5705.

BLDGD.
Artists In Print (67^6941)
Blue Bear School of Music (673-3600)

Center for Educational Telecommunications
(441-0322)

Environmental Federation of California

(441-5970)

Friends of the S.F. Public Library (558-3770)

Magic Theatre (441-8001)

Media Alliance (441-2557)

Mexican Museum (441-0404)

Poetry Film Workshop (621-3073)

Public Broadcasting Assn. (525-4583)

Western Public Radio (771-1161)

MARINE CENTER
BLDG E.

Greenpeace (474-6767)

Lifeline Marine Research (775-6497)

Marine Center Planning (775-4640)

Maritime Humanities Center (771-3488)

Oceanic Society (441-5970)

Oceanic Expeditions (441-1106)

Oceans Magazine (441-1104)

Yacht Racing Assn. of S.F. Bay (771-9500)

BLDG F.

Whole Earth Books-Mail order only

(441-7250)

PIER 3
National Liberty Ship, SS Jeremiah O'Brien

(441-3101) east dock

PARKING LOT
Project Tektite (566-9390/771-7372) between

Bldgs E & F

BLDG 240
American Youth Hostels, Inc/Travel Store

(771-4646)

San Francisco Int'l. Hostel (771-7277)

The Fort Mason Foundation, a privately-

funded nonprofit organization, is engaged
In renovating surplus military buildings at

Fort Mason, headquarters of the Golden
Gate National Recreation Area. The Foun-
dation administers Fort Mason Center
which is located on the Bay between
Aquatic Park and the Marina Green. In less
than six years, the^Center has become a na-

tional model for low-cost community-
responsive urban parks.

We invite you to bring your conferences,
classes, performances, meetings or

benefits to Fort Mason. Space for suitable

activities is available for a nominal daily or

hourly fee. Enjoy the pleasure of teaching,

working, or performing in this unusual na-

tional park location. Call 441-5706 for book-
ing appointments and information.

opportunity to purchase up to four (4)

tickets to a no-host dinner at

Greens—complimentary wine
Donor— All of the above + two (2) tickets

for a Whale Watching trip OR one (1)

ticket for a Natural History trip to the
Farallon Islands.

Sponsor— All of the above + two (2)

tickets to a Gala Opening Night at

Magic Theatre, (play & catered recep-

tion).

Patron— All of the above + two (2) tickets

to a Liberty Ship Cruise

D INDIVIDUAL ($15)

D FAMILY 2 adults, children under
18 - $25

D PARTICIPATING - ($50)

D SUPPORTING - ($100)

D DONOR - ($250)

D SPONSOR - ($500)
D PATRON - ($1,000)

Name

Address

City State

Zip Phone ( )

6K
Checks payable to FORT MASON
FOUNDATION
All Contributions are tax-deductible to the
extent allowable by law.. For further
Information, call 441-5706 FORT MASON,
Building A, San Francisco, CA 94123
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A SUNDAY ADVENTURE:
SEE FORT MASON IN ACTION
Now's your chance to discover what's
really going on down at the Fort. On Sun-
day, June 26, from 12 noon to 5PM, most of

the 50 organizations with offices and
studios at Fgrt Mason Center, as well as
the others who use the Fort's premises for

activities on a regular basis, will be "At
Home," and offering free performances,
demonstrations, special exhibits and
shows. June 26 is designed to be the ideal

time to find out how you can enrich your
life by becoming a part of all this—un-
covering the amazing diversity of classes,

workshops, cultural experiences and
special events that crowd the Fort Mason
Center calendar each and every month. As
columnist Margot Patterson Doss put it,

"... inside those sturdy functional

buildings and piers on San Francisco's
spectacular northern waterfront may well

be more excitement fomenting than
anywhere else in the city . .

."

Theatre, concerts, museums, dance
classes— there Is indeed at least one and
probably more than one activity of interest

to every member of the family, so make
your trip of discovery a family expedition.

In addition to the Fort's packed schedule
for the Open House, the San Francisco
Arts Festival will be in full swing in Pier 2.

There's so much to see and do, we recom-
mend an early start. Refreshments will be
available inside the Pier and out, and the
Great Meadow will be open for picnicking.

For starters there's the Blue Bear School
of Music presenting a recital of their band
workshops. It's not often that there's an
opportunity to hear these talented groups
of musicians whose interests range from
rock and new wave to blues and the more
traditional jazz. The Center for Educational
Telecommunications will be presenting

videotapes and slide shows, and Poetry

Film Workshop will be showing films.

Dancers Workshop and Dance Coalition

will be offering dance performances
throughout the day and S.F. Theatre
Academy will have displays of sets and
costumes. Clowns and jugglers will add to

the outdoor festivities.

If museums and galleries intrigue you, you
can preview a design/Illustration show by
Artists in Print, or a multimedia demonstra-
tion by members of the Center for Learning
In Retirement at Perception Gallery. There

will be other special displays at the

African-American Historical and Cultural

Society, the Mexican Museum, the S.F.

Museum of Modern Art Rental Gallery,

Printmakers of the Community College Art

Center, and a colorful, entertaining exhibi-

tion at the Children's Art Center featuring

the creations of future artists ages 2-10.

The GGNRA will open up the Maritime
Museum Storage Facility, where an
unusual collection of artifacts, some from
Alcatraz, are on display.

Other groups serving as special hosts are:

Greenpeace, the Oceanic Society, Project

Tektite (NASA's first undersea lab) and En-

vironmental Traveling Companions who
make the wilderness available to the blind

and other handicapped individuals. The
American Youth Hostel, the Maritime

Humanities Center and AM-FM Recycling

will have tables with information about

their programs and services. The Golden
Gate Postcard Club, a group that meets
monthly at the Center wil have a special

display for your enjoyment. There will be
demonstrations of Tai Chi Chuan pre-

sented by Fong Ha and his class. The Pro-

fessional Photographers of S.F. will be
sponsoring their annual White Elephant

Sale of used photographic equipment in

Bldg. C.

Other highlights of the day will be the

"Moving Portrait," a mobile sculpture In-

stallation involving geometric construction

and film projection by Vance Martin and a
raffle for all who join Friends of the Fort on
this day. Come and visit our membership
table in Pier 2 and learn about our member-
ship program which Includes discounts to

the many events occurring at the Center.

Free shuttle buses will be operating from

Crissy Field. Fort Mason Center is located

on the #28-19th Ave. bus line and within

walking distance of the #30-Stockton,
#47-Van Ness, #42-Downtown Loop and the

#22-Fillmore.

A map and schedule of the day's events

will be available so you won't miss any of

the activities. We are looking forward to

June 26th and to seeing you here.

Fort Mason Center Staff

STAFF

Marc Kasky, Executive Director

Andrea Jepson, Director of Operations
Pamela Bartholomew, Bookkeeper
Romeo Bautista, Maintenance Supv.
Barbara Bettenburg, Work Study
Dennis Blake, Maintenance
Janette Barroca, Reception
Mary Conned, Work Study
Alan Davis, Convention Center Manager
Vlnce Devine, Maintenance
Joe Eckeri, Maintenance
Larry Gray, Maintenance
Joyce Gast, Booking Assistant
Wllbert Hayes, Maintenance
Joanne MacKenzle, Membership/Special
Projects

Jean Mosher, Office Manager
Steve Leoni, Development
Narskelsky Steele, Reception/Information
Janice Tong, Information Coordinator
Arthur Walton, Maintenance
Kathleen Walton, Booking Coordinator
Kent Williams, Maintenance
Mary Wolcott, Communications Director

A.E. Zack Zacharias, Comptroller

To reach the STAFF: 441-5706, M-F, 9-5

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Sanford Lowengart, President

Naomi Gray, 2nd Vice President
Margy Boyd, Secretary

J. L. Kingsley, Treasurer
John Badgley
Ridge Harlan
Peter Harleman
Ruth Kadish
Leo Lee
Helen Dreyfous Pascoe
Elizabeth Spencer Pfau
Tom Procter
Lynn Thompson
Norman Wechsler
Florence Wong
Judy Yee

ASSOCIATE BOARD MEMBERS

Joan Erikson
Rudy Hurwich
David N. Plant

Alice Russell-Shapiro
Gladys S. Thacher
Brooks Walker, Jr.

Notices

DAILY RECORDED MESSAGES OF FORT
MASON ACTIVITIES & EVENTS: 441-5705

AM/FM RECYCLING. Jane Olsen. News-
paper-loose paper, NO magazines,
telephone books, or cardboard. Tin &
aluminum, clean & flattened. Glass-all

colors, caps removed. 2nd & 4th Saturday
of every month, 9AM-2PM, South end of

Bldg. A, outside. 282-2479.

HANDICAPPED. Ft. Mason can make ar-

rangements for the handicapped if

notified in advance. Ramps & elevators

are available. Call 441-5706.

Fort Mason offices are now open Monday
through Saturday.

HAVING TROUBLE RECEIVING
YOUR CALENDAR? Have you moved
or changed your name recently? To
assist you we need the following

information.

Name (old and new)
Address (old and new)

ZIP CODE (old and new)
Telephone *— daytime
Date of most recent membership
contribution
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12:00 Assassinatin' Rhythm
Ray Farrell plays mechanical, medicinal and

monstrous modern music.

3:00 am Obsidian
Music from starlight to sunlight, with Aurora.

Science fiction & fantasy author Ursula K.
^

LeGuin is interviewed on 'Majority Report'

Thursday, June 9th at 8:30 pm.

sparked her life work. My Country Africa

chronicles the extraordinary life of Andree

Blouin, a pivotal figure in Africa's struggles

for independence, who became chief of proto-

col to Congolese Prime Minister Patrice

Lumumba. In her words; the spirit of Africa

lives: "For myself, I am irremediably African.

I have always laughed to the full, cried all my
tears, and given my heart in friendship without

reserve. I carry my Africa within me, wherever

I go. In my home, Africa finds her own."

12:00 Lunch Box
Public Affairs features.

12:30 Sing Out!
Folk and acoustic music with Nancy Guinn.

2:30 Music for an Afternoon
Mellow blues and jazz with Gorman Lee.

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Youth On The Air at 5:30. Thursday host:

Buster Gonzales.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Prime Time
Public Affairs features.

7:30 Out On The Streets, a San Francisco

audio magazine, produced by Peoples Media

Collective.

KFCF 7:00 Fresno Prime Time
R. Buckminster Fuller, Part One. A talk de-

livered April 25, 1983 in Visalia. Bucky talks

about the future, the invention of the geodesic

dome, nuclear war, and thinking. Heard only

on KFCF in Fresno (60 min).

8:00 Majority Report
A feminist magazine of women's news and

public affairs, presented by the Women's Dept.

8:30 Ursula K. LeGuin, science fiction writer,

fantasist, essayist and poet, talks to Dorothy

Gilbert & Corliss Smith about her work.

LeGuin, the much-admired author of The Left

Hand of Darness, The Dispossessed and The
Language of the Night, believes that free

speculative imagination, the imagination that

"hobnobs with hbbbits" and peoples other

planets, is our best defense against the fears,

strictures and stereotypes that limit life and

thought in this country today. Technical work

by Monet Holmquist. (Another interview with

LeGuin, recorded at the same time, will be

heard on June 28th on Probabilities at 8:30 pm.)

9:00 People Playing Music
Live acoustic music from the KPFA studios.

Be part of the audience at 2207 Shattuck Ave.

in Berkeley. Best free show in town.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Indian Stories read by Jaime de Angulo. The
complete series. Program 18.
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Friday,
June 10th

7:00 am AM/FM
On the 61st birthday of Judy Garland, Kris

goes over the rainbow, lets her heartstrings go

ding, packs up her troubles c'mon and gets

happy. This is excessive. Sorry. News at 7 &
8:45; Headlines at 8:00.

9:00 Morning Concert
Julie Searles and Matthew Allen return to the

KPFA studios to sing their way into your

living room this morning. Tune in and enjoy

their original songs and perhaps a few oldies-

but-goodies. Hosted by Leslie Roberts.

11:15 Morning Reading
Alexander Pushkin (1): The Stationmaster.

From the tales of the late Ivan Petrovich

Belkin, Pushkin's fictitious author. Read from

the new Stanford University Press edition of

the complete prose fiction of Pushkin. First

of three readings from this new translation by

Paul Debreczeny of Pushkin's complete prose.

12:00 New Horizons
Invisible Landscape. Terence McKenna, a stu-

dent and researcher of shamanism for the past

12 years, relates his experiences exploring the

mind through molecules and magic. His quest

led him to South America and Southeast Asia

in search of the cultural motivations and
methods for pursuing liberation. In his book,

the Invisible Landscape, he travels to realms

of the personal and collective unconscious

through hallucinogens and the I Ching. We
deal with the nature of mind, idea and concepts

of consciousness. ! Host: Will Noffke.

1:00 Shoutin' Out With
Shout out and fight back with Mama and her

guests. Call-in 848-4425. Eng: Dr. John.

2:30 Pig In A Pen
The best in contemporary and traditional

bluegrass and old-time music. Presented by

Tom Dlamant.

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Friday host: Philip Maldari.

The Very Best of Aretha Franklin, . 950- 1972: a very special two-hour edition of 'Doo-Wop De-

lights' hosted by Opal Louis Nations, on Friday June 10th at 1 1:30pm.

KFCF 4:30 Fresno Traffic Jam
June 9th was KFCF's 8th birthday. Today

we will telk about some of the past and the

future, along with all our regular features.

Heard only on KFCF, Fresno (90 min).

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Prime Time
Living In The Nuclear Age. Tonight's program

concentrates on nuclear proliferation in the

Third World. Produced by Ralph Steiner.

8:00 Living On Indian Time
Native American programming.

8:30 Mexican Press Review
Hosted by Andres Jimenez.

9:00 La Onda Bajita:

The Low Show Profile

The best low-riding sounds in all of Aztlan,

features, oldies y mas. Hosted by Molina,

with La Ginger Loca, La Flaquita, DJ, El

Aleman, El Tecolote y El Comandante
Santiago.

1 1 :00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

Stories by Alexander Pushkin are featured on the 'Morning Reading,' Friday, June 10th, Monday

June 13th and Tuesday June 14th, at 1 1: 15 am.

11:30 Doo-Wop Delights
The Very Best of Aretha Franklin (1950-1972)

A dynamite two hours of Aretha, starting out

with one of the few extremely rare gospel re-

cordings for Gotham, made with sisters Erma
and Caroline along with their father in 1950
when Aretha was just seven years old. Some of

the priceless 1956 gospel cuts made for Joe

Van Battle follow and the first Columbia sides

done with The Ray Bryant Combo. We skip

the overly produced records made in 1962-66

for Columbia and pick up with a selection of

her Atlantic hits put out between '67 and '69.

Selections from the 1972 Amazing Grace al-

bum highlight Aretha's most intense vocal ac-

robatics. We close with a cut by sister Erma
plus a part of one of her father's (Rev. Charles

L. Franklin) most striking sermons. Hosted by

Opal Louis Nations.

1:30 am Bay Leaf Experience

An experience in sound. . .with Lonnie Lewis.

4:30 Radio Hypnopaedia
Live jive with the Church of the SubGenius,

Puzzling Evidence, The Lies Foundation, Glass

Madness, Gbofram & host Mobius Rex, Priest-

King of Pacif ica.

Saturday,
June nth

6:00 am The Gospel Experience

Traditional and contemporary gospel music

with Emmit Powell.

9:00 The Other Side of the Coin

Khalid Al-Mansour gives a Third World per-

spective on domestic & international relations.

KFCF 9:00 Beans In Your Ears

Children's Programming. Today we'll hear

about Ferdinand. Big Bad Bruce, and Clytie.

Heard only on KFCF, Fresno (30 min).

9:30 Bud Cary's

Old Radio Theatre

This week Bud goes back to 1948 and a short-

run series that featured classic stories the pro-

duces felt were so good they wanted to Tell

It Again. This one is The Adventures of Robin-

son Crusoe featuring Marvin Miller. Part two of

ORT offers James Hilton's Lost Horizon as

heard on The Hallmark Playhouse and features

Herbert Marshall and Lureen Tuttle in this

mystical but beautiful story.

J



10:30 Focus on Women in Music

12:00 Women's Magazine
12:00 Reverence to Mother Earth. Z Budapest

takes us to a mid-summer celebration of the

Earth's journey around the sun. The theme of

the holiday is the gathering of the tribes, and

women reflecting on the divine. Call-ins at

848-4425.

1:00 Emergence: The Life Cycle of a Wasp.

Join us for this rousing rendition of pointed

reminiscence by an academic, told in poems

and prose. Author Olwen Morgen and Alison

Studdiford, most recently seen in. Lilith's The

Daughters of Erin, team up for a lively reading.

Produced by Julia Randall.

2:00 Ahora
Latin music, news on the hour, information

on what's happening in the Bay Area Raza

community. 5:00-5:30, Enfoque Nacional:

Spanish-language news magazine. 5:30-6:00,

Revista, Spanish-language news of California.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

6:30 Freedom Is A Constant

Struggle
The voices of people surviving and resisting.

Call-ins, interviews, features. Produced by

Barbara Lubinski, Heber, Lincoln Bergman

& Emiliano Echeverria.

KFCF 6:30 Moderne Musique

Heard only on KFCF Fresno (2 hours).

7:00 Third World Special

Black Candidates. California narrowly missed

electing the nation's first Black governor, and

Chicago barely elected its first Black mayor.

These near-hits and misses have people talking

about the chances of a Black being elected

president. Some say the chances are reasonable

and it could possibly happen, others say all a

Black candidate will do is hurt the chances of

a Democratic presidential nominee. Still other

Blacks say that the Democratic Party has taken

Blacks for granted so long that Black Demo-

crats might take their votes elsewhere. The
question is. . .Where? Join Wendell Harper as

he discusses this issue, along with a host of

other dramatic political questions.

7:30 The Secret's Out

'

Get it on up. Jazz with Bari Scott. At 7:50,

Calendar of Upcoming Events.

8:00 New Jazz From the Public Theater in

New York: James Newton Flute Quartet &
Anthony Davis Chamber Ensemble. Newton
premieres his flute quartet with Frank Wess.

Lloyd McNeill and Henry Threadgill.

Anthony Davis leads his nine-piece ensemble

"Episteme" through a program of original

and Indonesian-inspired compositions. Pro-

duced by WBGO-FM, Newark, N.J.

KFCF 8:30 Valley Pirate Radio
Comedy. The Red Wave is a Communist plot.

Heard only on KFCF, Fresno (30 min).

Poet Robert Lax's The Circus of the Sun' will

be aired in two parts, on Sunday June J2th &
Sunday, June 19th at 5:30pm.

KFCF 9:00 Just Playin' Folk
Heard only on KFCF, Fresno (2 hours).

11:00 Ear Thyme
The sound of resident Bay Area jazz artists as

performed in clubs and on records. Produced

by Doug Edwards.

1:00 am Nite Owls On Patrol

Night Owl presents Pops, who plays trumpet in

New Orleans. Pops declares, "This ain't no

goddam museum-assed, living-dead music like

the music in Europe and down in Africa and

over in Asia. This is everything rolled into one,

just like us. .
." Maurice Jerome presents

Charles Mingus who explains "rotary percep-

tion" in jazz improvisations. More rare and ri-

bald wisdom is shared as we feature readings

from Mingus' autobiography Beneath The Un-

derdog and Stanley Crouch's meditation on

Pop's lusts and life. Ding Dong Daddy.

Sunday,
June 12th

5:00 am A Musical Offering
5:00 Music of all kinds.

7:00 Bach to Bach, featuring the weekly

cantata. Hosted by Mary Berg.

9:00 Sleepers! Awake
Bach, baroque & Brazil. Music and commen-

tary with Bill Sokol.

11:00 Jazz, Folk & Blues
Review program of new releases with Phil

Elwood or Chris Strachwitz.

1:00 Across The Great Divide

Folk and popular music with Robbie Osman.

2:30 Forms & Feelings
The Vocalists, Part Two. A continued look at

the evolution of the vocalist as improvisor.

Further examples of Sarah Vaughn, Ella Fitz-

gerald and Betty Carter are bound to enter

into the scheme of things again, as well as nods

to Mary Ann McCall, Dinah Washington, Sheila

Jordan, Helen Merril, Anita O'Day, June Chris-

ty, Chris Conner, Nina Simone, Abbey Lincoln,

Joe Lee Wilson, Milton Nascimento and

further beyond. Jim Bennett will occasionally

open his mouth.

4:30 Alan Watts
Huxley's Island (1). A discussion of Aldous

Huxley's last testament, the Utopia Island,

and its highly controversial ideas about educa-

tion, the family, sex, and religion, and of

the sources and development of some of Hux-

ley's ideas. First of four lectures.

5:30 Poetry Special
The Circus of the Sun (1) by Robert Lax.

American poet Lax is better known in Europe

than in his native land. He now lives on the

island of Patmos in the Greek Aegean, where

he continues to write poetry and a journal. He

has published over 25 books of poetry and

prose. Born in 1915, in Olean, N.Y., he received

his degree from Columbia, worked on the edi-

torial staffs of Time and The New Yorker, and
taught at Connecticut College in New London
before starting a full-time writing career. His

work, mostly poetry of an innovative sort, has

been the subject of a BBC broadcast and of

special issues of various literary magazines.

His books are distributed by Journeyman
Press (New York) and Pendo Verlag (Zurich).

American distribution of all publications is

through Falkynor Books, 4950 Southwest

70th Ave.. Davie, Fla. 33314. This program

was prepared for broadcast by Will Noffke

from tapes mailed to us by Robert Lax. Says

Lax of the Circus of the Sun: "The circus is

a song of praise, a song of praise unto the

Lord. In it an actual circus with clowns, jug-

glers, acrobats, lions, elephants and camels

is seen in lovely detail as a symbol for the

whole of creation."

6:00 KPFA Weekend News

The
Blue Heron Inn
Restaurant & Country Tavern

Vegetarian Specialties

& Fresh Seafood

Sunday Champagne Brunch
10a.m. '2p.m.

Dinner Wed. -Sun. 5-30 -930 p.m.

Tavern open until midnight Wed.-Mon.

In Duncans Mills -just off 116 between Guerneville&Jenner (707) 865-2269

THE COMPLETE
NATURAL FOOD STORE

3939 24th St.

San Francisco, CA
Open 9-8 7 days
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YOU HEARD IT ON KPFA...

George Jones— Planxty— Elmore James
Two New Sunny Ade Lps

Songs For Peace— Bob Wills— Cecil Gant

Jackie Wilson— Isle of Skye— Tampa Red
Ry Cooder Live— Rockin' Dnpsee

...AND YOU CAN FIND IT
A T DOWN HOME MUSIC!

the Bay Area's complete source for

blues, country. Cajun, bluegrass, traditional

jazz, vintage rock and R&B, folk and ethnic

music from near and far.

10341 SAN PABLO AVENUE
EL CERRIT0, CA 94530

(415) 525-1494

*'
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4063 18th Street

San Francisco

Dinner nightly

(415)863-0484

David Teegarden, M.D.

Fred Arredondo, M.D.

Patricia Alvarado, F.N.P.

Deborah Bickel, pac

Family and general medicine
Preventive healthcare

Holistic approach

*Se habla.espanol.

1650 Alcatraz Ave.
Berkeley, Ca. 94703
652-8680

s?£steg&

Poulet
Gourmet Chicken Deli & Restaurant
|h*S Shaiiuck .ii \ .mini. i. licrkck'v, S|>-vi 12
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!
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FINE FRENCH CUISINE

i8S COLUSA AVENUE
KENSINGTON
iNOKIH HI KM I n

527-7900

6:30 World Press Review
The African Press with Walter Turner. Call-

ins at 848-4425.

7:00 Radio Drama
Kaleidoscope 82. The 1982 Midwest Radio

Theatre Workshop at KOPN, Columbia, Mo.

presents this broadcast of several short plays

and improvisations emanating from the

Workshop. Each play was directed by one

of the leading directors in radio today: Himan
Brown of CBS Radio Mystery Theatre; Yuri

Rasovsky of National Radio Theatre; David

Ossman and Peter Bergman of Firesign Thea-

tre; and Joan Bellsey and Doris Indyke of

Children's Radio Theatre. The plays are the

culmination of the three-day workshop per-

formed before a live audience.

8:00 In Your Ear
Jazz and Musica Latina hosted by Art Sato.

KFCF 8:00 Sunday Evening
Classies

Host: RL Stover. Heard only on KFCF in

Fresno (3 hours).

10:00 The Spirit of Carnival

The music of the Caribbean with David

McBurnie.

11:00 Music from the Hearts of

Space
Inner and outer space music, tuned to the

vibrations of this evening, with Timitheo &
Anna.

2:00 am Over The Edge
Mr. Edge: Ears Only. Priority 1 7. As per your

instructions, I have dropped the June 5th case

and have escalated information acquisition re-

garding the June 12th issue. Absolutely no

hint of any content so far. Do I have authori-

zation to decode Tycho transmissions?

Strange Fedbellows.

Monday,
June 13th

7:00 am AM/FM
On Monday the 13th. Denny creates new super-

stitions, including walking down the line in mid-

dle of freeways being bad luck; jumping off the

Golden Gate gives you the evil eye, etc. News at

7 & 8:45; Headlines at 8:00.

9:00 Morning Concert
George Antheil: Balet Mecanique; Jazz Sym-

phony; Sonata No. 1; Sonata No. 2. Reinbert

de Leeuw, piano and conductor. Vera Beths,

violin.

George Antheil: Symphony No. 4 (1942)

London Symphony Orchestra, Sir Eugene

Goossens, con.

This all-Antheil program will feature the new

Vera Beths, violin; and Romberg de Leeuw, pianist and conductor, perform pieces by George
Antheil during part of a special program dedicated to the works of the composer, on the

Morning Concert, Monday June 13th at 9:00 am.

Phillips recording (6514 254) of Antheil's

most famous works, plus the 1958 recording

of his Fourth Symphony which is the subject

of so much of his autobiography. Your host

is Russ Jennings.

11:15 Morning Reading
Alexander Pushkin: The Queen of Spades (1).

The famous tale that was a model for Dostoev-

sky's The Gambler and Crime and Punishment

and for Tchaikovsky's opera. Clues to this per-

plexing tale are given in an essay on the story

by translator Paul Debreczeny. His volumes,

77>e Other Pushkin & The Complete Prose

Fiction, from which our readings are taken this

week, have just been published by Stanford

University Press.

12:00 Monday Matinee
Intimacy, conceived and directed by Joseph

Chaikin. The second of a four-part series of

text and improvisations about the time

between wake and sleep. Produced by The

Other Theatre with funding from the Satellite

Development Fund. With Joseph Chaikin,

Ronnie Gilbert, Tina Shephard and Roger

Babb.

12:30 Blues By The Bay
Blues: Oldies, classics, taped concerts, live

recordings, new releases. Blues news and blues

in the clubs. With Tom Mazzolini.

2:30 Musica do Brasil:

Brazil and Beyond
Emory White brings the music and composers

of Brazil to KPFA listeners.

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Monday hosts: Reyna Cowan & Buster Gonza-

les.

Milo O'Shea as Leopold Bloom in the film version ofJames Joyce's 'Ulysses. ' O'Shea is inter-

viewed on '.Bay Area Arts' on Monday June 13th at 8:00pm. 'Ulysses' is performed by Irish

Radio Players all-day on 'Bfoomsday, ' Thursday, June 16 starting at 5:00 am.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 The Soviet Union:

A Closer Look
An Interview with lurii Sherling, the 38-year-

old head of the Jewish musical theatre in

Moscow. Sherling's mother was the first female

orchestra, leader in the Soviet Union. Original-

ly a Bolshoi choreographer, Sherling has a mosi

un-Marxist self^definition: "a Jew in my genes.'

His company performs in both Yiddish and

Hebrew, though he knows neither. Sherling

talks about his bitterness toward the U.S. Jew-

ish leadership, which has refused to let his

work be known, and he criticizes the govern-

ments of both the U.S. and U.S.S.R. William

Mandel rates this among his top broadcasts

since his first taping trip to the U.S.S.R. in

1966.

8:00 Bay Area Arts
Reviews, previews, interviews concerning the

Bay Area arts scene, with Erik Bauersfeld

&

Padraigin McGillicuddy. Tonight's features:

Movies with Michael Goodwin; and

Milo O'Shea: Padraigin McGillicuddy and llsa

Michelson talk with the lead of Mass Appeal,

which just finished a run at the Theatre On

The Square. Critics were uniformly lavish in

their praise for his talents as Father Farley,

the glad-handing priest. O'Shea was nominated

for a Tony Award for this role. He co-stars as

the corrupt judge in the recent film, 77ie

Verdict. O'Shea began his long and illustrious

career as a boy actor in his native Dublin, and

went on to star in stage productions in Dublin,

London, Broadway and American TV.

9:00 Tone

9:00 Ode To Gravity
Charles Amirkhanian reports on recent new
music activity and introduces three remarkable

new LP's. ( 1 ) Life is a Killer - mostly rock

pieces by poets, including Amiri Baraka,

William S. Burroughs, Jim Carroll, Jayne

Cortez, The Four Horsemen, John Giorno,

Brion Gysin, Rose Lesniak, and Ned Sublette

(Giorno Poetry Systems GPS 027). (2)

Machine Guitars by Dutch composer Remko
Scha, who plays electric guitars with saber

saws, ropes and flexible metal rods. (3) Piano

Solo, Vol. I - with Galeshka Moravioff, young

Russian composer now living in Paris.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Indian Stories, read by Jaime de Angulo. The

complete series. Program 19.

12:00 Midnight Becomes Eclectic

An evening of punk and new music by women.

Hosted by Karen Sundheim.

1:30 am Black Coffee
Jazz and features on Black culture, hosted by

Akin/ana Songotosin (Ibo) and associate pro-

ducer Babatunde Kayode. See listing for 6/6

for complete details.
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Tuesday,
June 14th

6:00 am Face The Day
Hosted by Meroe Cassandra Wimbs.

Black Coffee resumes at 6:30.

7:00 AM/FM
For brilliant and dashing Kris Welch, the Amer-

ican Revolution was a time to shape history as

aide to Gen. Washington. . .News at 7 & 8:45;

Headlines at 8:00.

9:00 Morning Concert

Today's program is devoted to the composer

and conductor Igor Markevitch, who died this

past March at the age of 70.

Peter Tchaikovsky: Hamlet, Op. 67a. Marke-

vitch, New Philharmonia Orch, 'Philips PHS

900234 (18min).

Igor Markevitch: Variations, Fugue and Enovi

on a'Theme of Handel (1941) Fujii, piano;

•Pavane ADW 7103 (20 min).

Igor Stravinsky: L'Histoire du Soldat Cocteau;

Ustinov; Fertey, Markevitch, Instrumental En-

semble. •Philips PHS 90046 (53 min).

With your Tuesday host, Steve Wolfe.

9-12 noon; 2-5 pm; KFCF in Fresno airs the

Fresno County Board of Supervisors meeting.

11:15 Morning Reading
Alexander Pushkin: The Queen of Spades (2).

12:00 Quiet Joys of Brotherhood
A program of Men's Studies, hosted by Sam
Julty. A new look at A.I.D.S. Possible ways to

deal with this health problem in the absence

of a thorough understanding of this terrible

disability. Guests: John Oakley, Ahmo Gordon

and Dr. Keith Barton. Call-ins 848-4425.

1:00 A Terrible Beauty
Celtic Magazine of the Air, hosted and pro-

duced by Padraigin McGillicuddy.

2:30 Sounds
The wide range of Black music, in all styles,

past and present, with Craig Street

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Tuesday hosts: Ginny Z. Benson & Julia

Randall.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Prime Time
Crazy And/Or Guilty As Charged: Constitu-

tional Aspects of the Controversy Over Insanity

and Diminished Capacity Defenses. In the light

of public outrage over the verdicts in the John

Hinckley Jr. and Dan White trials, savvy politi-

cians have discovered a law and order issue at-

tractive to the left, as well as to conservatives. .

.

and they are rushing to legislate the Insanity

and Diminished Capacity defenses out of exis-

tence. This program analyzes the political use

of obscure, academic issues (the insanity de-

fense is used in .01% of criminal trials in the

United States), and explores the historical,

legal and ethical bases of the defenses. Pro-

duced by the Bill of Rights Radio Education

Project. Co-sponsored by the Pacifica Founda-

tion and the ACLU. Major funding by the

National Endowment for the Humanities.

Executive Producer: Adi Gevins.

At 7:30, KPFB, 89.3 in Berkeley airs the

Berkeley City Council meeting.

8:00 The Health Show
A program about health and nutrition, hosted

by Toni Gray. Call-ins 848-4425.

8:30 Probabilities

An Interview with Theodore Sturgeon, Part

II. The science fiction author talks about his

recent attempts to turn More Than Human

into a film, and other anecdotes. Produced

by Lawrence Davidson, Richard A. LupoffA

Richard Wolinsky.

9:00 Maximum Rock & Roll

More of the music that forced Argentina to

abandon the Falklands. Hosted by Tim and

the Gang.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Indian Stories read by Jaime de Angulo. The
complete series. Program 20.

12:00 Adventures in Stereo
An examination of modern musical styles with

Michael Fitzgibbon.

1:30 am Jazz Party
Featuring Bay Area musicians with their work.

Hosted by Doug Edwards.

Wednesday,
June 15th

Igor Stravinsky's "L'Histoire du Soldat" will be
heard on the Morning Concert) on Tuesday,
June 14th at 9:00 am.

7:00 am AM/FM
On the 27th anniversary of the day Lennon

met McCartney, Kris hums Beatles songs in

ten-part harmony, using various buttons on

the board for effects. News at 7 & 8:45; Head-

lines at 8:00.

9:00 Morning Concert
World Music presented by David Mayers.

11:15 Morning Reading
Extended Outlooks: The Iowa Review Collec-

tion of Contemporary Women Writers, edited

by Jane Cooper, Gwen Head, Adalaide Morris

and Marcia Southwick. '*.
. .this anthology

does its job remarkably well. . .they prove in-

controvertibly that women in America are

making a vital, diverse literature — not the

same as that made by men and yet not com-

pletely removed either. . .Certainly one of the

best collections of its kind, this book is an ex-

citing, vivid showcase of literary talent —
ALA Booklist. Padraigin McGillicuddy reads.

12:00 New Releases at Noon
Russ Jennings plays new releases in the classi-

cal, avant-garde, experimental and related

fields.

1:00 Folk Music from Near and
Far Out

Israeli Top 40. Second of two programs of

pop music from KOL ISRAEL, supplied by

Varda Itai from same. Ranging from music

with "oriental influence" to punkish {see last

week for more names). Produced by Gerda

Daly with translations by Silversteins & New
Jewish Agenda people.

2:30 The Reggae Experience
Music from Jamaica with Too Dread

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Wednesday host: David Lamble.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Prime Time
Southwind: A Latin American Journal.

Concierto Por La Paz. In this special one-hour

version, we bring you highlights of the second

Festival/Forum of the New Latin American

Song which took place in Managua, Nicaragua

in April of this year. For one week, Latin

American artists from all over the world joined

to sing and discuss the cultural work in their

respective countries and to bring a message of

solidarity for Nicaragua. Featuring music and

interviews with artists from Chile (Isabel Parra),

Uruguay (Daniel Vigliette), Cuba (Silvio Rod-

riguez), Nicaragua (Luis Enrique Mejia Godoy),

the U.S. (Pete Seeger) and more from Puerto

Rico, Brazil, Mexico and other countries.

At 7:30, KPFB, 89.3 FM in Berkeley airs the

Berkeley School Board meeting.

8:00 Music In America
Old and New, Blue and Hot, Spun for You,

By Frank Scott.

10:00 Fruit Punch: Gay Radio
Staying Sane In the Age of A.I.D.S. A call-in

show (848-4425) with psychotherapist Rodney

Karr of the Gay Men's Therapy Center in San

Francisco, and clinical psychologist Alan

Rockway of Berkeley's Pacific Center for Hu-

man Growth. Possible topics include alterna-

tive sexual lifestyles, building love relationships,

and initiating friendship networks. Bill

Shepardson moderates.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Indian Stories read by Jaime de Angulo. The

complete series, Program 21

.

12:00 The Witching Hour
The Girls do Rock 'n Rhythm from the 50/s

and 60's featuring the fabulous Supremes, the

Shirelles, Dee Dee Sharp, Martha Reeves, and

other swinging singers. Hosted by Jean Robert-

son.

1:30 am Beedle Urn Bum
Eclectic music mix with Larry. Complete al-

bum at 4:00 am.

Bloomsdoy

Thursday,
June 16th

5:00 am Bloomsday Special

Ulysses by James Joyce. A 1 7-hour dramatization

(not a reading) of James Joyce's novel, featuring

long excerpts of the celebrated Irish Radio

(RTE) Production produced for the Joyce Cen-

tennial Celebrations in Dublin last year. The

RTE tapes form the nucleus of a live Blooms-

day Celebration from Symphony Space in New
York City, including music of Joyce's time

(e.g. John McCormack) plus dramatic and ex-

planatory material as context for the novel.

Bloomsday is known to Joyce readers and

scholars throughout the world as that sym-

bolic and mythical date in 1904 when the

modern Odysseus (Leopold Bloom) sets

forth on his quest. The purpose of this

unique broadcast was to recapture in narra-

tive, dialogue and sound the happenings

and events of 20th century fiction's most

memorable day. On a factual level, it was

the day on which Joyce had his first date

with Nora Barnacle.

A radio reading of the book in its entirety

supplies an invaluable aid to a deeper un-

derstanding of the text by providing an

essential and authentic key to a better un-

derstanding of an acknowledged master-

piece. The very length of the novel (933

fairly closely printed pages) has inhibited

many readers from sampling in full this

book of wonder and imagination. When
reading it, one is easily distracted when
one fails, even momentarily, to understand

a sentence or follow a train of thought.

One fails to grasp the relationship with

what has gone before or what follows,

because Joyce, in several episodes, has dis-

pensed with punctuation as part of the

stream of consciousness' or 'interior

monologue' technique. But to hear such

passages spoken by a reader or an actor

who has, at least, an appreciation of the

complexity or subtlety adds a new dimen-

sion to the scene or adds emphasis to a play

on words, a pun or a joke.

One hesitates to claim that any recording

or interpretation of a masterpiece is defini-

tive, but because of the intensely local

nature of Ulysses and the Dublin of 1904,

the use of Irish actors and actresses from

the RTE (Radio Telefis Eireann) players

is a real and positive advantage.

"If I can get to the heart of Dublin," Joyce

once said, "I can get to the heart of all the

cities of the World. In the particular is con-

tained the universal." He was a physical exile,

living in many cities — Triest, Paris, Rome,
Zurich — but on a psychic plane, he remained

the essential Dubliner for, as he said himself,

"he never left it." Indeed he claimed that if

the Dublin of 1904 were totally destroyed —
and we have gone a long way to do so — the

city could be reconstructed from the pages

of Ulysses.

(notes: Michael O hAodha, Exec. Producer)

The Executive Producer for Radio Telefis

Eireann Players is Michael O hAodha. Directed

by William Styles. Sound Supervisor: Marcus

MacDonald. Text Consultant: Roland McHugh.

The cast includes:

Leopold Bloom: Ronnie Walsh

Molly Bloom: Pegg Monahan
Stephen Dedalus: Patrick Dawson
Buck Mulligan: Gerry McArdle

Myles Crawford: Seamus Forde

Zoe Higgins: Marcella O'Riordan

Narrators: Conor Farrington, Peter Dix,

Dierdre O'Meara, Aiden Grennell, Thomas
Studley, Brendan Cauldwell.

The Episodes:

Telemachus/The Tower/8 am.

Nestor/The School/10 am.
Proteus/The Strand/1 1 am.

Calypso/The House/ 8 am.

Lotus-eaters/Ti.o Bath/ 10 am.

Hades/The Graveyard/ 1 1 am.
Aeolus/The Newspaper/ 12 noon

Lestrygonians/The Lunch/ 1 pm.

Scylla & Charybdis/The Library/ 2 pm.
Wandering Rocks/The Streets/ 3 pm.
The Sirens/The Concert Room/ 4 pm.
Cyclops/The Tavern/ 5 pm.
Nausicaa/The Rocks/8 pm.

Oxen of the Sun/The Hospital/10 pm.
Circe/The Brothel/ 12 midnight.

Eumaeus/The Shelter/ 1 am.
Ithaca/The House/2 am.

Penelope/The Bed

1983 Bloomsday Celebration is produced by

the Radio Foundation, Inc. Larry Josephson,

Executive Producer. Bloomsday was directed

on Broadway by Isaiah Sheffer.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Bloomsday Continues

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast

11:30 Evening Reading
Indian Stories read by Jaime de Angulo. The

complete series. Program 22.

12:00 Assassinatin' Rhythm
Ray Farrell plays mechanical, medicinal and

monstrous modern music.

3:00 am Obsidian
Music from starlight to sunlight, presented

by Aurora.
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ON THE PENINSULA ...

Shmoover Mooters
327-5493

LICENSED, INSURED FURNITURE MOVING
MINIMUM LECAL RATES

mkworks
collective printing

652 7111

HAIR: one of the many growing things in need of nourishment, love and care.

PHONE: 845-2226
Open Tues-Sat

2440 Bancroft Way, Berkeley,

evening appointments

(except Sat.)

PENDRAjGON^
0@»BOOKS«8S^

55»i0 College Avenue • 652-6259

Near the Ki*knUfte BANT SUlmn
Open I lam- 10pm • 7 days * wevk

I elluciaar

Books& Record

s

2441 Shittuck Avenue at Haste

Open lOam-llpm Mnn-Sat

12-11 Sun. K4.
r.-i|j;

*»*#»******

Draft Quiness

1.25 pint

.75 1/2 pint

Erlanger fit

Schlitz

.65 pint

Starry Plough
Restaurant & Pub

3101 Shattuck Ave.

Won: Irish Dance Lessons 7:30 pm
Irish Music Session 9:00 pm

Tues.-Sat. Dance to Rock-n-Roll
Music at 9:00 pm

Happy Hours Mon.-Sat. 4-7 pm
Restaurant open 4 pm-lrOO am

*__***
Nutritional Benefits of
Grainaissance Mochi
• Low in Fai

• High in Fiber

• 155 Calories per serving

• Two Flavors—No Sah
Two Flavors—Low Salt

• No Oil Added

• Flourless—Made from Steamed,

Whole Grain Brown Rice

• Gluten Free—Non-Allergenic
Gralnatownee
•00 He.ru Ave
B*r*»*y. CA 04710
(415) 040-2066

LSD, My Problem Child: Dr. Albert Hofmann talks about his experiences as the 'father' of LSD, on
'New Horizons,' Friday, June 17th at 12 noon.

Friday,
June 17th

7:00 am AM/FM
On the 1 1th anniversary of Watergate, Kris

tapes open the doors to the studio and taps

Salniker's phone. News at 7 & 8:45; Headlines

at 8:00.

9:00 Morning Concert
Cello Music for Lovers, Devotees and Fanatics.

The cello has long been recognized for its rich

and expressive quality, and lately has been

making versatile appearances in all kinds of

music. This morning, as we run the gamut of

classical, popular and non-Western music, the

one constant is cello. Host: Leslie Roberts.

11:15 Morning Reading
Extended Outlooks: The Iowa Review Collec-

tion of Contemporary Women Writers, edited

by Jane Cooper, Gwen Head, Adalaide Morris

and Marcia Southwick. Here/ storytellers try

their hands at new forms such as "biomytho-

graphy" and "Motableautms." Included with

the poetry and stories are critical appraisals,

letters, and a pbem that grew out of the col-

lection's genesis.

12:00 New Horizons
LSD, My Problem Child. Dr. Albert Hoffman,

eminent research chemist with the Sandoz

Laboratories, relates his experiences as the

'father' of LSD. With the perspective of forty

years, he provides a unique opportunity to

gain insight into the complex dilemma posed

by the potential promise and danger of LSD.

Here is an expert in the most materialistic of

sciences who advances a mystical world view,

asserting that hallucinogens crack the edifice

of rationality upon which the scientific world

view is based.

1:00 Shoutin' Out With
Mama O'Shea

Shout out and fight back with Mama and her

guests. Call-ins at 848-4425.

2:30 Panhandle Country
The finest in country jazz, western swing,

country music, bluegrass, cajun and old-

time music. Hosted by Tom Diamant.

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Friday host: Philip Maldari.

KFCF 4:30 Fresno Traffic Jam
Heard only on KFCF, Fresno (90 minutes)

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Prime Time
Public Affairs features.

7:30 Steppin' Out of Babylon. I Pride is an
organization that deals with the interracial/

intercultural experience. Sue Supriano & Se/ah

Dread give you some highlights of a panel I

Pride recently held on the subject of racism.

8:00 Living On Indian Time
Native American programming.

8:30 Latin America Press Review
Hosted by Ed McCaughn.

9:00 La Onda Bajita:

The Low Show Profile

Best low-riding sounds in all of Aztlan. Oldies

features & Q-VQ's. With Molina, La Ginger,

El Tecolote, El Aleman, DJ, La Flaquita, La
Guera, Chapo y El Santiago.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Doo-Wop Delights

The Best of the Clovers (1950-1959). The
Clovers — John "Buddy" Bailey, dual lead

tenor; Billy Mitchell, dual lead tenor (from

1953 on); Harold "Hal" Lucas, Jr., baritone;

Harold Winley, bass; and Bill Harris, guitar —
are featured, beginning with their first and
only Rainbow recordings, and continuing

through most of their finest Atlantic sides,

including all their Top Twenty R8«B hits.

The program concludes with their final hit —
Love Potion No. 9 — recorded for United

Artists in 1959. By listeners' request. Hosted
by Opal Louis Nations.

1:30 am Bay Leaf Experience
An experience in sound. . .with Lonhie Lewis.

4:30 Radio Hyppopaedia
Live jive with the Church of the SubGeniiis,

Puzzling Evidence, The Lies Foundation, Glass

Madness, Gbofram &.host Mobius Rex, Priest-

King of Pacifica.

Saturday,
June 18th

6:00 am The Gospel Experience
Traditional and contemporary gospel music

with Emmit Powell.

9:00 Military Spending, Jobs &
The Economy

A live call-in program on military spending,

jobs and the economy, moderated by Neal

Conan.

In the first hour, panelists include:
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Herbert Stein, Senior fellow at the American

Enterprise Institute; Lester Thurow, MIT
economist and economics columnist, L.A.

Times; Klaus Mehrens, West German Trade

Union Economist, expert on conversion plan-

ning and feasibility.

In the second hour, panelists include:

William Winpisinger, President, International

Association of Machinists & Aerospace Work-

ers; Wynn Bussman, Chief Economist, TRW;
Lawrence Korb, Assistant Secretary of Defense

for Manpower Affairs; Phil Asquith, member
of Sheffield Metropolitan Council, formerly

of Lucas Aerospace, and conversion planner.

Listeners from around the country will be en-

couraged to call collect (21 2) 279-3400 to

question the panelists and contribute their

points of view. Produced by the Institute of

Labor Education, Workers Policy Project in

cooperation with WBAI-FM and WNYC-FM.

11:00 Focus on Women in Music

12:00 Women's Magazine
Musical Words Wild Within Us. . .A Look at

Women Songwriters. When you cut up and re-

arrange words, new words and emotions

emerge; the future leaks through, seemingly

at random. New words and altered meanings

are implicit in cutting up; but how random is

random? For women songwriters such as Patti

Smith, Joan Armatrading, Janis Joplin, and

Carla Bley, the lyrics grow from a deepene'd

internal knowledge of vocal ranges, emotional

scales, and creative indicators in female nature.

Listen today for the raw talent that cuts up

and orchestrates together the sounds and

words of these great female artists. Produced

by Roxanne Merryfield.

2:00 Ahora
Latin music, news on the hour, information

on what's happening in the Bay Area Raza

community. 5:00-5:30, Enfoque Nacional,

5:30-6:00, Revista.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

6:30 Freedom Is A Constant
Struggle

The voices of people surviving and resisting.

Call-ins, features, interviews. Produced by
Barbara Lubinski, Heber, Lincoln Bergman
& Emiliano Echeverria.

KFCF 6:30 Moderne Musique
John T. digs up some interesting jazz, new
wave and modern performance pieces. Heard
only on KFCF in Fresno {2 hours).

7:00 Third World Special
Peace After Freedom: Justice Before Righteous-

ness. The Anti-Bellum Dellums. Rev. Vincent

Carter Gilliam, with the United Church of

Christ and the Coalition for Haitian Asylum,

interviews Rep. Ron Dellums concerning his

new role as chairman of the Committee on

Military Installations & Facilities, the MX
issue, and the Third World.

7:30 The Secret's Out
Get it on up. Jazz with Bar i Scott. At 7:50,

Calendar of Upcoming Events.

8:00 New Jazz from the Public Theatre in

New York: Joe Henderson Sextet. Tenor saxo-

phonist Joe Henderson will be joined by (iurtis

Fuller, trombone; Ron Carter, bass; Roy
Haynes, drums; Fred Hersch, piano; and Pete

Yellen, alto saxophone. Produced by WBGO-
FM, Newark, New Jersey.

KFCF 8:30 Valley Pirate Radio
Comedy. The World's Worst Music competition

continues along with a look at the unique

sport of frothing and drooling over the words
"Red Wave." Heard only on KFCF, Fresno

(30 minutes).

KFCF 9:00 Just Playin' Folk
Kate Wolf & U. Utah Phillips Together, record-

ed in Fresno on April 26th. Heard only on
KFCF in Fresno (2 hours).

11:00 Ear Thyme
The sound of resident jazz artists, as performed

in Bay Area clubs and on records, produced

by Doug Edwards.

1:00 am Nite Owls On Patrol

The best in music from funk to jazz, hosted

by Julian.

Sunday,
June 19th

5:00 am A Musical Offering
5:00 Music of all kinds.

7:00 Bach to Bach, featuring the weekly can-

tata. Hosted by Mary Berg.

9:00 Sleepers! Awake
Bach, baroque & Brazil. Music and comment-
ary with Bill Sokol.

11:00 Jazz, Folk & Blues
Program of new releases, with Chris Strachwltz

& Phil Elwood.

1:00 Across The Great Divide
Folk and popular music with Robbie Osman.

2:30 Forms & Feelings
Pianist Randy Weston is profiled in today's

program. His percussive and rhythmic style of

playing makes him a contemporary of Herbie

Nichols and Thelonius Monk. His sense of

heritage, both musical and historical, has long

made his observations of similarities in world

music a dramatic form of communication. The
progression of his playing on records from an

early set of Cole Porter standards to classic

early compositions like "Little Niles" and
"High Fly" and on to albums such as "African

Cookbook" "Tanjah," and "Blue Moses" will

be on tap for today. Featured will be Cecil

Payne, Art Blakey, Ahmed Abdul-Malik,

Johnny Griffin, Coleman Hawkins, Slide

Hampton, Elvin Jones and Kenny Dorham,
among others. Jim Bennett presides.

4:30 Alan Watts
Huxley's Island. Second in a series of four

lectures.

5:30 Poetry Special

The Circus of the Sun with poet Robert Lax,

part two. For information, see listing 6/12.

6:00 KPFA Weekend News

6:30 World Press Review
The European Press with Helga Lohr Bailey.

Call-ins at 848-4425.

7:00 Bud Cary's

Old Radio Theatre
Due to yesterday's pre-emption, Bud Cary's

program was not heard at its regular time. We
took this opportunity to reschedule his pro-

gram this evening. It is a Studio One produc-

tion from CBS, never before heard on ORT
of Noel Coward's Hay Fever, starring Everett

Sloane and Evelyn Varden with William Wood-
son. The story is sheer fluff and typical of radio

in the late 1940's.

8:00 In Your Ear
Jazz and Musica Latina with Art Sato.

KFCF 8:00 Sunday Evening
Classics

Heard only on KFCF, Fresno (3 hours).

10:00 The Spirit of Carnival
Music of the Caribbean with David McBurnie.

11:00 Music from the Hearts of

Space
Inner and outer space music, tuned to the

vibration of this evening, with Timitheo &
Anna.

2:00 am Over The Edge
Mr. Edge: Eyes or Ears. Negative Priority.

That's the idea. Edge? Picked up a Folio on
earth and read my intimate, confidential com-
muniques printed as program listingsl Just be-
cause I can't find out what's going to happen
on your stupid program is no justification for
this dangerous breach of professional security.
You've blown my cover. Edge, but I can always
find work elsewhere in this solar system. You,
however, are stuck on the Star, stewing in

your own lack of scheduling! So long, sucker.
Strange Fedbellows.

Monday,
June 20th

7:00 am AM/FM
Brash young Denny Smithson seeks to make a

name for himself by forging a road out of a

jungle where no road has ever been. News at

7 & 8:45; Headlines at 8:00.

9:00 Morning Concert
Russ Jennings plays the finest from the KPFA
music library.

11:15 Morning Reading
What Indians Live By (1). Satti Khanna with

the first of two programs in this series of

literature from India made possible through

the cooperation of the Center for South and

Southeast Asian Studies on the UC Berkeley

campus.

12:00 Monday Matinee
Mysteries, conceived and directed by Joseph

Chaikin. Third of a four-part series of text

and improvisations about the time between

wake and sleep. Produced by The Other Theatre

with funding from the Satellite Development

Fund. With Joseph Chaikin, Ronnie Gilbert,

Tina Shephard and Roger Babb.

12:30 Blues By The Bay
Blues: Oldies, classics, taped concerts, live

recordings, new releases. Blues news and blues

in the clubs. With Tom Mazzolini.

2:30 Musica do Brasil:

Brazil and Beyond
Emory White brings the music and composers

of Brazil to the KPFA airwaves. .

BERKELEY ARTS

Now Open on Sundays from Noon to 5pm

2590 DURANT 548129I

albany
press

1343 Powell Street

Emeryville,CA 94608
(415) 428-1800

Full Service Quality

Offset Printing.

Web and Sheet Fed Presses.

Short and Long Run
Rapid Printing.

Bindery Service.

Featuring our

TYPESETTING and
GRAPHICS department,

run by people who
understand printing.

CATALOGS * FLYERS * BUSINESS CARDS
BOOKS • POSTERS • NEWSLETTERS
STATIONERY • BROCHURES
CARBONLESS FORMS
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The GoldenNagas
Beautiful Japanese-style

FOLDING BEDS
mjH

aJaVWLn flH
lH JAMWzs.

Quality since 1973

3 103 Geary Blvd./S.F, CA 94 11 8/752-7693
Monday - Saturday 1 1 a.m. - 6 p.m.

OPEN THURSDAY TIL 9

FUTONS
WARM FLUFFY QUILTS

UNIQUE SILKSCREEN DESIGNS

FOLDING FRAMES

LOW TABLES

We Ship
Call For Free Brochure

•Our business supports Church operated Polyclinics

HE RING FAMILY
HEALTH CLINIC

General Family Practice

Homeopathic Medicine

Women's Health Care

Pediatrics

Sliding scale fees

Call for appointment

548-1992
2340 Ward St. Suite 107

Berkeley, CA 94705

FREE
PICK-UP
AND

DELIVERY
with

minimum

quality copies binding
instant passport photos

_^___^^^^^^^^^_^^__^^^^^^^__

kinko's copies

2431 OURANT 548-1406
2138 0XF0R0 848-6753

BERKELEY

cassette duplicating

self service copies

1st annual

SPECIAL
SUMMER SALE!!!

Featured now for the months of

JUNE & JULY
are items such as:

PENCILS TECHt«cW
- P

nmsTGRDflm art
1013 UNIVERSITY AVE.. BERKELEY, CA 94710. (415) 548-9663
Open seven days a week • Monday-Thursday 10:00-7:00 • Friday-Sunday 10:00-6:00

GR A PH 1 CS • DR A FT1 NG • ART MATERIALS

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Monday hosts: Buster Gonzales & Reyna
Cowan. At 5:30, Musicians-Workers or What?
A program that takes a look at Bay Area mu-
sicians; some well-known and others still mired
in the depths of obscurity. Produced by Solari

Jenkins, Cindy Madron and* Jeannie Look.

6:00 KPFA Evening News
On part two of the News, "Growing Old Is A
Fact of Life," a special report on the miscon-
ceptions about growing older, produced by
Margaret Neville. Ed Eng & Brenda Herbert.

7:00 The Soviet Union:
A Closer Look

Completion of interview with lurii Sherling,
head of the Jewish musical theatre in Moscow.
And William Mandel interviews a Central Asian
film-maker, whose new film on a woman exec-
utive could become the 1980's equivalent of
Salt of the Earth if it were known here.

8:00 Bay Area Arts
Reviews, previews, interviews concerning the

Bay Area arts scene, with Erik Bauersfeld

&

Padraigin McGillicuddy.

Rainer Maria Rilke: Poet Robert Bly and trans-

lator Stephen Mitchell discuss the work of the

eminent German poet and read, in German and
English from the new Selected Poetry of Rainer
Maria Rilke published by Random House. This

program, a special edition of Planet On The
Table, was produced by Alan Soldofsky &
Stephen Mitchell.

9:00 nniooiBYFMi Tone

9:00 Minimal Music
Aural Slapstick. Enter into a techno-kid's fan-

tasy of the ultimate playroom tonight with

Mt. Quad's creators Terry Hunter, Nat Fast

and Stephen Weinstock of Stereopolis Produc-

tions. These 3 "maintenance men" perform

routine engineering tasks, tweaking and turn-

ing tapes, reels and circuitry to create a humor-

ous environment of sound. Tonight we wind
and rewind with 3 high voltage lines in the

KPFA studios. Roxanne Merry field stands by. . .

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast. ^-i^^^-*^

11:30 Evening Reading
Indian Stories read by Jaime de Angulo. The
complete series. Program 23.

12;00 Midnight Becomes Eclectic
Women unbind their feet with music, comedy
and poetry on our struggles for freedom. Host-

ed by Peggy Bray.

1:30 am Black Coffee
Jazz and features on Black culture. Hosted by
Akinlana Songotosin (Ibo) and associate pro-

ducer Babatunde Kayode. See listing 6/6 for

further details.

Tuesday,
June 21st

6:00 am Face The Day
Hosted by Mer'oe Cassandra Wimbs.
Black Coffee resumes at 6:30.

7:00 AM/FM
On the 43rd anniversary of Dick and Pat Nixon,
Kris celebrates with another swig of booze.

News at 7 & 8:45; Headlines at 8:00.

9:00 Morning Concert
Today's program is devoted to the music of

the Roumanian composer George Enesco

(1881-1955) who is best known for his

Roumanian Rhapsodies, but who wrote a

considerable amount of other music which is

rarely heard in the U.S.

Symphony No. 2, Op. 17 (1 91 5) Bugneau,
Radio & Television Orchestra, 'Electrecord

STM 0699 (45 min).

Dixtuor for Wind Instruments in Q Major, Op.
14 (1907) Enesco, Wind Soloists of the

Rainer Maria Rilke: the poet is discussed by
Robert Bly and translator Stephen Mitchell:

'Bay Area Arts,' Mon. June 20th, 8:00pm.

Orchestra National de Francaise, Varese VC
81042 (24 min).

Symphony No. 3, Op. 21 (1918) Elenescu

Radio & Television Orchestra, Electrecord

ECE0152 (44 min).

Presented by Steve Wolfe.

9-12 noon; 2-5 pm; KFCF in Fresno airs the

Fresno County Board of Supervisors meeting.

11:15 Morning Reading
What Indians Live By (2) with Satti Khanna.

12:00 Older Men, Older Women
• Hosted by Harry Sheer & Elizabeth Hirshfeld.

1:00 A Terrible Beauty
Celtic Magazine of the Air, produced and host-

ed by Padraigin McGillicuddy.

2:30 Sounds
The wide range of Black music, in all styles

past and present, with Craig Street.

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Tuesday hosts: Ginny Z. Berson & Julia Randall.

6:00 KPFA Evening News
On part two of the News, "Growing Old Is A
Fact Of Life," a special report on the miscon-

ceptions about growing older, produced by

Margaret Neville, Ed Eng & Brenda Herbert

7:00 Prime Time
Television on Trial: Cameras in the Courtroom.

In 1981, the United States Supreme Court aban-

doned an old taboo and decided for the first

time that the news media could photograph and

broadcast trials. Since then, the states have

been experimenting with cameras in the court-

room. It is a difficult dilemma, pitting two fun-

damental constitutional rights against each

other. Which is most important: the public's

right to know, protected by First Amendment
freedom of speech and press rights, or is the

defendant's right to a fair, speedy and public

trail guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment?
Richard Mahler explores the effect of television

broadcast on court procedure, on the quality

of justice, and on the viewers. Produced by the

Bill of Rights Radio Education Project, Execu-

tive Producer: Adi Gevins. Co-sponsored by

the Pacifica Foundation and the ACLU. Fund-

ed by the National Endowment for the Humani-

ties.

At 7:30, KPFB. 89.3 FM in Berkeley, airs the

Berkeley City Council meeting.
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8:00 The Health Show
A program on health and nutrition, hosted by

Ton! Gray. Call-ins 848-4425.

8:30 Probabilities

Richard A. Lupoff on Mysteries. Probabilities'

hard-core mystery buff continues his (seeming-

ly) never-ending history of the mystery genre,

with more recommendations and more infor-

mation.

9:00 Maximum Rock and Roll

More melodic than that new music stuff that

sounds like mice have invaded the transmitter,

but not a whole lot. . .With Tim & the Gang.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Indian Stories read by Jaime de Angulo. The

complete series.

12:00 No Other Radio
Hosted by John Gullak.

1:30 Night Express
Mellow blues and jazz with Gorman W. Lee, Jr.

Wednesday,
June22nd

7:00 am AM/FM
On the 80th birthday of John Dillinger, Kris

goes to the movies, wearing red. What a gall

News at 7 & 8:45; Headlines at 8:00.

9:00 Morning Concert
World Music presented by David Mayers.

11:15 Morning Reading
Blue Highways ID bv William Least Heat Moon.

With an introduction by Robert Penn Warren.

When 'Least Heat Moon' lost his job, he set out

to follow the track of various ancestors and

write a book about America. This book. Blue

Highways, is the sum of his travels, which took

him to towns like Nameless, Tennessee and

Lookingglass, Oregon, the Cajun country of

Louisiana, and the drumlin hill near Palmyra,

New York. "Moon has a genius for finding

people who have not even found themselves,

exploring their lives, capturing their language.

and recreating little (or big) lost worlds, or

moments. Blue Highways is a magnificent and

unique tour, with the price of gasoline no ob-

ject." — Warren. Published by Atlantic Month-

ly Press. Read in three parts.

12:00 New Releases at Noon
Russ Jennings plays new releases in the classi-

cal, avant-garde) experimental and related

fields.

1:00 Folk Music from Near and
Far Out

More Yemenite Music from Israel. Yoan Kami

and Joan Marler will be back with Gerda Daly,

presenting another program (due to the recep J

tion of the first). The Yemenites lived in

Yemen (nol) for many hundred of years, but

kept to the religion and assimilated the musical

style of the surrounding culture. When Israel

became a state, these people fulfilled a Biblical

prophecy and flew back to the Promised Land

on big birds. . .prop driven.

2:30 The Reggae Experience

Music from Jamaica with Too Dread.

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Wednesday host: David Lamble.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Prime Time
Public Affairs features.

7:30 Guilty By Reason of Insanity, or Greed.

As part of Jobs With Peace Week, the people of

Alameda County put the Reagan Military Bud-

get on trial on April 14th. With Judge John

George, Chair of the Alameda County Board

of Supervisors presiding, and testimony on the

damaging effects of obscene military spending

from Assemblymember Tom Bates, Berkeley

Mayor Gus Newport, Oakland City Council-

member Wilson Riles, Jr. Berkeley City Coun-

cilmember Veronika Fukson and Sister Marie

de Porres-Taylor, the budget of the Reagan

Administration was judged guirty of many
crimes against the poor, the young, the elderly,

and people of color. Produced by Florence

McDonald & Jane Hunter.

8:00 Music In America
In its infinite richness and variety, as presented

by Chris Strachwitz.

10:00 Fruit Punch: Gay Radio
Freedom Daze: Reviews & Previews. Tonight

we give a listen to the East Bay's Lesbian &
Gay Day Parade and Celebration, which hap-

pened in downtown Berkeley last Sunday

(June 19th); also, highlights from Gay Free-

dom Days of years past as covered by the

Fruit Punch- Collective & KPFA, along with

anticipations of San Francisco's event, sched-

uled for this coming Sunday.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Indian Stories read by Jaime de Angulo. The
complete series.

12:00 The Witching Hour
Marci Lockwood takes you on a magical mu-
sical tour through her moods, as expressed by

her favorite women's music selections.

1:30 am Beedle Urn Bum
With Larry, you never know what you might

hear next. Complete album at 4:00 am.

Thursday,
June 23rd

7:00 am AM/FM
When Kris Welch started stealing the heat of

the sun for her own nefarious schemes, the

people of Earth began to fight back. . . News
at 7 & 8:45; Headlines at 8:00.

9:00 DDlDQ^Y^I Tone

9:00 Morning Concert
Piano Music by Dutch Composers, performed
by Monique Copper.
Peter Schat: Anathema (1969)
Theo Loevendie: Strides (1976)

Ton de Leeuw: Men Go Their Ways (1964)
Ton Bruynel: Toccare, (1979)

Guus Jansen: Dik en Dun (1982)

Monique Copper has established a reputation as

a lively interpreter and advocate of new music.

She appears live in the studio today to talk

about her music. Hosted by Leslie Roberts.

11:15 Morning Reading
Blue Highways (2) by William Least Heat Moon.

12:00 Lunch Box
Public Affairs features.

12:30 Sing Out!
Folk and acoustic music with Nancy Guinn.

2:30 Music for an Afternoon
Mellow blues and jazz with Gorman W. Lee, Jr.

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Youth On The Air, produced by Youth News,

at 5:30. Thursday host: Buster Gonzales.

At 5:15, Is Ethnic Art Minority Art? How does

the dominant mainstream culture affect the

ethnic artist, and how does the artist maintain

ethnicity yet.have art accepted by the domi-

nant society? Produced by Maya Valverde,

Ethyl Watts & Victor Castro.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Prime Time
Public Affairs features.

7:30 Out On The Streets, a San Francisco

audio magazine, produced by Peoples Media

Collective.

KFCF 7:00 Fresno Prime Time
Part Two of a speech by R. Buckminster Fuller.

Heard only on KFCF in Fresno (60 min).

8:00 Majority Report
A feminist magazine of women's news and pub-

lic affairs, presented by the Women's Dept.

8:30 The Choices Before Us. Politics needed

for the 80's — arming ourselves by strengthening

our relationships and communities so we can

be equal to the crisis of the coming times. Learn-

ing from the movements of the sixties and

seventies, and going beyond them from rags to

power. With members of the Bay Area chapter

of the National Organization for an American

Revolution.

9:00 People Playing Music
Grupo Raiz will appear live in the KPFA Music

Room for an exciting evening of music from

South and Central America. They've recently

returned from Nicaragua, where they played to

an audience of 100,000 in Managua's Revolu-

tion Square. Come down to the station at

2207 Shattuck Avenue in Berkeley by 8:40 pm
and be part of the studio audience. Space is

limited, so it is on a first-come, first-serve

basis. Or join us on the air. The music begins

at 9:00 pm. Hosted by Bob Stern.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Indian Stories read by Jaime de Angulo. The

complete series.

12:00 Assassinatin' Rhythm
Modern composures are tampered with through

electronics. Hosted by Ray Farrell.

Bak^fre?h by hand,daily.

Mon. - Sai.
8- 6:30
Sunday
8- 3:00

1281 Gilman St.

Berkeley. CA
Phone:524-3104
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BERKELEY BUILDERS
- CUSTOM HOMES --

FUGETSU

DISTINCTIVE

JAPANESE
CUISINE

Serving

LUNCH AND DINNER

Presenting our . .

.

MIDWEEK MENU

$5.95

Tue. Wed. Th. 5:30-9:30

Menu changes every month

Regular menu available

1776 SHATTUCK AVE
548-1776

We use no MSG

m:0niER3
CHANGE

HOBBIT

243* CrWtilNG W/tf,NRKElEY, CM. W7oi

Fresh pasta

3:00 am Obsidian
Music from starlight to sunlight, hosted by
Aurora.

1903UmVER&ITYrBEBKELEY
LUNCH fo, DINNER
raw pasta roa ram kitchen

Friday,
June 24th

7:00 am AM/FM
Kris Welch was forced to beg through the

streets of Gstaad and Cannes in search of her

real mother. . .News at 7 & 8:45; Headlines at

8:00.

9:00 Morning Concert
The Morning Requests. Requests received dur-

ing yesterday's Morning Concert will be aired

today. Tune in to the music you want to hear.

Hosted by Leslie Roberts.

11:15 Morning Reading
Blue Highways (3) by William Least Heat Moon.
Last of three readings.

12:00 New Horizons
Chocolate to Morphine. Dr. Andrew Weil, a

Harvard-trained physician and pharmacologist,

revolutionized thinking about drugs and

their effects on higher consciousness with his

book. The Natural Mind, in 1972. Now, in a

new book, he provides the most comprehen-

sive and up-to-date evaluation of almost every

legal and illegal drug available today. Neither

condoning nor condemning, he believes that

education and knowledge are the best preven-

tion of bad relationships with drugs. Host:

Will Nofike.

1:00 Shoutin' Out With
Mama O'Shea

Shout out and fight back with Mama and her

guests at 848-4425. Eng: Dr. John.

2:30 Pig In A Pen
The best in traditional and contemporary
bluegrass and old-time music, with Ray Edlund.

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Friday host: Philip Maldari.

KFCF 4:30 Fresno Traffic Jam
Heard only on KFCF, Fresno (90 min).

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:06 Prime Time
Living In The Nuclear Age. Town meeting of

the air dealing with all aspects of the nuclear

problem, from weapons to power plants.

Hosted by Ralph Steiner.

8:00 Living On Indian Time
Native American programming.

3:30 Mexican Press Review
Hosted by Andres Jimenez.

9:00 La Onda Bajita:

The Low Show Profile

Best low-riding sounds in all of Aztlan. Oldies,

features, Q-VOs y mas. Hosted by Molina,

with La Ginger Loca, El Aleman, DJ, El

Tecolote, Michele, Anna, La Arlene y El

Comandante Santiago.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Tweak & Peak
Ralph and Pottsie ruin the transmitter by

pouring ice-cream on it. Mr. C and Richie have

a fight over whether Richie is old enough to

take drugs. Mr. C: Tim McGovern. Mrs. C:

Larry Wood. Richie: Jim Bennett. Joanie:

Sandy Thompson. Ralph: Ken Ellis. Pottsie:

Monet Holmquist. Chachi: Steve Hawes. The

Fonz: John Sugnet.

KFCF 11:30 That Time of Month
Incessant playing of Star Trek soundtracks

by Brian and Ron will not be featured — but

everything else will be. Heard only on KFCF
in Fresno.

Larry Wood holds up Exhibit A, the ice-cream Ralph and Pottsie used to ruin the transmitter. The
Engineering Dept. has some happy days fixing it all. Friday June 24, 1 1:30 pm. .

.

Saturday,
June 25th

6:00 am The Gospel Experience
Traditional and contemporary gospel music

with Emmit Powell.

9:00 The Other Side of the Coin
Khalid Al-Mansour gives a third world perspec-

tive on domestic & international relations.

KFCF 9:00 Beans In Your Ears
The story Moonflute is featured. Heard only

on KFCF in Fresno (30 min).

9:30 Bud Cary's

Old Radio Theatre
Ending the month on a light note, Bud offers

The Magnificent Montague starring Monty
Wooley and one of the most distinctive voices

on radio, Anne Seymour. The series evolved

around the home life of a retired Shakespearean

actor whose antics often caused dilemmas for

his wife and maid Agnes. Part two of ORT
continues to add to the lightness with George

Burns & Gracie Allen. In this one, George is

having mother-in-law problems. It seems that

Gracie's mother doesn't approve of George

being in show business. Momma is played by

Verna Felton, who was a radio and television

staple through the end of her career. This is

insult long before Don Rickles thought he

invented it!

10:30 Focus on Women in Music
Voices in My Head. Singers from the 20's to

the present whose unique sound has left an

imprint. Hosted by Terry Garthwaite.

12:00 Women's Magazine
Three Looks at Survival.

12:00 Nice Jewish Girls. Excerpts and analy-

sis from Nice Jewish Girls: A Lesbian Antholo-

gy, and from "Communities of Women," a

workshop on survival strategies. Women talk

about their experiences as Jews dealing with

anti-Semitism, racial issues, class conflict and

survival. Produced by Marci Lock wood &
Penny Rosenwasser.

12:45 Audioprose: Tillie Olsen. Born into a

working class family in 1 91 3, Tillie Olsen wit-

nessed human suffering and grief from an early

age. A labor activist for many years, Olsen

writes of "human tiredness in the face of the

overwhelming complexities of society," and

sees her life's project as "snatching beauty

from the jaws of destruction." In this program,

Olsen reads / Stand Here Ironing, her first-

person narrative of a working woman explain-

ing to a visiting social worker what went wrong
with her talented but emotionally restricted

daughter. Kay Bonetti interviews Olsen and
provides solid insight into Olsen's life and
thoughts.

1:30 Women of Color. A look at Bay Area
publications for and by women of color.

Interviews with women who put out Onyx/
Black Lesbian Newsletter and Morena Magazine.

Plus community announcements and music to

celebrate the full moon. Produced by Cindy
Madron & Karen Sims.

2:00 Ahora
Latin music, news on the hour, information on

what's happening in the Bay Area Raza commu-
nity. 5:00-5:30, Enfoque Nacional: Spanish

language news magazine. 5:30-6:00, Revista,

Spanish language news of California. ^^^^
6:00 KPFA Evening News

6:30 Freedom Is A Constant
Struggle

The Paul Robeson Show, produced by Emiliano

Echeverria, featuring the songs, speeches, inter-

views and dramatic performances of the great

Black cultural figure.

KFCF 6:30 Moderne Musique
With John T. Heard only on KFCF, Fresno

(2 hours).

7:00 Third World Special
Minority Images On The Screen. How can we

overcome racial stereotyping on the screen?

Danny Valdez, Wood Moy, Amy Hill and others

will share their thoughts on minority invisibility

in the movies.

7:30 The Secret's Out
Get it on up. Jazz with Bari Scott. At 7:50,

Calendar of Upcoming Events.

8:00 New Jazz from the Public Theatre in

New York. Henry Threadgill Sextet. Beaver

Harris/Don Pullen's 360 Degree Music Ex-

perience. Produced by WBGO-FM,
Newark, New Jersey.

KFCF 8:30 Valley Pirate Radio
Comedy — Rych sets fire to anything red tied

to people's automobile antennas. Heard only

on KFCF in Fresno (30 min).

KFCF 9:00 Just Playin' Folk
Roger Clugston hosts. Heard only on KFCF
in Fresno (2 hours).

11:00 Ear Thyme
The sound of resident jazz artists, as performed

in Bay Area clubs and on records. Produced

by Doug Edwards.

1:00 am Nite Owls On Patrol

"From the sea we arose, time curves, we pose;

pose with our mouths, pout with our hips. Oh

yeah Baby, we so hip." Maurice Jerome wrote

the gist of these lines back during the spring of
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our Bicentennial debacle while playing spook

sitting by the Vatican in Rome. For Night Ova/I

they evoke visions of eviscerated evolution,

asses and excesses out of a Fellini fantasy and

an early poem by T.S. (that sucks) Eliot. They
invite you to cock your ears to this their first

summer show. And tell.

Sunday,
June 26th

5:00 am A Musical Offering
5:00 Music of all kinds.

7:00 Bach to Bach, featuring the weekly can-

tata. All hosted by Mary Berg.

9:00 Sleepers! Awake
Bach, baroque & Brazil, with commentary by

the one and only Bill Sokol.

11:00 Jazz, Blues & Folk
Review program of new releases with Phil

Elwood or Chris Strachwitz.

1:00 Across The Great Divide
Folk and popular music with Robbie Osman.

2:30 Forms & Feelings

Improvisational music with the creative ima-

gination of the spontaneous. With Jim Bennett.

4:30 Alan Watts
Huxley's Island. Third of four lectures.

5:30 Poetry In Motion
Michael Palmer discusses the making of his

poetry with Duncan McNaughton.

6:00 KPFA Weekend News

7:00 Radio Drama
Metamorphosis by Franz Kafka. A production

of the Mind's Eye Theatre, the phenomenal ra-

dio drama center in Novato under the direction

of Bob Lewis. For the past decade, Lewis has

been producing radio drama as a professional

enterprise, perhaps the only such organization

in this country. We have heard his productions

of The Hobbit and Lord of the Rings this past

year. This evening we hear a new production,

with Bob Lewis in bur studio telling us how it

is all done. Metamorphosis was adapted for ra-

dio by Erik Bauersfeld, who plays the role of

Samsa, the man who awoke one morning to

find he had turned into a huge insect. Bernard

Mayes is Samsa's other self, with Robert Elross

as the father, Kenna Hunt as the mother, Beth

Sweeney as the sister, and Priscilla Adler as the

housekeeper. The unusual insect effect was in-

vented electronically by Ingram Marshall.

Franz Kafka. A dramatization of 'Metamorpho-
sis' with Erik Bauersfeld as Samsa, on 'Radio
Drama' Sunday June 26th at 7:00pm.

Z'ev, a conceptual artist who works with kinetic acoustics, speaks about his art and presents some
of his sounds on 'Minimal Music' Monday June 27th at 9:00 pm.

8:00 In Your Ear
Jazz and Musica Latina with Art Sato.

KFCF 8:00 Pipe Organ Showtime
Host Ron Mussleman with the best of popular,

theatre and classical organ music. Heard only

on KFCF in Fresno (3 hours).

10:00 The Spirit of Carnival

Music of the Caribbean with David McBurnie.

11:00 Music from the Hearts of

Space
Inner and outer space music, tuned to the

vibrations of this evening, with Timitheo &
Anna.

2:00 am Mr. Exotic & The
Insomnia Squad

Bob the Nelson hosts still more frenetic quirk-

ery moderated with supranominal socially re-

deeming values: science news, interviews, mu-
sic, etc. .

.

Monday,
June 27th

7:00 am AM/FM
Denny ends his share of June by looking for-

ward to the summer — swimming, sweating
and sweetening. Sweetening? News at 7 & 8:45;
Headlines at 8:00.

9:00 Morning Concert
Russ Jennings plays a selection of music from
KPFA's extensive library.

11:15 Morning Reading
In Transit by Elizabeth de Vegh. This book of

travel sketches by an American woman is pub-

lished by Arrowhead Press in Berkeley. The
publisher told Dorothy Bryant. "I can't get

reviewer notice for this book but everyone from
Trotskyists to feministstto denizens of the

Avenue to uppah class all-enjoy it." Dorothy
likes it too, so she reads excerpts.

12:00 Monday Matinee
Patterns, conceived and directed by Joseph
Chaikin. The last of a four-part series of text

and improvisations about the time between
wake and sleep. Produced by The Other Thea-

tre with funding from the Satellite Develop-

ment Fund. With Joseph Chaikin, Ronnie Gil-

bert, Tina Shephard and Roger Babb.

12:30 Blues By The Bay
Blues: Oldies, classics, taped concerts, new re-

leases. Blues news and blues in the clubs. With

Tom Mazzolini.

2:30 Musica do Brasil:

Brazil and Beyond
Emory White brings the music and composers
of Brazil to KPFA's airwaves.

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Monday hosts: Reyna Cowan & Buster Gonza-
les.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 The Soviet Union:
A Closer Look

Interviews Recorded in the USSR. William

Mandel talks with a poet temporarily assigned

to improving the movie industry in his Central

Asian republic. He talks about his staff, the

kinds of films made, how personnel are trained

and educated. His goal is "to produce films that

are really art, and not simply to have output."

He has had his work published in the U.S. and
France, and talks about his impressions of Am-
erica, formed during visits to San Francisco in

1961 and 1982. He also talks about sex shops
in . Denmark, American movie kitsch, etc.

8:00 Bay Area Arts
Hdrspiel U.S.A. For the past forty years, the

art of radio drama has developed at West Ger-

man Radio, principally in Cologne. These Hor-

spiel works have had little exposure to Ameri-
can audiences, but currently, through the

funding of the Goethe Institute in San Francis-

co and WDR, KPFA has become the first U.S.

station to engage in the co-production of these

dramas. Translations by Robert Goss of six

Hbrspiel works are currently being produced
and WDR personnel associated with the origi-

nal work are assisting in the productions. Dur-

ing the recording of a work by sound poets

Ernst Jandl and Friederike Mayrocker, WDR
producer Klaus Mehrlander visited our studios

and in the course of this complicated but

brief work, Erik Bauersfeld and Robert Goss
discussed the art of radio drama at a local

coffee house, Horspiel style. Included on the

program will be a preview of the production
Five Man Humanity, performed by a cast

of nine Bay Area actors and produced at

Fantasy Studios.

9:00 nniDQLBVFMr Tone

9:00 Minimal Music
Z'ev speaks tonight in and of performance art

that has overwhelmed his audiences with sound
and light. Z'ev works with kinetic acoustics,

mastering such instruments as the baking pan,

plastic containers and old metal drums. Listen

to the orchestrated sounds that chime, scrape,

crash and ripple into complex rhythms. Z'ev

pioneers into newer arenas. . .as Roxanne
Merry field hosts.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
'Indian Stories read by Jaime de Angulo. The
complete series.

12:00 Midnight Becomes Eclectic
An evening of some of your old favorite jazz

and blues recordings, by women. Hosted by
Reyna Cowan.

1:30 am Black Coffee
Jazz and features on Black culture, with
Akinlana Songotosin (Ibo) and associate pro-
ducer Babatunde Kayode. See 6/6 listing 4cf .

more details.

Tuesday,
June 28th

6:00 am Face The Day
Hosted by Mer'de Cassandra Wimbs.
Black Coffee resumes at 6:30.

7:00 AM/FM
On the 492nd birthday of Henry VIII, Kris

eats a big turkey bone and gets married five

times, while the show continues. Fast work.
News at 7 & 8:45; Headlines at 8:00.

9:00 Morning Concert
Morton Gould: Venice (Audiograph for Double
Orchestra & Brass Choirs) (1966-67) Katims,

Seattle Sym Orch, 'RCA LSC 3079 (26 min).

Paul Hindemith: Concert Music for Piano,

Brass & Harps, Op. 49 (1930) Crossley, piano;

Howarth, Jones Brass Ensemble, 'London
LDR 71053 (26 min).

Ernest Bloch: Concerto Symphonique for Piano

& Orchestra (1948) Mitchell, piano; Golschmann,

Vienna State Opera Orchestra, 'Vanguard VSD
2101 (38 min).

Karl-Birger Blomdahl : Symphony No. 3 "Facet-

ter" (1950) Ending, Stockholm Philharmonic

Orchestra, 'Turnabout TVS 34318 (22 min).

With Steve Wolfe.

9-12 noon; 2-5 pm, KFCF in Fresno airs the

Fresno County Board of Supervisors meeting.

11:15 Morning Reading
The Lucero Requiem by Joanne Greenberg.

In reading this short story by the author of /

Never Promised You a Rose Garden, Dorothy

Bryant indulges two of her passions — music

and good fiction.

12:00 Quiet Joys of Brotherhood
A program of Men's Studies hosted by Sam
Julty. Open line today. Call-ins 848-4425
on topics pertinent to men's lives.

1:00 Arabic Music
Presented by 77na Naccach.

2:30 Sounds
The wide range of Black music, in all styles,

past and present, with Craig Street.

Joanne Greenberg's The Lucero Requiem' is

read by Dorothy Bryant on the Morning Read-
ing, Tuesday, June 28 at 11:15 am.
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4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Tuesday hosts: Ginny Z. Berson & Julia

Randall.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Prime Time
Cults and the Constitution: Who's Abusing
Whom? Some call them "new religions,"

others refer to them as "cults." Sun Myung
Moon's Unification Church, Scientology,

followers of Bhagwhan Rajneesh and Guru
Maharaj Ji promote fervent belief, radical

changes in life-style, and clannish bizarre be-

havior in their converts. Are the nontradition-

al recruitment methods used by these groups

protected by the First Amendment's guarantee

of freedom of religion? Should the interesting

financial structures of these "churches" be

held sacred by the IRS? -Producer Andrew
Ross, one of the first investigators into the

labrynth of cultish America, collects the evi-

dence and helps us to decide where to draw
the line. The Bill of Rights Radio Education

Project, co-sponsored by the Pacifica Founda-
tion and the ACLU; major funding from the

National Endowment for the Humanities.

Executive Producer: Adi Gevins.

At 7:30, KPFB, 89.3 FM in Berkeley airs the

Berkeley City Council meeting.

8:00 The Health Show
A program about health and nutrition, host-

ed by Toni Gray. Call-ins 848-4425.

8:30 Probabilities
An Interview with Ursula K. LeGuin. The
Hugo and Nebula award winning author of

The Left Hand of Darkness, The Dispossessed,

The Earthsea Trilogy and other novels,

shortstory author par excellence, essayist

and critic was at the KPFA studios in May.
She talks about her writing career and about
-publishing in general. Produced by Richard

A. Lupoff & Lawrence Davidson. Technical

assistance by Monet Holmquist.

9:00 Maximum Rock and Roll
Tim and the Gang present music, which, when
properly harnessed, could easily replace nuclear

power. However. . .radiation sickness could
happen if you listen too long. . .

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Indian Stories read by Jaime de Angulo. The
complete series, program 28

12:00 Adventures in Stereo
An examination of modern musical styles

with Michael Fitzgibbon.

1:30 am Jazz Party
Featuring Bay Area musicians with their music.

Hosted by Doug Edwards.

Wednesday,
June 29th

7:00 am AM/FM
Kris never knew how to enjoy food, until she

met. . .Mr. Creosote. News at 7 & 8:45; Head-

lines at 8:00.

9:00 Morning Concert
Ear Magazine West On The Air: The Music of

Bob Davis. Bob Davis is the composer of Soon
3, the San Francisco-based visual theatre group.

He has worked and studied with Laurie Ander-
son, Robert Ashley, David Behrman and Terry

Riley, and for a number of years was associated

with the Mills College Center for Contemporary
Music. Today's selections include his music
from the Soon 3 productions "Renaissance Ra-

dar," "Voodoo Automatic" and "Red Rain,"

as well as "Tam-lin," a pagan ritual, "American
City Anthem," and "Technology Declines,"

among others. His main instruments are

the guitar and a custom-make Serge synthesizer.

His works in music/theatre and other composi-

tions have toured extensively in Europe. His

numerous publishing credits include The 50
cents Guitar Book (with John Adams) and,

forthcoming from Last Gasp Press, Hard Core
California (co-edited with Peter Belsito), a

history of new wave music. Hosted by Ben
Azarm.

11:15 Morning Reading
A Sexual Relationship by Gillman Noonan. A
new Irish writer astonishing in his range. Noo-
nan was born in County Cork, studied at the

University College Cork, and worked in various

parts of Europe. Read by Padraigin McGilli-

cuddy. Published by Pool beg Press.

12:00 New Releases at Noon
Russ Jennings plays new releases in the classi-

cal, avant-garde, experimental and related

fields.

1:00 Folk Music from Near and
Far Out

Greek Music from Smyrna. Ah, those good old

scratchy records, there's nothing like 'em. Dino

Pappas, a noted collector of this specialty, is

making a trip to the Bay Area from Michigan

and will be here today in person to present a

program of gems from his collection. These

records range from early 1910 to an electric,

eclectic version of "Yes, Sir, That's my Baby."
Roza Eskinazi, Rita Abatzi, George Katsaros,

Tsanakas and Lofteris Melemnis are just a few
of the legendary artists to be featured. Collec-

tors pay attention! Produced by Gerda Daly.

2:30 The Reggae Experience
Music from Jamaica with Too Dread.

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Wednesday host: David Lamble.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Prime Time
7:00 Vietnam, A War That Never Ends, focus-

ing on the collusion between the United States

and the People's Republic of China against

Vietnam and Kampuchea, People's World corre-

spondent Mark Allen presents excerpts of in-

terviews he conducted with Vietnamese leaders

during his recent visit to Vietnam.
7:30 Joint Custody. Rana Lee talks with attor-

neys Liz Holstein and Ann Graham, and social

worker Steve Zimmerman about the pros and
cons of joint custody.

8:00 Music In America
Country Blues Summit Meeting. A stellar en-

counter among Lightnin' Sam Hopkins, Big

Joe Williams, Brownie McGee and Sonny Terry.

Joel Sachs moderates discussions among vari-

ous combinations of the participants, that end
in world peace and harmony.

10:00 Fruit Punch: Gay Radio
Strengthen the Ties/Break the Chains. The
theme of this year's parade and celebration in

San Francisco suggests the political, social

and cultural unity desired by its organizers.

Tonight we offer our listeners highlights from
one of the planet's premiere Lesbian/Gay
Freedom Day Celebrations that reflect the
unity and diversity of that day and our com-
munity.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Indian Tales read by Jaime de Angulo. The
complete series, program 29.

12:00 The Witching Hour
Music by women, from blues to jazz to folk.

Hosted by Pam Scola.

1:30 am Beedle Urn Bum
Eclectic music mix with Larry. Complete al-

bum at 4:00.

Thursday,
June 30th

7:00 am AM/FM
Kris ends the month of June by emulating the
San Francisco Giants. . .and swooning. News
at 7 & 8:45: Headlines at 8:00.

9:00 fim Dolby pm| ' Tone

9:00 Morning Concert
Spartito Preso. Music for piano and prepared

piano by John Cage, Earle Brown, Paolo Renos-

to, Daniele Lombardi, Giancarlo Cardini,

George Brecht, Morton Feldman, LaMonte
Young and others. Performed by Italian pian-

ists Daniele Lombardi and Giancarlo Cardini.

Hosted by Leslie Roberts.

11:15 Morning Reading
Friends and Occasional Lovers by Gilbert

Noonan. Described as "a product of that Ire-

land which joined the EEC. . .which is grap-

pling with the changed mores of a world

quite unlike anything our history has prepared

us for." He is also preoccupied with the ancient

relationship between man and woman and

their pursuit of, flight from, lust for, domin-

ance over, delight in, obsession with each

other. Read by Padraigin McGillicuddy. Pub-

lished by Pool beg Press.

12:00 Lunch Box
Public Affairs features.

12:30 Sing Out!
Folk and acoustic music with Nancy Guinn.

The music of Bob Davis, composer for Soon 3, a visual theatre group, will be featured on the Morn-
ing Concert, Ear Magazine West on the Air, Wednesday, June 29th at 9:00 am.

Lightnin' Sam Hopkins and the blues, on the

'Country Blues Summit Conference' on 'Music
in America' Wednesday, June 29, 8:00pm.

2:30 Music for an Afternoon
Mellow blues and jazz with Gorman Lee.

4:30 Traffic Jam
California Edition at 4:45; Headlines at 5:00.

Youth On The Air at 5:30. Thursday host:

Buster Gonzales.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Prime Time
Southwind: A Latin American Journal.

The Wounded Quetzal is the result of a month-
long investigative trip to Mexico. The Quetzal,

a bird of long, bright green plumage, is an

ancient Mayan symbol of freedom. Today, as

many as 150,000 Guatemalan Indians and

Mestizos have sought refuge in Mexico after

fleeing the army of Guatemalan President

Rios Montt. Many of these people now live

in refugee camps in the bush and the jungle

of southern Mexico, several days journey by

truck and boat from the nearest town. In this

program, we follow the histories of several

Guatemalan families — with first-hand

accounts of their lives in Guatemala: why they

left, what their lives are like in Mexico, and

their prospects for the future. We also explore

the serious political and logistical problems

encountered by individuals and groups trying

to provide relief and long-range aid to the

growing number of refugees.

8:00 Majority Report
A feminist magazine of women's news and

public affairs, presented by the Women's Dept.

8:30 Marcia Griffiths, a Jamaican singer

who has been singing and touring since 1964

is interviewed by Sue Supriano. Griffiths had

a successful solo career before she organized

the l-Threes (a female trio with Judy Mowatt,

Rita Marley and herself) which won interna-

tional acclaim touring for seven years with

Bob Marley and the Wailers. Produced by

Sue Supriano & Selah Dread.

9:00 People Playing Music
Live acoustic music from the KPFA studios.

Be part of the audience at 2207 Shattuck

Ave. in Berkeley. Best free show in town.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Inside/Out
A monthly anthology of writing created in

prison, produced by David Meltzer. Tonight,

Gloria Frym, poet and teacher, will introduce

four of her students in the writing workshop

at San Bruno.

12:00 Assassinatin' Rhythm
Aggressive new music like a Wurlitzer in a

wind tunnel, with Ray Farrell.

3:00 am Obsidian
Music from starlight to sunlight, presented

by Aurora.
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Classifieds
KPFA FOLIO Classified Ad rates:

$1.50 per line (6 words on each line

approx.) Minimum 3 lines. Deadline:

the fifteenth of the preceding month.

Write 'Folio Classifieds' KPFA,
7207 Shattuck Ave., Berkeley 94704.

Old time radio shows on cassette. Great

mystery, adventure, comedy, science fic-

tion. Free catalog. S.I. Feurst, 225 Clifton,

No. 310, Oakland CA 94618.

Tour to Nicaragua: Discover the new
Nicaragua. Join in celebrating the 4th anni-

versary of the revolution. Specially designed

tour July 1 1-25. Contact Nicaragua Informa-

tion Center, (415) 549-1387

Congratulations, Lisa Goldstein, for your

chutzpah at TABA awards.

Fudge, Hubbard, Zuckerman Kits

da vichord Harpsichord Fortepiano

Built for you below finished prices.

Just intoned hrpschrd. 29 to the 2/1

Queries welcome 535-0709 Norman Henry

Therapist sensitive to political values.

Individuals & couples. Sliding scale, insur-

ance. $15 intro. session. Anna Graves,

LCSW(No. 9036). 655-5675.

WRITE TO PRISONERS

Richard Ward C-26745
1-154 CMF Box 2000
Vacaville, CA 95696

James Moss 75757-012

P.O. Box 1000
Pleasanton, CA 94566

Michael D. Harrison

PO Box W-C-20896
Represa, CA 95671

Richard Dumas
P.O. Box 3000 D-208
Vacaville, CA 95696

Harold Eichorn 15627
P.O. Box 607
Carson City, Nev. 89702-0607

David H. Smith

C-34928, P.O. Box 2000 N-107

Vacaville, CA 95696

Al Cunningham, Esq. 11

P.O. Box B-7 57 5 3

Tamal CA 94964

Blaine Crosby
C-56365 P.O. Box 2000 L-104-U
Vacaville, CA 95696-2000

VACATION RENTALS
Inverness-PL Reyes. 1-2-3 br homes.

Weekend-weekly-monthly. Hiking, sea-

shore, horseback riding, tennis (415)

669-1077. West Marin Real Estate, Box

160, Pt. Reyes Station, CA 94956.

VACATION RENTAL: North Lake Tahoe.

Quiet, woodsy cabin. Sleeps 4-6. Full

kitchen. Access to private beach, close to

beautiful hiking areas. $40/night; $225/wk.

(415) 848-4457.

For Women: A one-day workshop using

bioenergetic exercises to wake us up. Get

in touch with our energy and feelings.

Sunday, June 12, 10-2:30. Register early.

Betsy Ferber. 658-2234.

Photography Classes with Daniel Hunter,

8th year, all levels, days, evenings, weekends,
Enormous darkroom. Call for brochure,
534-6041.

Reality Inspector. Brilliant, mind-bending

book. $4.20 postpaid. John Caris, 56 West-

gate, San Francisco CA 94127

For Sale:
463 Volvo. Now brakes, suspension

& shocks. New alternator, water pump, and
battery. Well-maintained and reliable. All

paperwork since 1979. $1200. Call: 841-1211

days; 845-1020 eves.

Parents of 17 month old baby looking

for parents of similar-aged child to share

childcare. Piedmont. 328-4428.
Many of Detroit's most creative artists can

be found in the pages of Solid Ground: A
New World Journal. The spring/summer

issue features Ornette Coleman, poet.

Jayne Cortez, original poetry and record

reviews. Now available in Bay Area book-

stores or call (415) 653-0743.

Murals in your home, office, store, union

or community agency? Ten years experi-

ence. Mike Mosher, 621-7683.

Rare data collections now available to re-

searchers: unconventional, old/new, emerg-
ing/suppressed, forgotten or recently an-

anounced alternative & appropriate techno-

logies. 'InFolios' Catalog. Send SASE. Con-
sulting & info-retrieval services also available.

Rex Research PO Box 1258. Berkeley, 94704.

Order of Gandhi — a non-violent peace

organization. Complimentary information

cassette. Send $3 for postage/handling.

Gandhi Center, Box 2041, Burbank, CA
91505

KPFA exchanges mailing lists with other organizations to increase our sub-

scribership. If you object to having your name exchanged as a result of be-

ing one of our subscribers, please write to our Subscription Department,

enclosing a recent FOLIO label if possibte, and we will delete your name
from our exchange lists.

ADMINISTRATION: David Salniker/Manager. Eve Buckner/Assistant Manager.

Craig Street/Special Projects. Volunteers: Jessica Pearlstein, Kym Hemberger,
Vickie Kingsley, Nancy Delaney, Janu Muhawi

ENGINEERING: Tim McGovern/Chief Engineer. Larry Wood/Asst. Chief Engineer,

Wirechief. Steve Hawes/Transmitter Supervisor. Ken Ellis, Tony Ferro, Robert Gilfillan,

Ingrid Hoermann, Monet Holmquist, Duke Masters, Marci Mearns, Charly Raybee, Tony
Remington, Rene Romero, Christopher Scott, Ellen Shatter, Bob Stern, Sandy Thompson,

Dan Turner.

PRODUCTION: Jim Bennett/Director. Susan Elisabeth, Scott McAllister, Erik Wood,
Bob Campbell, Nancy Guinn, John Hester, Roxanne Merryfield, Greg Fitzgerald, Alan
Lazaroff, Ellen Shatter, Vivian Arnold, Monet Holmquist, Ingrid Hoermann, Tom
McElheney, Dawn Nagengast, Shana Winokur, Robert Gilfillan, Allison Shepard.

MUSIC: Charles Amirkhanian/Director. Ben Azarm, Mary Berg, Joanna Brouk, Dan
Crafts (Terry Hawkins), Bill Croft, Gerda Daly, Gil Daly, TomDiamant, Ray Edlund,

Phil Elwood, Ray Farrell, Tony Ferro, Deena Grossman, the black shadow, Nancy
Guinn, John Gullak, Shafi Hakim, Steve Hill. Matt Holdreith, Diane Kaplan, Susan

Kernes, Kori Kody, Harold Lawrence, .Ward Glenn, Sasha Matson, Tom Mazzolini,

David Mayers, Larry McCombs, April McMahon, Loren Means, Opal L. Nations, Bob
Nelson, Tina Naccach, Robbie Osman, Jolie Pearl, Emmit Powell, Joel Sachs, Susan

Sailow, Christopher Scott, Frank Scott. Carl Stolz. Chris Strachwitz, Shana Winokur,

Anna Turner, Steve Wolfe, Tim Yohannon, Leslie Roberts, Don Joyce.

DRAMA & LITERATURE: Erik Bauersfeld/Director. Padraigin McGillicuddy/

Associate Director. Dorothy Bryant, Byron Bryant, Gail Chugg, Fred Cody, Lawrence

Davidson, John FitzGibbon, May Gardner, Henry Jacobs, Satti Khanna, Ed Markman,

Adam David Miller, Michael Goodwin, Tom Parkinson, Bill Shields, Richard Wolinsky,

Duncan McNaughton, Alan Soldofsky, Will Noffke, Jennifer Stone, Dorothy Gilbert,

Eleanor Sully, Chris Rendel, Ed Robbin, Leo Downey, David Meltzer, Christopher

Clarke, Bud Cary, Lawrence Mannion, Robert Gilfillan.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS: Richard 'Buster' Gonzales, Philip Maldari/Co-Directors. Ralph

Steiner, Kris Welch, Denny Smithson, Adi Gevins, Sue Supriano, Helga Lohr Bailey, Walter

Turner, William Mandel, Mama O'Shea, Heber, Barbara Lubinski, Lincoln Bergman, Emiliano

Echeverria, Kathy McAnally, Fruit Punch, Peoples Media Collective, Bernie Kranor, Brad

Cleveland, ISA, Peggy Stein, Rana Lee, Paci Hammond, Edith Davison, Sam Julty, Bill

Zane, Harry Sheer, Elizabeth Hirshfeld, La Onda Bajita.

WOMEN'S DEPT: Ginny Z. Berson/Director. Peggy Bray, Chana Wilson, Marci

Lockwood, Julia Randall, Roxanne Merryfield, Reyna Cowan, Max Dashu, Paci

Hammond, Jean Robertson, Pam Scola, Corless Smith, Karen Sundheim, Susan

Blachman, Laurie Udesky, Sarah Jacobus, Susan Elisabeth, Ingrid Hoermann, Penny

Rosenwasser, Cindy Madrone, Nancy Delaney, Jane Muhawi, Karen Sims.

THIRD WORLD: Bari Scott/Director. Craig Street, Amina Hassan, David Henderson,

Drepenba Manzira, Candice Francis, Gorman Lee, Chris & Lonrue, Michael Butler, Vinme

Deale, Jose Castellar, John Henry, Ray Holbert, David McBurnie. Art Sato. Maurice

Walker, La Pena Radio Group, Darrell Smith, Khalid Al-Mansour, Doug Edwards..

NEWS: Aileen Alfandary/Director. Mark Mericle/Anchor, Producer. Wendell Harper/

Staff Reporter. Larry Abramson, Stephanie Allen, Tre Arenz, Vic Bedoian, Bob Bryzman,

Jeffrey Carter, Arlette Cohen, Sam Cope, Roger Coryell, Carlos Davidson, David Eifler,

Chris Gillette, Laurie Goodstein, Jill Hannum, Karen Hata, Gunnar Jensen, Clyde Leland,

Scott McAllister, Daveen Mandell, Joanne Mar, Bill O'Brien, Adrienne Price, Becky Rauber,

Paul Rauber, Paul Robins, Steve Rosenthal, Scott Shafer, Alan Snitow, Cheryl SooHoo,

Bob Stern, Roy Stone, Karen Sundheim, Richie Unterberger, Vicki Voss, Paula Wagner,

Erik Wood, Sarah Young, Heidi Zemach. Production Supervisor: Michael Yoshida.

Washington Bureau: Tim Frasca/Bureau Chief, Anna Cuilan, Moira Rankin, Lydia

Kleiner. Foreign Affairs: Robert Manning. El Salvador: Renato Camarda. Youth News:

Louis Freedberg/Director, Michael Curtin/Training Director, Toni Slattery/Washington,

Heather Frank, Fretias McGary, Aaron Dorfman.

KPFA STATION ADVISORY BOARD: Peter Franck, Ying Lee Kelley, Dan

Scharlin, Sally Pincus, Toni Vincent, Nancy Guinn, Mama O'Shea, Jennie Rhine,

Mike Berkowitz, Jonina M. Abron, Michael Singsen, Judi Hirsh, BUI Martinez,

Patty Hirota, Errol Chisholm, Gary Delgado, Sandre Swanson, Bert McGuire,

Jane Hunter, Tim McGovern, Mark Mericle, Sandy Calvert; David Salniker.

PACIF1CA FOUNDATION:
National Board: Richard Asche, Jorge Belgrave, Ron Clark, Marilyn Clement, Peter

Franck, Joan Glantz, Steven Glaser, Ying Lee Kelley, Marie Nahikian, Jack O'Dell, Julius

Mel Reich, Dan Scharlin, Delfino Varela, Milton Zisman.

Officers: Peter Franck/President. Marie Nahikian/First Vice-President. Vice-Presidents:

Sharon Maeda, David Salniker, Jim Berland, Jean Palmquist, Marita Rivero. Dan Scharlin/

Treasurer. Milton Zisman/Asst. Treasurer. Delfino Varela/Secretary. R. Gordon Agnew/Hon.

Chairperson. Jack O'Dell/Chair.

National Staff: Sharon Maeda/Executive Director. Lori Inano/Admin. Asst. Mariana

Berkovich, Sandra Rosas/Assist. Controllers. Flo Kushner/Payroll. Vera Hopkins/Historian.

Helen Kennedy/PPS, Radio Archive Director. Tim Frasca/Pacifica Radio News Director.

BEFORE YOU MOVE, PLEASE LET KPFA KNOW!!!

Please notify us of address changes in advance by using this form. Simply tear out

this last page so as to include the address label on the other side, and write in your

new address below. KPFA must pay 25 cents for every Folio returned by the P.O.

New Address

City .State. .Zip.

Folio
Editor: Richard Wolinsky
Art Director: Daniel Ziegler

Art Dept: Lisa Beerntsen, Richard Kramer,

Kurt Anderson
Editorial Staff: Casey Roberts, Kitty Lupoff

Camera: Jane Joba, Marty Jacobs

Typesetting: Ashley Wilkes

Advertising: Maria Gilardin 848-8819
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